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Abstract

In this thesis a new approach for single molecule detection and analysis is explored. This ap-
proach is based on the combination of two well established methods, fluorescence correlation
spectroscopy (FCS) and total internal reflection fluorescence microscopy (TIRFM). In contrast
to most existing fluorescence spectroscopy techniques, the subject of primary interest in FCS is
not the fluorescence intensity itself but the random intensity fluctuation around the mean value.
Intensity fluctuations are induced by thermal noise in a minute observation volume, which is
in classical FCS the confocal volume of a confocal microscope. E.g. FCS is commonly utilized
to investigate diffusion. In this case, diffusing fluorescent molecules entering or leaving the ob-
servation volume cause intensity fluctuations, which are analyzed by calculating the temporal
autocorrelation of the observed signal. The autocorrelation is a measure for the self-similarity
of a signal and contains information about the average fluctuation strength and duration. The
confocal observation volume, i.e. the measurement volume that is actually seen by the detector
is approximately given by the product of the optical transfer function with the fluorescence
exciting intensity distribution of a focused laser beam. To achieve a high signal-to-background
ratio a small observation volume is absolutely essential, first of all because the background from
e.g. scattered light increases with the size of the observation volume. Second, a small volume
assures for a small average number of fluorophores inside the observation volume and therefore
for a high fluctuation amplitude i.e. FCS signal.

This thesis proposes and discusses an alternative to confocal FCS specially conceived for
measurements on surface-bound molecular systems, such as biological receptors or immobilized
enzymes. In contrast to confocal FCS, fluorescence is excited within an evanescent field generated
by total internal reflection (TIR) of a laser beam at the interface between a microscope coverslip
and the sample. This is achieved by focusing the laser beam off-axis at the back focal plane
of a high NA oil-immersion objective. The collimated beam that emerges from the objective is
incident at an oblique angle at the coverslip-sample interface and totally internal reflected. In
contrast to confocal FCS, the generated observation volume is completely confined to the surface
and background fluorescence as well as scattered light from the bulk is efficiently suppressed.

Our method, called objective-type TIR-FCS in the following, features an increased collec-
tion efficiency compared to existing techniques that combine evanescent wave excitation and
FCS. Existing techniques use total internal reflection on the surface of a prism to generate an
evanescent field. This leads to a configuration where the choice of objectives is limited to air or
water-immersion objectives. In our system we use a high NA oil-immersion objective, specially
conceived for TIR applications, which collects light efficiently. The collection efficiency is further
enhanced by a naturally occurring change of the emission properties of fluorophores close to in-
terfaces between dielectric media. The presence of the interface favors emission into the optically
denser medium so that about 60% of the emitted light can be collected. These factors, together
with a reduced observation volume lead to a very sensitive method with a high potential for
applications in single molecule detection and analysis. The performance of the proposed me-
thod was experimentally shown for measurements on molecules subject to Brownian motion and
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iv ABSTRACT

binding to modified coverslips. In particular, it was experimentally shown that objective-type
TIR-FCS features high signal-to-background ratio on a single molecule level.

In this thesis, concise derivations of analytical expressions for autocorrelation functions for
diffusion and most important, the case of ligands reversibly binding to a single and localized
binding site are presented. The derived model allows for the quantitative determination of bin-
ding rates for a single receptor. We strongly believe that the application of these results in the
context of investigations of receptor-ligand binding kinetics will allow for deeper understanding
of cellular signaling.

Moreover, this thesis discusses the applicability of the proposed method in enzymology.
Enzymes, as most proteins are subject to continuous changes of their structure or conformation.
These conformational changes are correlated with the function of the enzyme. In the discussed
example the enzyme catalyzes an oxidation where the product is fluorescent but the substrate
is not. The function of the enzyme i.e. the recurring product formation leads to observable
intensity fluctuations. Since function and conformational states are correlated, conformational
fluctuations can be investigated by means of FCS as was already shown for confocal FCS.

A technique closely related to FCS is fluorescence lifetime spectroscopy (where lifetime refers
to the mean lifetime of the electronic excited state). Whereas in FCS the relaxation after random
deviations from thermal equilibrium is investigated, relaxation of excited fluorophores towards
their electronic ground-state is investigated in lifetime spectroscopy. The technique is used for
e.g. discrimination between fluorophores with different lifetimes. Lifetime spectroscopy combined
with imaging is used in many domains of life-science, including microarray reading and medical
diagnostics. In preliminary work we developed a novel approach to perform lifetime imaging that
is based on a multiplexing technique. The proposed method requires no mechanical scanning
stage and only a single-point detector. Furthermore, noise is reduced under certain circumstances
if the signal is low. Characteristics of this technique as well as advantages and disadvantages are
shortly discussed.



Zusammenfassung

Gegenstand dieser Arbeit ist eine neue Methode zur Einzelmolekül Detektion. Grundlage der
vorgeschlagenen Methode ist die Kombination zweier weit verbreiteter Techniken: ’fluorescence
correlation spectroscopy’ (FCS) und ’total internal reflection fluorescence microscopy’ (TIRFM).
In FCS ist die Messgröße nicht die Intensität selbst, sondern, im Gegensatz zum Großteil der
auf Fluoreszenz Spektroskopie basierenden Methoden, die Schwankung derselben. Die Inten-
sitätsschwankungen werden durch thermodynamische Fluktuationen in einem äußerst kleinen
Beobachtungsvolumen ausgelößt. Dieses Volumen ist im Fall von klassischem FCS das konfokale
Volumen eines konfokalen Mikroskops. Eine typische Anwendung von FCS ist die Messung von
Diffusionskoeffizienten. Fluktuationen in der Fluoreszenz-Intensität werden dann durch Brown-
sche Bewegung die zur Schwankungen der Anzahl von Molekülen im Volumen führt, ausgelößt.
Zur Analyse wird die Autokorrelation des gemessenen Fluoreszenzsignals berechnet. Die Auto-
korrelation ist ein Maß der “Selbstähnlichkeit” des Signals und enthällt Information zur mitt-
leren Stärke und Dauer der Schwankungen. Ein kleines Beobachtungsvolumen ist in dieser Art
von Messung äußerst wichtig um ein hohes Signal-zu-Hintergrund Verhältniss zu erreichen. Ein
kleines Volumen garantiert einerseits, dass der gemessene Anteil von Streulicht gering ist und
andererseits, dass die mittlere Anzahl der fluoreszierenden Moleküle im Beobachtungsvolumen
klein ist. Daraus folgt, dass die Amplitude der Fluktuationen und daher das FCS Signal hoch ist.
Das Beobachtungsvolumen ist im Fall von konfokalem FCS näherungsweise durch das Produkt
der optischen Transferfunktion der konfokalen Lochblende mit der ’point-spread function’ des
optischen Systems gegeben. Die Größe dieses Volumens bewegt sich typischerweise zw. 0.2 fl und
1fl.

In dieser Arbeit wird eine Alternative zu konfokalem FCS vorgestellt, welche für Messung an
biologischen Systemen (z.B. Enzyme und Rezeptoren) an Oberflächen konzipiert wurde. Fluo-
reszenz wird in diesem Fall innerhalb eines evaneszenten Feldes angeregt, welches durch totale
interne Reflexion (TIR) eines Laserstrahls an der Grenzfläche zwischen einem Mikroskop Deck-
glas und dem Sample generiert wird. Dazu wird der Laserstrahl parallel zur optischen Achse
verschoben und auf die hintere Brennebene eines Ölimmersionsobjektivs fokussiert. Der La-
serstrahl ist daher nach Austritt aus dem Objektiv kollimiert und fällt unter einem schiefen
Winkel (der den kritischen Winkel übertrifft) auf die Sample-Deckglas Trennfläche wo er re-
flektiert wird. Im Gegensatz zu konfokalem FCS ist das so erzeugte Beobachtungsvolumen auf
die unmittelbare Nähe zur Grenzfläche beschränkt und das Hintergrundsignal verursacht durch
Raman Streuung im Sample oder ungewollter, nicht an der Oberfläche generierter Fluoreszenz
effizient unterdrückt.

Unsere Methode, die wir im folgenden ’objective-type TIR-FCS’ nennen profitiert von ei-
ner sehr hohen Fluoreszenz-Kollektionseffizienz des optischen Systems. Existierende TIR-FCS
Methoden verwenden TIR an der Oberfläche eines Prismas um das evaneszente Feld zu er-
zeugen. Das führt zu einer Konfiguration in der die Wahl des Licht-sammelnden Objektives
auf Luft und Wasser-Immersionsobjektive beschränkt ist. Wir verwenden in unserem Aufbau
ein Ölimmersionsobjektiv mit hoher Apertur welches speziell für TIR Applikationen entwickelt
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wurde und Fluoreszenz effizient sammelt. Weiters ändern sich die Abstrahlcharakteristika von
Fluorophoren in der Nähe von Grenzflächen zwischen Dielektrika und zwar in einer Art und
Weise die die Kollektionseffizienz in ’objective-type TIR-FCS günstig beeinflußt. Die Grenz-
fläche begünstigt die Abstrahlung in das optisch dichtere Medium, sodass mehr als 60% des
emittierten Lichtes gesammelt werden kann (unter Vernachlässigung von Reflektionsverlusten).
Diese Faktoren gemeinsam mit einem kleinen Beobachtungsvolumen machen aus ’objective-type
TIR-FCS’ eine höchst sensitive Methode, geeignet für Einzelmolekül Detektion und Analyse. Die
Leistungsfähigkeit von ’objective-type TIR-FCS’ wurde experimentell am Beispiel diffundieren-
der und an das Deckglas bindender Fluorophore gezeigt. Einzelmolekül Messungen konnten mit
hohem Signal-zu-Hintergrund Verhältniss durchgeführt werden.

In der vorliegenden Arbeit werden weiters Ableitungen analytischer Ausdrücke für die Auto-
korrelationsfunktionen diffundierender Moleküle und Liganden die an einen einzelnen, lokalisier-
ten Rezeptor binden präsentiert. Das präsentierte mathematische Modell für Bindung erlaubt
die quantitative Bestimmung der Bindungsrate eines isolierten Rezeptors. Wir sind der Meinung,
dass die Anwendung dieser Ergebnisse im Rahmen von Untersuchungen an Rezeptor-Liganden
Systemen zu einem tieferen Verständniss der Signalverarbeitungsprozesse in Zellen führen wird.

Weiters wird in dieser Arbeit die Anwendbarkeit der Methode im Bereich der Enzymologie
besprochen. Die Struktur oder Konformation von Enzymen ist ständiger thermodynamischer
Schwankungen unterworfen. Konformationsschwankungen sind an die Funktion des Enzyms
gekoppelt. In dem beschriebenen Beispiel katalysiert das Enzym eine Reaktion die ein nicht-
fluoreszierendes Substrat in ein fluoreszierendes Produkt umwandelt. Die Produktbildung führt
zu beobachtbaren Intensitätsfluktuationen. Da die Funktion des Enzyms an seine Konformation
gekoppelt ist, kann FCS eingesetzt werden um die Konformationsänderungen zu untersuchen,
wie für den Fall konfokalen FCSs bereits demonstriert wurde.

Eine dem FCS ähnliche, auf Fluoreszenz basierende Messtechnik ist ’fluorescence lifetime
spectroscopy’. In FCS ist der Gegenstand der Messung die Relaxation eines molekularen Systems
nach einer stochastischen Abweichung vom thermodynamischen Gleichgewicht. In ’fluorescence
lifetime spectroscopy’ ist die Relaxation von Fluorophoren zu ihrem elektronischen Grundzu-
stand nach Anregung durch Photonabsorption Gegenstand der Messung. Diese Technik wird z.B.
verwendet um verschiedene Fluorophore aufgrund ihrer Lebenszeiten (mittlere Verweildauer im
angeregten Zustand) zu unterscheiden. Die Verbindung dieser Technik mit Mikroskopie, genannt
’fluorescence lifetime imaging’ (FLIM), kommt in vielen Bereichen der Biologie und der Medizin
zur Anwendung. Im Rahmen von Arbeiten die der Entwicklung von ’objective-type TIR-FCS’
vorausgingen, wurde eine neue Methode entwickelt um FLIM Messungen zu realisieren. Die
vorgeschlagene Methode, ’Hadamard lifetime imaging’ (HLI) genannt, welche auf einer Multi-
plexing Technik beruht, kommt ohne mechanisches Scannen der Probe aus; weiters wird nur ein
einzelner Detektor benötigt. HLI hat die Eigenschaft unter bestimmten Umständen Rauschen
effizient zu unterdrücken, was in einer zuverlässigeren Schätzung der Lebenszeiten resultiert. Die
Charakteristiken dieser Methode als auch Vorteile und Nachteile werden kurz präsentiert.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The utilization of fluorescence spectroscopy and imaging in life science has a long history. In the
course of time it became an integral part of cellular biology, molecular biology and medicine.
Several techniques emerged that harness different characteristics of fluorescence, including e.g.
fluorescence lifetime spectroscopy [1, 2] and imaging microscopy (FLIM) [3], different relaxation
techniques as fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) [4], fluorescence correlation
spectroscopy (FCS) [5], further fluorescence distribution analysis (FIDA) [6, 7, 8], fluorescence
resonance energy transfer (FRET) [9] and many others. The sensitivity of fluorescence based
methods increased continually with progresses made in microscopy and detector technology. A
particularly important development step that opened a brand new field of possible applications
was the first successful observation of individual fluorophores in a biologically relevant environ-
ment in the late 1980s [10] (see also [11, 12, 13]). This step was the foundation stone of a new
domain in fluorescence spectroscopy: single molecule detection (SMD) [13]. Since then several
research groups showed how the observation of individual fluorescently labeled proteins can lead
to amazing insights into the mechanisms of life on a nanometer scale. Many details about the
functioning of molecular motors, cellular trafficking and signaling could be revealed by SMD
(for an extensive overview see for instance [13, 14]).

A very interesting representative of fluorescence techniques featuring single-molecule sensi-
tivity is FCS [15, 16, 17, 18, 5, 19]. FCS is a special case of relaxation analysis. That is to say,
kinetic parameters of a molecular system are inferred by observing how the system returns back
to equilibrium after a small perturbation. FCS utilizes deviations from equilibrium that are due
to thermal noise. In contrast to most fluorescence based techniques the measured parameter
is not the fluorescence intensity itself but small deviations of the fluorescence signal from the
mean value. In principle the kinetics of all molecular processes that manifest themselves as
a variation of the fluorescence signal is accessible by this technique. For instance it is rather
straightforward to measure diffusion times and concentrations of fluorescent molecules as Brow-
nian motion leads to concentration fluctuations in a small observation volume, which in turn
causes measurable intensity fluctuations. Mean frequencies at which fluctuations occur as well
as their mean strength are conveniently obtained by calculating the temporal autocorrelation of
the fluctuating signal.

Classical FCS as most of the very sensitive fluorescence based techniques is based on confocal

microscopy [20, 21]. Fluorescence is detected from a minute observation volume realized by
exciting fluorescence inside the tight focus of a laser beam and using in addition a pinhole in
front of the detector, which rejects out-of-focus light. A small volume, which is in the case of
confocal FCS typically less than 1fl assures firstly that at each instant only few molecules reside
in the observation volume and secondly that background from e.g. scattered light is low.

The framework of the presented work was the development of existing fluorescence based
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

techniques towards higher sensitivity. Part of preliminary research was e.g. the investigation of
a novel way to perform FLIM based on a multiplexing approach (see paper I). In the course
of this thesis an alternative to confocal FCS was developed and characterized, which uses total
internal reflection (TIR) in order to excite fluorescence in the proximity of a glass surface. Here,
a laser beam propagating in a glass slide and incident at the glass-sample interface at an angle
that exceeds the critical angle is totally reflected at the interface and generates an evanescent
field at the surface that vanishes exponentially with distance z to the surface. Therefore, only
fluorophores very close to the surface (z < 100 nm) are efficiently excited. The high confinement
of the excitation field and hence observation volume leads to reduced background and artifacts
if the investigated molecular system is confined to the surface.

Using total internal reflection in order to excite fluorescence proofed already useful in mi-
croscopy; in fact, this method became a technique on its own called total internal reflection
microscopy (TIRFM) [22, 23, 24, 25]. This technique of fluorescence excitation was used in very
early FCS experiments [26, 27] as it was the natural way to confine the observation volume
before the adaption of the confocal principle from microscopy. In these experiments the evanes-
cent field was generated by means of total internal reflection at the surface of a prism, typically
above the objective of an inverted microscope, used to collect fluorescence.

In this thesis a different approach is proposed, which consists in adapting an objective-type
TIRFM [28, 23, 25] configuration for measuring FCS. In objective-type TIRFM (or prismless
TIRFM), fluorescence is excited and collected by means of an epi-illumination configuration
[20], which means that light falls on the sample from the observation side. This approach
offers several advantages compared to the ’prism-type’ configuration, most important the light
collection efficiency is considerably increased [29]. In the course of the present thesis the high
performance of objective-type TIR-FCS in terms of collection efficiency and signal-to-background
ratio could be shown in different experiments. The method was successfully applied to measure
diffusion times of fluorophores diffusing above a microscope cover slide. Further it was shown
that the proposed technique can be used to investigate binding. The high count rates per
molecule and signal-to-background ratio (∼ 35) allowed for measuring binding rates of individual
molecules binding to a single, localized binding site. In order to analyze FCS data analytical
models for the autocorrelation function were derived. This was done for free diffusion as well as
for combined diffusion and most important binding to a single, localized receptor. The models
were successfully applied to analyze FCS data for free diffusion as well as for binding.

Single molecule techniques allow to answer questions that cannot be addressed by measure-
ments on an ensemble of molecules. Numerous interesting questions relate to enzymology. Most
enzymes are proteins and after translation, before they become functional, they have to fold
into a particular conformation. Protein folding is a well investigated but very complex process.
Many pathways on a rough energy landscape lead to different final structures. Thermodynam-
ically induced conformational changes in already folded enzymes are less investigated although
it is known from theory and several experiments that these changes are closely related to the
function of enzymes [30, 31].

Motivated by results obtained with confocal FCS by L. Edman et al. [32] we studied the ap-
plicability of objective-type TIR-FCS to investigate conformational changes in single horseradish
peroxidase molecules. Horseradish peroxidase is capable of catalyzing the oxidation of the non-
fluorescent substrate dihydrorhodamine 6G. Since the product (rhodamine 6G) is highly fluo-
rescent, product formation leads to intensity fluctuations, which can be investigated by means
of FCS. Presented experiments show the advantages and actual limitations of the approach.

This thesis is organized as follows:

Chapters 2 to 5 give an overview on fluorescence and fluorescence based techniques related
to the presented work. Results are presented in three published papers found in the annexe.
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Supplementary material and detailed discussions are presented in chapters 6 to 9.
Chapter 2 gives an overview on the phenomenon fluorescence. Physical principles as well

as historical facts are discussed. Chapter 3 is devoted to fluorescence lifetime spectroscopy for
the purpose of an introduction to the work presented in paper I. Chapter 4 is an introduction
to FCS. Technical aspects and application fields are discussed. For later reference a derivation
of the autocorrelation function for diffusion is presented. Chapter 5 discusses several aspects of
evanescent wave excitation. Objective-type TIR-FCS is introduced in chapter 6. The method
is thoroughly characterized on a theoretical basis. In chapter 7 the autocorrelation function
for diffusion is derived and experimental results are discussed. Results serve as means for a
characterization of the setup. The derivation of the autocorrelation function for the case of
diffusion combined with binding of ligands to a single, localized receptor is presented in chapter
8. The derived function constitutes a new and important result, which makes quantitative
investigations of single molecule binding possible. Measurement results for dyes adsorbing to a
microscope slide as well as binding to a single localized binding site are presented and discussed.
The experiments on horseradish peroxidase are presented in chapter 9. Limitations and sources
of artifacts are discussed and solutions are proposed. The work is summarized in the conclusions
(chapter 10).
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Chapter 2

Fluorescence

This thesis deals with fluorescence spectroscopy whose underlying basic physical principle is
photoluminescence and in particular fluorescence. The present chapter is intended to introduce
the phenomenon of fluorescence. In the following several aspects of general interest, important
terms, and physical mechanisms, which are crucial for the understanding of subsequent chapters
will be presented.

2.1 History of fluorescence

Fluorescence is a luminescence (from Latin lumen = light) phenomenon that is to say, a phe-
nomenon of light emission, which is not solely conditioned by the rise in temperature, according
to the original definition and introduction of the term by the physicist and science historian
Eilhardt Wiedemann in 1888. In other words, the term luminescence denotes all mechanisms of
light emission that are not attributed to incandescence.1 This definition covers a large variety of
different phenomena, which are categorized according to the mode of excitation. Some examples
are [33]: Photoluminescence (including fluorescence, phosphorescence and delayed fluorescence),
sonoluminescence, bioluminescence, chemiluminescence, radioluminescence and thermolumines-
cence. Photoluminescence covers all phenomena where molecules reach an electronic excited
state by absorption of a photon and emit another photon, in general at a larger wavelength.

The oldest documented observation of photoluminescence we know, relates to fluorescence.
In 1565 the Spanish physician Nicolas Monardes discovered that fluorescence is emitted from
the infusion of the wood Lignum Nephriticum. Among others Isaac Newton investigated the
light emission of the infusion from Lignum Nephriticum, but the observed phenomenon was not
understood at this time. Another important discovery was made in the beginning of the 17th
century by the Italian cobbler and alchemist Vincenzo Cascariolo. He reported the observation of
phosphorescence after calcination of a mineral, which became known under the name Bolognian

phosphor . The name phosphor comes from the Greek phōsphóros, meaning ’which bears light’,
or ’who brings light’ (in Latin: Lucifer). The same name was assigned to the phosphorescent
chemical element discovered in the middle of the 17th century by Hennig Brandt. George Gabriel
Stokes investigated the emission of light by quinine sulfate in solution after the excitation with
ultraviolet light (published in 1852). Shortly later, he introduced the name fluorescence for
the observed phenomenon. The term fluorescence is derived from the mineral fluorspar, which
was known to emit light after excitation in the UV. Interestingly, fluorescence of fluorspar is
due to impurities (europium, yttrium and dysprosium), which are often found in this mineral

1Incandescence is the emission of electromagnetic radiation of a hot body due to its high temperature. Typically
in the infrared and visible region of the electromagnetic spectrum.

5



6 CHAPTER 2. FLUORESCENCE

[33]. By illuminating quinine sulfate with different wavelengths using a prism, and the sun as a
light source Stokes recognized that the emitted fluorescence has a longer wavelength than the
incident light. This shift in wavelength is today known as Stokes shift. In fact, Stokes was not
the first one who stated this effect. Already some years before, the French physicist Alexandre-
Edmond Becquerel2 reported the wavelength shift for light emitted by calcium sulfide, which is
phosphorescent.

In the beginning of the 20th century a lot of progress was made in the understanding of
photoluminescence, which paved the way for the development of a huge number of fluorescence
based applications in many different domains. Today, fluorescence is gaining increasing popu-
larity as a tool for imaging and spectroscopic techniques in life-science, especially in medicine
and molecular biology, but also in material and chemical science. In combination with basic
microscopic imaging it gives us information about structure, when used with techniques like
single molecule tracking [34, 35], fluorescence resonance energy transfer (see e.g. [36] and ref-
erences cited therein) or FCS [5, 19, 37], function can be investigated. Applications include
among others staining of samples for microscopy, DNA sequencing [38], DNA detection [33],
microarrays [39], probing of micro-environments [33], single molecule detection and tracking in
cells, and investigation of molecular motors and enzymes [40, 41].

2.2 The physics of fluorescence

2.2.1 Excitation and de-excitation pathways

Fluorophores are excited by absorption of a single photon which leads to a transition of an elec-
tron from its ground state to a state of higher energy, the excited state. The detailed mechanisms
of this process are most conveniently illustrated in the Perrin-Jablonski diagram (Fig. 2.1). The
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Figure 2.1: Perrin-Jablonski diagram. Electronic (thick horizontal lines) and associated vibrational
energy levels (thin horizontal lines) and the most important excitation and de-excitation pathways are
shown. Wavy lines denote absorption and radiative pathways. Straight lines with arrow-heads repre-
sent possible non-radiative pathways. Abs: absorption; Fluo: fluorescence; Phos: phosphorescence; IC:
internal conversion; ISC: intersystem crossing.

diagram represents the structure of the energy levels and different excitation and de-excitation
pathways. In general the excitation is a transition from one singlet state to another singlet
state, i.e. the promoted electron of a pair of electrons does not change its spin and the spin

2Alexandre-Edmond Becquerel is the father of the famous physicist Antoine Henri Becquerel who discovered
radioactivity in 1896. He got the Nobel price in physics together with Marie and Pierre Curie in 1903.
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quantum number, S =
∑

si, with si = +1
2 or −1

2 , remains zero3. The term singlet refers to the
multiplicity of the total spin quantum number, M = 2S + 1 (number of spin states with equal
energy). For singlet states, the ground state is denoted S0 and S1, S2, S3, . . . denote the excited
states. Once in the excited state, the molecule has different pathways to return to its ground
state including fluorescence emission, which is a transition between S1 and S0 accompanied by
the emission of one photon. Other de-excitation mechanisms are intersystem crossing, internal
conversion, intramolecular charge transfer, conformational change, and pathways due to inter-
molecular interactions such as electron transfer, proton transfer, energy transfer, excimer for-
mation, exciplex formation, photochemical transformation [33]. Most of the cited de-excitation
pathways are non-radiative, which means they lead to the ground state without the emission
of a photon. De-excitation via intersystem crossing is of particular interest. This pathway does
not lead directly from S1 to the ground state but to an excited triplet state (multiplicity of the
total spin quantum number M = 3), T1. The transition from the singlet to the triplet state is
accompanied by a change of spin of the promoted electron. The probability for this transition is
much lower than for fluorescence because the change of spin is quantum mechanically forbidden
if only spin-states are considered [36]. Nevertheless, there is always a weak interaction of the
wavefunctions of different multiplicities making a transition between singlet and triplet states
possible. The responsible effect is called spin-orbit coupling and can be understood within the
framework of the Bohr atom-model as an interaction between the magnetic fields caused by
the orbital movement and the spin of the electrons, respectively [36] . Because this interaction
is small, the excited triplet state is long-lived compared to the corresponding excited singlet
state. From the triplet state the molecule will either reach directly S0 by emission of a photon
(phosphorescence) or by delayed fluorescence via the state S1 after thermally induced reverse
intersystem crossing, or by nonradiative internal conversion. The emitted photon in the case of
phosphorescence has a longer wavelength compared to fluorescence because the triplet state has
lower energy than the singlet state of the same configuration, according to Hund’s law [33].

Fluorescent molecules in solution exhibit rather broad, continuous absorption and emission
spectra. In fact, with each electronic state there is a multitude of energy levels associated.
The different energy levels correspond to different vibrational states of the molecules forming
apparently continuous bands. At room temperature most of the molecules are at the vibrational
ground state. Absorption of a photon is normally accompanied by a transition to higher vibra-
tional states. Vibrational relaxation causes a de-excitation towards the vibrational ground-state,
which is a rather fast process (∼ 10−13 s − 10−11 s) compared to the typical excited state life-
time [33]. After this relaxation the radiative transition takes the molecule from the vibrational
ground state of S1, to S0. During vibrational relaxation energy is dissipated in form of heat,
which explains that the photon emitted afterward carries less energy than the absorbed photon.
This effect is known as Stokes shift.4 The fact that the relaxation to the vibrational ground
state is a fast process compared to the de-excitation to S0 implies further that the emission
spectrum is independent from the excitation wavelength.

2.2.2 Excited state lifetime

After excitation and vibrational relaxation the molecule does not instantly reach its electronic
ground state. The relaxation to S0 takes place after some random time delay t which is expo-

3Some exceptions exist where the ground state of the fluorescent species is not a singlet state.
4Rather rarely a contrary effect is observed, that is to say the emission of a photon with higher energy compared

to the absorbed photon. In fact, at room temperature a fraction of (not excited) molecules is found to occupy
higher vibrational states; the occupancy of different energy levels is governed by the Boltzmann distribution. If
the molecule is in a higher vibrational state when excited an anti-Stokes shift to lower wavelengths may occur.
For this reason, the emission and excitation spectra of fluorophores in solution are partially overlapping.
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nentially distributed. The mean time delay τL, also called the excited state lifetime or simply
lifetime depends on the individual rate constants ki of the different de-excitation pathways and
is given by the formula [36]

τL =
1∑
i ki

. (2.1)

The rate constants ki are in general not invariable parameters associated with a particular flu-
orophore but dependent on its micro-environment. Factors that influence the decay rates are
refractive index, pH [42, 43], oxygen concentration [44], ion-concentration [45] and temperature
[36]. The strong lifetime dependence on the before mentioned factors, observed for several fluo-
rescent compounds, makes fluorescence a useful tool to probe changes in the micro-environment
by measuring the excited state lifetime. Furthermore, the lifetime may be used as a means to
distinguish different dye labels. A differentiation based on the emission and excitation wave-
lengths alone is often insufficient, because the broad emission or excitation spectra of usable
dyes are often overlapping. Combining both, spectral and lifetime information can considerably
increase the sensitivity for differentiation of molecular species. Different techniques exist for
measuring the excited state lifetime. Most important is the frequency modulation technique
[36] and time correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) [46]. The latter consists in exciting
fluorescence by means of a short laser pulse and measuring the delay between excitation and
emission of a photon.

2.2.3 Quantum yield

Related to the de-excitation rates is the brightness of the fluorophore, or more precisely the
fluorescence quantum yield, ΦF . This quantity is defined as the probability that the fluorophore
returns to the ground state via fluorescence emission [33]. In other words it is the ratio of excited
molecules to emitted photons due to fluorescence. The fluorescence quantum yield depends on
the rate constants [33]:

ΦF =
kF∑
i ki

, (2.2)

where kF is the rate constant of fluorescence transition. The relation between rates and quantum
yields for phosphorescence, internal conversion, etc. are given by analogue formula. As the rates
ki are dependent on the fluorophores micro-environment the same holds for the fluorescence
quantum yield; hence with ΦF one has another observable at hand that can be monitored to
study micro-environments. This dependency of ΦF is used in fluorescence resonance energy

transfer (FRET) to measure distances between two fluorophores, a donor and an acceptor [9].
If an acceptor is very close (a few nanometers) to an excited donor, the donor wont undergo a
fluorescence transition, its fluorescence will be quenched. The energy difference between excited
and ground state is instead transfered to the acceptor which causes the latter to emit fluorescence.
The acceptor emits fluorescence at a longer wavelength than the donor. Since the efficiency of
FRET is dependend on the distance between the two molecules one can determine the distance by
measuring the relative fluorescence emission of acceptor and donor. Less complex applications
include for example DNA detection; for some fluorophores ΦF is increased upon binding to
DNA.5

5In the first FCS experiments D. Magde, W.W. Webb and E. Elson investigated the binding of the small
intercalating dye ethidium bromide (EtBr) to DNA [15]. When EtBr binds to DNA, it fluorescence quantum
yield increases. By investigating the fluorescence fluctuations associated with binding and de-binding, they were
able to determine the chemical reaction rates.
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2.2.4 Molecular absorption cross-section

Another important parameter that characterizes fluorescent molecules is the efficiency of light
absorbance, which is dependent on the wavelength λ. It is most conveniently expressed by the
molecular absorption cross-section σ(λ), which is related to the fraction of intensity absorbed
by a thin layer [33]:

dI

I
= σ(λ)NAC dl. (2.3)

Here, I is the incident intensity, dI the intensity absorbed by a layer of thickness dl, NA is Avo-
gadro’s constant, and C the concentration of the absorbing species. Unlike the quantum yield,
this quantity is in general independent of the fluorophore’s (chemical) environment. Integration
of Eq. 2.3 yields the Beer-Lambert law, which states that the intensity decreases exponentially
when light traverses a homogeneous, absorbing medium

I(l) = I0 e−σ NAC l. (2.4)
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Chapter 3

Fluorescence lifetime spectroscopy
and imaging

In life science fluorescence is employed as a tool for detection, discrimination and sensing. In
all three application fields we rely on the possibility to access characteristic attributes of the
fluorescence signal. Detection requires that we are able to distinguish a fluorescence signal from
background (e.g. spurious fluorescence from impurities or scattered light); discrimination and
sensing require that we are able to distinguish between different fluorophores and microenviron-
ments, respectively. The measurable attributes that are available are wavelength, brightness,
position, orientation (of the dipole moment) and last but not least fluorescence lifetime. The
most important attributes in this context are the first three; e.g. fluorescence microscopy, single
molecule tracking, FIDA rely on the possibility to precisely determine these observables.

An important driving force for developments in fluorescence spectroscopy is DNA sequencing.
Today, the most important sequencing technology is still gel-electrophoresis. The throughput
of this method is rather slow, typically a few bases per second [47], which implies that the
sequencing of the human genome (3 × 109 bases) requires several years. The method requires
further a quite large amount of genetic material and therefore the application of amplification
techniques as polymerase chain reaction (PCR). A considerable amount of work is invested
in order to make sequencing faster and to decrease the needed amount of DNA. A lot of the
efforts aim on the goal to obtain sequence information from one single DNA molecule. A very
interesting approach was proposed by Jett et al. [48]. The basic idea consists in immobilizing
a single DNA molecule whose bases are labeled with different fluorophores. An exonuclease1

enzyme cuts single labeled bases from an end of the DNA strand. The bases are transported
in a microfluidic device through a detection volume, where fluorescence is excited and detected.
The sequence may be obtained by labeling the bases with different, distinguishable markers.

This is one example where a reliable discrimination between different fluorophores is crucial.
The task is made difficult by the fact that the number of photons that can be detected from
one fluorophore in the short time-laps between entering and leaving the detection volume is
limited. Discrimination by means of fluorescence spectra alone can be insufficient in this case.
Fluorescence dyes have very broad spectra, which for two usable dyes will almost always have a
considerable overlap. The discrimination may be improved by measuring the fluorescence lifetime
of the dyes. Using the lifetimes rather than the spectra for the purpose of discrimination has
several advantages. If the lifetime is the only parameter to be accessed, only one excitation
source and one detection channel is needed. If the lifetime measurement is performed by means

1Exonucleases are enzymes that cleave nucleotides, one at a time, from a polynucleotide chain. Exonucleases
proceed from an end of a polynucleotide chain, as opposed to endonucleases, which cleave bonds within the chain.

11
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of time correlated single photon counting, time gating may be used to decrease the influence
of background. Moreover, if the discrimination is based on the two parameters wavelength and
lifetime, this may considerably decrease the number of wrong identifications.

Fluorescence lifetime is further harnessed to sense microenvironments [49, 33]. As pointed out
in the preceding chapter 2, the fluorescence lifetime is not an invariant property of a molecule
but depends on several parameters e.g. the refractive index of the ambient medium, its pH
[42, 43], concentrations of different ions [45], oxygen concentration [44] etc.

3.1 Measurement techniques

The time a fluorescent molecule resides in its excited state S1 is not a constant but a random
variable with exponential probability density function. Two kinds of measurements exist to
determine the average excited state or fluorescence lifetime, frequency domain and time domain
[36, 46, 33]. In frequency domain measurements, the excitation intensity is modulated by a
sine function. The fluorescence intensity is also modulated but shifted in phase. Measuring the
phase shift allows to determine the fluorescence lifetime. In time domain measurements, the
delay between a short illumination pulse and fluorescence emission is measured directly. Time
domain measurements are very sensitive and can give accurate results for only a few hundred
detected photons [50, 51]. The two most common techniques, time correlated single photon
counting (TCSPC) [46] and phase fluorometry [33] will be shortly discussed in the following.

3.1.1 Time correlated single photon counting

This method is based on measuring the delay between each detected photon and the preceding
excitation pulse. Fluorescence is excited by a train of light-pulses, ideally shorter than the
expected fluorescence lifetime, which is in the order of one to several nanoseconds. Excitation
may be realized by means of a flash lamp or a mode locked laser. A very convenient and
today relatively inexpensive possibility are diode lasers, which generate pulses shorter than
100 ps at repetition rates up to almost 100MHz. A single photon avalanche diode (SPAD)
or photomultiplier tube (PMT) is used to detect fluorescence emission. Each detection event
triggers a voltage ramp in a time to amplitude converter (TAC). A stop signal is triggered by
the succeeding laser pulse. The voltage is converted into an address by means of an analogue
to digital converter and a count number incremented by one at the corresponding address.
In this way a histogram builds up, which can be analyzed using different fitting algorithms.
The number of detected photons needed depends evidently on the accuracy required for lifetime
determination. The accuracy depends on factors as background level, the width of the instrument
response function, resolution of the histogram and the character of the fluorescence decay. In
the simplest case the probability density of the delay between excitation and emission is a single
exponential function. If e.g. more than one fluorophore is present the probability density becomes
a sum of several exponential functions and analyzing the data may become extremely difficult.
The histogram is never a simple exponential function but shows besides the characteristics
of the fluorescence decay the characteristics of the detecting system. In fact, the probability
density that describes the histogram is a convolution between the fluorescence decay (e.g. single
exponential function) with the impulse-response function of the measurement system. If the
width of the impulse-response is large or if the measurement has to be very precise, the data
has to be deconvolved before a fitting algorithm can be applied.

The start signal for the TAC is triggered by the detection of a photon and the stop signal by
the succeeding excitation pulse. The reason to proceed this way and not the other way round,
is to generate fewer voltage ramps. After each voltage ramp, the system experiences a certain
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dead-time in which the electronic finds back to its ground state. Triggering the start signal by
a detection event ensures that the accumulated dead time of the system is minimal.

TCSPC features outstanding sensitivity and can be applied on very low light levels. There
exists however an upper threshold for the intensity that should not be exceed, typically beyond
10MHz photon count rate. This is because the average number of detected photons per second
should not exceed one per ten excitation pulses. If it does, the probability of detecting two
photons in the time-window between two subsequent excitation pulses is not negligible any
more. The system will detect only the first photon which leads to a distortion of the histogram;
it will appear narrower.

It is worth noting that besides measuring the lifetime TCSPC can be used to suppress
background. Unlike fluorescence, Raman or Rayleigh scattered light appears simultaneously
with the excitation pulse. By considering only photons that arrive after the excitation pulse has
died away, this background can be completely suppressed [3].

3.1.2 Phase fluorometry

Here, the sample is excited by a fast varying sinusoidally modulated light source. In a simplified
manner we may write the detected fluorescence intensity, I(t), as a convolution between the
probability density for a photon to be emitted a certain time t after excitation, p(t), and the
excitation intensity I(t) [33]

I(t) = κp(t) ∗ I(t) ≡ κ

∫ t

−∞
p(t − t′)I(t′) dt′. (3.1)

The constant κ accounts for excitation efficiency, quantum yield and light losses in the detection
path. The excitation intensity as a function of time is

I(t) = I0

(
1 + m0 eiωt

)
, (3.2)

with m0 denoting the modulation depth. The detected fluorescence intensity varies with the
same frequency but it is demodulated and its phase is shifted with respect to I(t). With Eq.
3.2, Eq. 3.1 and u = t − t′ we get

I(t) = κI0

(
1 + m0 eiωt

∫ ∞

0
p(u) e−iωudu

)
. (3.3)

This can be written as
I(t) = κI0

(
1 + m eiωt−iφ

)
(3.4)

with

Me−iφ =

∫ ∞

0
p(t) e−iωtdt. (3.5)

We introduced the relative modulation depth, M = m/m0. In the case of a single exponential
decay, that is to say p(t) = τ−1 exp (−t/τ) for t ≥ 0 we derive

τ =
1

ω
tan φ and (3.6)

τ =
1

ωM

√
1 − M2. (3.7)

If p(t) is a sum of several exponential functions, the different lifetimes and fractions can
in principal be obtained by measuring for different modulation frequencies, ω. For frequency
domain measurements, no deconvolution is required. This can be a certain advantage, because
deconvolution is quite a sensible task and can introduce additional noise [52].
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3.2 Fluorescence lifetime imaging

Fluorescence lifetime as a sensor for microenvironments unfolds its whole potential when the
lifetime information is combined with information on position, which leads to fluorescence life-
time imaging microscopy (FLIM) [3, 53]. With FLIM e.g. quantitative images of pH in cells
could be obtained [54]. FLIM was further successfully used to discriminate different types of
tissue [55], with an application in breast [56] and skin-tumor detection [57].

Two approaches are commonly used to obtain (microscopic) fluorescence lifetime images.
Scanning confocal microscopy can be combined with time domain or frequency domain tech-
niques to perform FLIM [58]. Alternatively a CCD camera in combination with a gated mi-
crochannel plate (FWHM) can be used [59, 60]. In the latter case a stroboscopic technique2 is
applied to obtain fluorescence decay histograms.

In the course of this doctoral thesis a new method was developed that is based on multiplexed
imaging and TCSPC. A short introduction to this method called Hadamard lifetime imaging is
provided in the following; for a detailed description of the proposed technique see paper I. The
basic idea consists in illuminating the whole sample and masking the fluorescence emission, such
that a subset of pixels is imaged onto a single point detector. This is achieved by placing a mask
at an appropriate plane in the detection path. A mask can be realized by means of a micromirror
device or liquid crystal array placed at an intermediate image plane. The mask is than imaged
onto the detector e.g. a photomultiplier tube. Alternatively, the mask may be placed in an
appropriate plane in the illumination path to create an image on the sample. A sequence of
histograms for different well defined masks is recorded by means of TCSPC (or an alternative
technique). In this way one obtains a set of data, which allows to derive a fluorescence lifetime
image by applying a linear transformation to the data set.

If a sequence of masks defined by e.g. Hadamard matrices [61] is used, this approach may
lead to a higher signal-to-noise ratio and more accuracy in parameter estimation compared to
confocal scanning. A detailed investigation of this effect by means of Monte Carlo simulations
is provided in paper I. The simulations show that an increase in the signal-to-noise ratio with
respect to scanning may be expected if the noise is mainly due to detector dark counts. However,
the error in parameter estimation will be higher for Hadamard lifetime imaging if the main noise
source is statistical noise. But most important, the proposed technique may constitute the base
of a low cost system; no intensified camera, no scanning stage are necessary and TCSPC may
be replaced by the stroboscopic technique.

2The stroboscopic technique consists in exciting the sample by a train of light pulses. A photomultiplier is
gated by a voltage pulse with the result that fluorescence is collected only within a small, with respect to the
excitation pulse precisely delayed time window. The gating is synchronized with the light source by means of a
master clock. Fluorescence intensity as a function of time is obtained by measuring for different time delays after
excitation.



Chapter 4

Fluorescence correlation
spectroscopy (FCS)

The basic idea of fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) consists in investigating thermal
fluctuations to gain insight in the dynamic and kinetic properties of a molecular system at
equilibrium [15, 16, 17, 18, 5, 19]. FCS is based on the so-called fluctuation-dissipation theorem

of statistical physics, which states that the fluctuation properties of a system and its response
to an external perturbation are closely related [62, 63]. This characteristic of molecular systems
gave rise to several techniques used to study equilibrium statistics by investigating relaxation to
equilibrium after a small perturbation.

One popular technique relying on external perturbation is fluorescence recovery after photo-

bleaching (FRAP) (sometimes also called fluorescence photobleaching recovery or short, FPR),
which can be applied to study binding kinetics and diffusion [4, 64, 65, 26]. The technique
consists in bleaching the fluorophores inside a small observation volume by applying a short and
intense light pulse. The term observation volume means loosely speaking a generally very small
volume in which we measure the value of our observable. The measured value consists of some
kind of weighted average taken over the whole observation volume. In FRAP as well as in FCS,
the observable is the fluorescence intensity emitted from this volume. After photobleaching,
the deviation from equilibrium consisting in a local absence of fluorescent molecules is relaxed
by Brownian motion or other transport mechanism. By observing the increase in fluorescence
intensity emitted from the observation volume one can determine parameters describing the
molecular dynamics at equilibrium. In case of Brownian motion, the diffusion coefficient of
the fluorescent or fluorescently labeled species may be obtained in this way. If the molecules
undergo some binding to immobile or slowly diffusing receptors, information about the binding
kinetics can further be obtained. The method was e.g. successfully applied to monitor membrane
trafficking in living cells [4].

Another perturbation method worth mentioning is the temperature-jump method developed
by M. Eigen [66]. Here, laser pulse absorption or capacitor discharge leads to a fast localized
increase in temperature. The relaxation dynamics is for instance accessed by observing a change
in the UV absorption.

FCS is similar in the sense that it is based on the fluctuation-dissipation theorem. However,
FCS does not perturb the studied system because it does not cause any deviation from the
equilibrium state. In fact this technique harnesses the deviations from equilibrium that occur
naturally in the form of thermal noise. On the molecular level, equilibrium states are highly
dynamic and the smaller the observed system the higher are the fluctuations that are observable
by, e.g. FCS. The fluctuating parameter of interest is frequently a local concentration of some

15
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molecular species. The concentration or more precisely, the number of some particular molecules
in the observation volume can be coupled to a fluorescence signal by labeling the molecules of
interest with a fluorescent tag. When studying the rather simple case of diffusion, Brownian
motion will cause variations in the number of fluorescently labeled molecules residing in the
observation volume. This translates into a variation of the intensity emitted from this volume
element. The intensity, I(t), is detected as a function of time and the autocorrelation of the
deviation from the mean concentration is calculated. Among other parameters the diffusion

time which is approximately the average time a molecule stays inside the observation volume
and the number of molecules in the volume can be obtained by fitting an appropriate model to
the intensity fluctuation autocorrelation.

E

p

Diffusion Flow Rotation Chemical reaction

Intensity fluctuations dependent

on volume

Intensity fluctuations independent

from volume

Figure 4.1: This scheme illustrates how molecular fluctuations of different kind are coupled to intensity
fluctuations (from [33]). Diffusion and flow change the number of fluorescently tagged molecules inside
the observation volume. Rotation can be studied by selectively exciting molecules with a particular
orientation using polarized light. Binding kinetics and conformational dynamics can be investigated if
these introduce changes in the fluorescence quantum yield of an attached fluorophore.

FCS is not limited to measure parameters related to diffusion (see Fig. 4.1). Another pa-
rameter that can be accessed via a fluorescence signal is the orientation of fluorophores with
respect to the polarization of the excitation light field [67]. The rotation of fluorophores in the
polarized light field gives rise to intensity fluctuations. From their correlation the rotational
diffusion time can be inferred. Furthermore FCS can be used to study conformational changes
of biomolecules by labeling with a dye that is quenched in one particular configuration [68, 69].
Binding kinetics can be studied by FCS if the diffusion constant of the labeled ligand or the
fluorescence quantum yield changes upon binding [70, 71].

4.1 History of FCS

FCS was invented and introduced by D. Magde, E. Elson and W.W. Webb in 1972 [15]. The
technique was applied to study the binding of ethidium bromide (EtBr) to double-stranded
DNA. When the small fluorescent molecule EtBr binds to DNA, or more precisely, when it
is inserted between DNA bases its fluorescence quantum yield increases dramatically. Hence
every binding or de-binding event as well as diffusion inside the observation volume translates
into a fluctuation of intensity. In their experiment, Magde and Webb used laser excitation of
6 kW cm−2 at 514nm. A parabolic mirror was used to collect the fluorescence and to image the
observation volume onto a photomultiplier. Today, dichroic mirrors and interference filters can
be conveniently used to efficiently separate the excitation light from the fluorescence light. In
1972 a solution of K2Cr2O7 was used to filter the scattered excitation light. The observation
volume was several orders of magnitude larger compared to what became standard today. The
resulting diffusion time for the DNA-fluorophore complex was about 10-100 ms, slow enough to
observe the binding kinetics of DNA and EtBr molecules during their random walk through the
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observation volume. Despite the comparable simple technology they had at hand, Magde et al.
were able to derive the diffusion coefficient of the DNA strand and the rate constants in this
pioneering experiment.

Although FCS and the underlying theory existed already in the early 70’s the advent of
this method started only in the early 90’s with the adaption of the confocal principle [72]. The
concept, borrowed from microscopy, which consists in using a pinhole at an intermediate image
plane in the detection path, resulted in a dramatic decrease of the observation volume to a size
of about 0.2 − 10 fl. A small size is important not only in order to get high spatial resolution,
which in confocal microscopy and FCS is limited by diffraction, but also to get a high signal to
background ratio. By decreasing the size of the volume, the background from scattered light will
decrease but the relative amplitude of the intensity fluctuation will increase. For these reasons, a
small volume is of uttermost importance when conducting measurements on the single molecule
level.

Since the early 90’s, the number of publications on FCS, containing the term ’fluorescence
correlation spectroscopy’ in title, abstract or key-word list was continually increasing and reached
a number of 167 in 2004. The number of applications in life science grew accordingly. So far FCS
was used e.g. for drug screening, the investigation of conformational changes in biomolecules,
measuring diffusion inside cells and on the cell membrane, adsorption kinetics and enzyme
kinetics (for a review see [37]).

4.2 General aspects of FCS

This section is intended to provide some information on more technical aspects of FCS for later
reference. A scheme of a standard setup for confocal FCS is shown in Fig. 4.2. The optical

F1L1 L2
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Correlator SPAD

Laser

F2
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Objective

Figure 4.2: Scheme of a confocal FCS setup. L1-L3: lenses; F1,F2: filters; D: dichroic mirror; SPAD:
single photon avalanche diode. In the shown setup the fiber-end acts as a confocal pinhole, rejecting out
of focus light.

part of the setup is identical to a confocal microscope. A laser beam is focused by means of a
dichroic mirror and a high power water immersion objective into the sample that consists of an
aqueous solution. Inside the sample fluorescence is excited and the emitted light is collected by
the same objective. The fluorescence light is focused onto a pinhole located at the axis in the
image plane of the detection system. The role of the pinhole is to efficiently reject out of focus
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light and to further reduce the lateral extent of the observation volume. A dichroic mirror and
an emission filter are used to filter scattered excitation light. Today single-photon avalanche
diodes (SPAD) are used to detect fluorescence. These detectors collect single photons with an
excellent photon detection efficiency (ratio of incident photons to detector counts) and a high
time resolution.1 After detection, the signal is processed by a hardware correlator or recorded
by means of a multichannel scaler and stored for later software correlation.

The autocorrelation function of the intensity fluctuations, δI(t) = I(t)−〈I(t)〉t, at time τ is
defined as [73]2

G(τ) = 1 +
〈δI(t + τ) δI(t)〉t

〈I(t)〉2t
, (4.1)

where 〈·〉t denotes a time average. In FCS we deal in general with ergodic systems and may
therefore replace the time average by an ensemble average, which is of some importance when
deriving a mathematical model for G(τ). In this case

G(τ) = 1 +
〈δI(τ) δI(0)〉

〈I〉2 , (4.2)

where 〈·〉 denotes an ensemble average. This function decays to 1 with time, τ ; the typical
decay time gives information about the average duration of the fluctuation signal, which is
coupled to the underlying dynamics (see Fig. 4.3 for an example). The power of FCS stems
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Figure 4.3: G(τ) for one-component diffusion and triplet kinetics. The inverse of the height of the lower
plateau equals the number of molecules in the observation volume. G(τ) decreases to half of this value
after the diffusion time τD. τT : mean triplet state lifetime.

amongst others from the fact that dynamics on very different time scales can be observed
in one single measurement. The time window that can be accessed by FCS ranges typically
from 10−12s (when using a multichannel scaler) to several seconds. Besides the information
about dynamics, which is embedded in the shape and time dependence of the autocorrelation,
G(τ) carries information about concentrations. The amplitude of the autocorrelation, G(0), is
proportional to the variance of the intensity fluctuations. In the case of diffusion, the number
of molecules in the observation volume follows a Poisson distribution. The average number of
fluorescent molecules in the volume element is then simply related to G(0) by 1/〈N〉 = G(0)−1.

1As an example, the SPAD used in our experiments (SPCM-AQR-13-FC, PerkinElmer, Wellesley, MA) features
a photon detection efficiency of maximal 70% at 650 nm and a single photon timing resolution of 350 ps FWHM.

2The authors define G(τ ) without the summand 1, which is common practice. Here, the present definition was
chosen for convenience, since it corresponds better to the signal provided by the used correlator.
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The measured intensity fluctuations depend on the concentration fluctuations of fluorescent
molecules in the observation volume

δI(t) = a

∫

Ω
MDE(r)

m∑

k=1

QkδCk(r, t) d3r, (4.3)

where the integral is carried out over the whole space Ω and δCk(r, t) ≡ Ck(r, t)−〈Ck〉. Ck(r, t)
denotes the concentration of a particular molecular species k and δCk(r, t) is the deviation
from the mean 〈Ck〉. The parameter Qk is the product of the fluorescence quantum yield with
the absorption cross section of the component k and a is a constant that denotes the ’overall’
detection efficiency of the system. The function MDE is the molecule detection efficiency [37, 72],
which weighs the intensity contribution of fluorophores according to their position in the sample.
Note, that we do not consider shot noise. This simplification does not affect the form of the
autocorrelation function, since shot noise is uncorrelated for τ 6= 0. Shot noise will nevertheless
influence the signal to noise ratio in the FCS data. By substituting Eq. 4.3 into Eq. 4.2 we
obtain G(τ), which is a sum of auto- and cross-correlation terms of different molecular species,
weighted by their brightnesses (compare [37]):

G(τ) = 1 +
∑

k,l

Gkl(τ)

= 1 +

∑
k,l QkQl

∫
Ω

∫
Ω MDE(r)MDE(r′)φkl(r, r′, τ) d3r d3r′

(∑
k Qk

∫
Ω MDE(r)〈Ck(r)〉d3r

)2 .

(4.4)

The concentration fluctuations φkl(r, r′, τ) ≡ 〈δCk(r, τ) δCl(r
′, 0)〉 have to be obtained by

solving the differential equations that govern the molecular dynamics.

The observation volume is mathematically represented by the molecule detection efficiency

(MDE) function. The MDE is proportional to the intensity detected from a single emitter as a
function of its position, r, in the sample volume. It is calculated by multiplying the excitation
intensity Iex by the collection efficiency function (CEF) [72]

MDE(r) = Iex(r)CEF(r). (4.5)

The CEF describes the probability that a photon will be detected as a function of the position
of the emitter [74] and reads

CEF(r) =
1

∆

∫

S
circ(r′/ρ) PSF(r − r′, z) dxdy, (4.6)

where PSF denotes the point spread function of the optical system and ∆ is a normalization
factor. The convolution is carried out in the sample space. The disk function, circ, represents
the transfer function of the pinhole projected into the sample space. Therefore, ρ is the diameter
of the confocal pinhole divided by the magnification of the detection system.

In the case of confocal FCS, the MDE is frequently approximated by a product of three
Gauss functions

MDEg(r) = MDEg(0) exp

(
−2

x2 + y2

ωxy

)
exp

(
−2

z2

ωz

)
. (4.7)

This approximation works quite well for most applications and the resulting deviation from
the real G(τ) remains small. A better approximation is the so called Gauss-Gauss-Lorentzian
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profile, where the z dependence of the MDE is modeled by a Lorentzian function. The molecule
detection efficiency reads in this case [74]

MDEl(r) = MDEl(0) exp

(
−2

r2

ω(z)

)
, (4.8)

with ω(z) = ω0

{
1 +

[
zλ/(πω2

0)
]2}

. The Gauss approximation is however most of the time the

better choice because it leads often to a simple analytical form for G(τ).
The intensity autocorrelation function at time zero is inversely proportional to the number

of molecules in the observation volume. In order to measure concentrations we need to assign a
size to this volume. This size is normally defined by the effective volume Veff [37]

Veff ≡ W 2
1

W2
, (4.9)

where

Wn ≡ 1

MDEn(0)

∫
MDEn(r) d3r. (4.10)

Using 4.7 we derive as an approximation for the effective volume

Veff ≈ π3/2ω2
xy ωz. (4.11)

4.3 FCS for translational diffusion

Measuring diffusion is a particular important application of FCS. The determination of the
diffusion coefficient, D, of a molecule in an aqueous solution allows to calculate its molecular
weight by using the Stokes-Einstein relationship [73]

D =
kBT

6πηRh
. (4.12)

The symbol η represents the viscosity of the solution. The molecular weight can be estimated
from the hydrodynamic radius Rh. Measuring the diffusion coefficient can be used to deter-
mine the presence of an interaction between a fluorescently labeled ligand and a receptor if the
receptor-ligand complex is big compared to the labeled ligand. The presence of a receptor-ligand
complex will reflect itself in the autocorrelation curve as a second, slowly diffusing component.
This finds an application in high-throughput screening (HTS) in pharmaceutical drug develop-
ment [75, 76]. HTS, which consists in testing a huge number of synthetic or natural compounds
against a target of therapeutic interest evolved to a discrete discipline in the last years. FCS
allows to detect aggregation of the target with interaction partners and hence potential candi-
dates for new drugs within seconds by monitoring changes in the diffusion coefficient. Though,
the sensitivity of this technique is limited because the diffusion coefficient of a molecule is indi-
rect proportional to the hydrodynamic radius, Rh, and therefore D ∝ 1/m1/3, where m is the
mass of the molecules. To efficiently resolve two molecular species by measuring their diffusion
coefficients, their mass, m, should differ by about an order of magnitude [19]. The differential
equation that describes the dynamics of diffusion is the Einstein diffusion equation

∂

∂t
C(r, t) = D∇2C(r, t). (4.13)

This can be rewritten to give an equation for the concentration correlations

∂

∂τ
φ(r, r′, τ) = D∇2

r φ(r, r′, τ), (4.14)
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where φ(r, r′, τ) ≡ 〈δC(r, τ) δC(r′, 0)〉. The general solution of this equation can be found by
Fourier transforming with respect to the spatial variables r [37]. We mark Fourier transformed
functions with a tilde and get

∂

∂τ
φ̃(q, r′, τ) = −q2D φ̃(q, r′, τ), (4.15)

where the elements of q are the variables in Fourier space. This is easily integrated to give

φ̃(q,q′, τ) = φ̃(q, r′, 0) exp
(
−q2Dτ

)
. (4.16)

By virtue of the convolution theorem for Fourier transformation we find

φ(r, r′, τ) = φ(r, r′, 0) ∗r φG(r, r′, τ). (4.17)

The symbol ∗r denotes convolution with respect to the variables r and φG(r, r′, τ) is the Green’s
function:

φG(r, r′, τ) = (4πDτ)−3/2 exp

(
−(r − r′)2

4Dτ

)
. (4.18)

The solution depends on the initial condition, or zero time correlation. These are determined
by the condition of the ideality of the chemical solution, which states that the correlation length is
small compared to the typical distances between molecules. The positions of different molecules
are hence uncorrelated and the initial condition reads [17, 77, 19]

φ(r, r′, 0) = 〈C〉 δ(r − r′). (4.19)

With Eq. 4.17 we get
φ(r, r′, τ) = 〈C〉φG(r, r′, τ). (4.20)

Substituting into Eq. 4.4 and defining a diffusion time τD = ωxy/(4D) finally yields

G(τ) = 1 +
γ

〈N〉

(
1 +

τ

τD

)−1(
1 +

τ

ω2τD

)−1/2

, (4.21)

where ω is a geometric parameter, defined as ω ≡ ωz/ωxy and γ is a geometric parameter de-
pending mainly on the exact definition of 〈N〉, the mean number of molecules in the observation
volume. Most commonly, 〈N〉 is defined by 〈N〉 ≡ 〈C〉Veff . With this definition, we derive the
numerical value of γ by substituting Eq. 4.19 into Eq. 4.4. Using Eq. 4.10 we get

G(0) − 1 =
W2

W 2
1 〈C〉 =

1

〈N〉 , (4.22)

and hence γ = 1. Note that this holds only if the MDE is exactly represented by a product
of three Gauss function. In reality, the MDE deviates from this approximation and γ will be
slightly different from 1.

A more complete description takes into account that fluorophores may undergo intersystem
crossing to a triplet state. In a simplified manner, this can be seen as a two-state process where
a fluorophore fluctuates between a light-emitting state, Σ1 (singlet states), and a dark state, Σ0

(triplet state) [19].

Σ0
k01−−⇀↽−−
k10

Σ1 (4.23)

In a more rigorous treatment (see e.g. [78]), three levels (S0, S1 and T1) would be considered.
The fluorescence lifetime is in general several orders of magnitude smaller than the time scales
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of the investigated dynamic processes. Because the kinetics of fluorescence transition does not
contribute to the autocorrelation function for times much larger than the fluorescence lifetime,
it is most of the time not taken into account in the analysis. Compared to the fluorescence
lifetime (in the order of a few nanoseconds), the mean decay time of the triplet state, τT , is huge
(a few milliseconds) and can be close to investigated time-scales. Hence, in general it should be
taken into account in the analysis.

For later reference we will give a concise presentation of the derivation of the autocorrelation
function for combined diffusion and triplet kinetics. The derivation presented here follows closely
the derivation given in [19]. Triplet kinetics, according to the simple model presented above is
described by the equation

d

dt
ηi(t) =

1∑

j=0

Kij ηj(t), (4.24)

where ηi(t) denotes the fractional occupancy of the state Σi. The Kij are

K =

(
−k01 k10

k01 −k10

)
(4.25)

The kij are the rate constants of the transition according to scheme 4.23. We use the common
simplification that the rates do not depend on the intensity, hence they do not depend on the
position r.

At this point, the picture we adapt to describe the effect of intersystem-crossing may seem
very rough. The aim of the present work, however, is not to derive a function G(τ) that can
be used as a tool to get precise parameter estimates for triplet kinetics but to analyze diffusion.
In this context the above approximations are widely used and have proven appropriate in many
FCS applications.

We define the concentration correlation-terms as φij(r, r′, τ) ≡ 〈δCi(r, τ) δCj(r
′, 0)〉. The

concentrations are C1 for molecules in the light-emitting state and C0 for molecules in the
dark state. Therefore, ηi(t) = Ci(t)/C(t) and C(t) = C0(t) + C1(t). The function G(τ) is
then given by Eq. 4.4 with subscripts that take the values 0 and 1. This formula simplifies to
G(τ) = 1 + G11(τ) because the absorption cross section assigned to the dark state is zero and
hence Q0 = 0.

In the case of diffusion of one molecular species, considering triplet kinetics adds a source
term to the Einstein diffusion equation.

∂

∂τ
φij(r, r′, τ) = D∇2

r φij(r, r′, τ) +

1∑

k=0

Kik φkj(r, r′, τ), (4.26)

This equation can be solved by making the ansatz

φij(r, r′, τ) = gij(τ)φ(r, r′, τ), (4.27)

where φ(r, r′, τ) is a solution of Eq. 4.14. It follows that the gij(τ) must satisfy the Eqs. 4.24
for all j. In matrix notation:

d

dτ
g = Kg. (4.28)

These equations are analogue to the Kolmogorov equations for a two-state Markov process [79]
but with initial conditions

gij(0) = δij〈ηi〉. (4.29)
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The initial conditions follow again from the assumption of ideality of the chemical solution. The
general solution for Eq. 4.28 reads

g(τ) = g(0) eKτ . (4.30)

We derive

g11(τ) =
k01

(k01 + k10)2
{k01 + k10 exp [−(k01 + k10)τ ]} . (4.31)

By substituting φ11(r, r′, τ) into Eq. 4.4 and integrating we derive for the autocorrelation func-
tion of combined diffusion and triplet kinetics

GT (τ) = 1 +
g11(τ)

η2
1

[G(τ) − 1]

= 1 +
γ

〈N〉

[
1 +

p

1 − p
exp

(
− τ

τT

)](
1 +

τ

τD

)−1(
1 +

τ

ω2τD

)−1/2

.

(4.32)

The parameter p ≡ k10/(k10 + k01). We used that at equilibrium 〈C1〉/〈C0〉 = k01/k10, which
implies that p equals the fraction of molecules (in the observation volume) in the triplet state,
p ≡ η0. The mean decay time of the triplet state is given by τT = 1/(k10 + k01).
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Chapter 5

Total internal reflection fluorescence

We already noted the importance of a small observation volume for FCS measurements. De-
creasing the size of the observation volume will, for a given concentration, allow to enter a regime
where at each moment only the signal of a single molecule is observed. In addition, noise due to
e.g. scattered excitation light will be reduced. Further arguments for a very small observation
volume exist when the studied molecular system is partly or completely immobilized. Examples
are two-dimensional diffusion (e.g. in membranes), binding kinetics on immobilized receptors or
enzyme kinetics [80]. In this cases one would ideally have an observation volume with compa-
rable size to the observed molecules, not only to reduce the background from scattered light
but also to ’fade out’ other dynamical processes like diffusion of free dyes in solution. To create
an observation volume of the size of a single molecule is not possible, however if the studied
molecular system is bound to a glass surface, total internal reflection excitation may be used to
efficiently confine the observation volume to the surface.

5.1 Total internal reflection (TIR)
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Figure 5.1: Scheme illustrating total internal reflection. Plane waves are incident on a glass/water
interface from beyond. k′ and k′

r: wave vectors of incident and totally reflected waves, respectively; k

and kr: wave vectors of incident and refracted waves, respectively; θ: incidence angle of totally reflected
wave; θc: critical angle; θ1: incidence angle of refracted wave; θ2: angle of refraction; I: intensity; I0:
intensity at z = 0.

When light traverses an interface between two media with different refractive indices, n1 and

25
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n2, it is refracted according to Snell’s law (see Fig. 5.1)

n1 sin θ1 = n2 sin θ2. (5.1)

For a plane wave that is incident from the optically denser medium at the interface, (n1 > n2),
the refracted wave travels parallel to the interface for an angle of incidence θc, given by

sin θc =
n2

n1
(5.2)

For angles θ1 > θc the incident wave is reflected back into the denser medium. This effect, called
total internal reflection builds the basis for light guidance in optical fibers and waveguides.
Solving the Maxwell equations for this case shows that the z component of the wave vector for
the refracted beam becomes imaginary. The intensity is therefore not zero inside the medium
with refractive index n2 but decays exponentially with the distance, z, to the interface.

I(z) = I(0)e−z/d (5.3)

The characteristic decay length, d, at which the intensity decays by a factor 1/e is dependent
on the wavelength in vacuum, λ0, refractive indices, n1 and n2 and incidence angle θ:

d =
λ0

4π

(
n2

1 sin2 θ − n2
2

)−1/2
. (5.4)

The light field in the medium with refractive index n2 is called the evanescent field , or evanescent

wave. The intensity distribution of the evanescent wave is confined to the close proximity of
the interface; d is typically smaller than the wavelength, except for θ1 ≈ θc where d diverges
(see Fig. 5.2). This electromagnetic field is capable of exciting fluorescent molecules close to the
interface. In fact, the excitation of fluorescence was used as an early proof for the existence of
the evanescent field [81].
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Figure 5.2: The penetration depth of the evanescent field, d, as a function of ̺ ≡ n1 sin(θ). Two plots
are shown, for two wavelengths (in vacuum), which correspond to the main lines of an argon-ion laser.
The function d(̺) is plotted for angles bigger than the critical angle (̺ = 1.33) at which d becomes
infinite. The upper limit in this graph corresponds to the theoretical limit of the incidence angle in an
objective-type TIRF setup using a 1.45 NA objective (see below).

Solving the Maxwell equations for a plane wave undergoing total internal reflection at a
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solid/liquid interface (θ > θc) yields the amplitude components of the electric field at z = 0 [22]

Ex =

(
2 cos θ

√
sin2 θ − n2

√
n4 cos2 θ + sin2 θ − n2

)
A‖e

−i(δ‖+π/2), (5.5)

Ey =

(
2 cos θ√
1 − n2

)
A⊥e−iδ⊥ , (5.6)

Ez =

(
2 cos θ sin θ√

n4 cos2 θ + sin2 θ − n2

)
A‖e

−iδ‖ . (5.7)

The amplitude components of the magnetic field read

Hx =

(
2 cos θ

√
sin2 θ − n2

√
1 − n2

)
A⊥e−i(δ⊥−π), (5.8)

Hy =

(
2n2 cos θ√

n4 cos2 θ + sin2 θ − n2

)
A‖e

−i(δ‖−π/2), (5.9)

Hz =

(
2 cos θ sin θ√

1 − n2

)
A⊥e−iδ⊥ . (5.10)

The relative refractive index is given by n ≡ n2/n1 and A‖ and A⊥ are the amplitude components
of the incident electric field vector, parallel (p-polarized) and perpendicular (s-polarized) to the
plane of incidence, respectively. The phases δ⊥ and δ‖ are defined as

δ‖ ≡ arctan

(√
sin2 θ − n2

n2 cos θ

)
, (5.11)

δ⊥ ≡ arctan

(√
sin2 θ − n2

cos θ

)
. (5.12)

The energy flux, given by the real part of the Poynting vector, (S = c/(4π)E × H) is parallel
to the interface and to the plane of incidence. Interestingly, if the field is not s-polarized, the
electric field has a non-vanishing longitudinal component. As a consequence, E is elliptically
polarized in the plane of incidence.

Given the electromagnetic field at z = 0, one can calculate the intensity I0 = 1/2ǫ0cn2|E|2,
where ǫ0 is the permittivity of free space and c the velocity of light. The intensity is the sum of

intensity contributions from the parallel and vertical polarized fields I0 = I
‖
0 + I⊥0 , which are

I
‖
0 = I‖

4 cos2 θ
(
2 sin2 θ − n2

)

n4 cos2 θ + sin2 θ − n2
, (5.13)

I⊥0 = I⊥
4 cos2 θ

1 − n2
, (5.14)

(5.15)

with I = I‖ + I⊥ denoting the incident intensity and I‖,⊥ = |A‖,⊥|2. Figure 5.3 shows the
dependence of I0 as a function of the incidence angle for s- and p-polarized incident fields.
Remarkably, I0 exceeds the intensity of the incident field by a factor of one to five in a range of
about 15◦ from the critical angle.

The idea of TIR-FCS consists in decreasing the axial extent of the observation volume by
exciting fluorescence by means of an evanescent field. This idea was successfully applied in very
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Figure 5.3: Intensities of the evanescent fields at a solid/liquid interface for s- and p-polarized incident
fields, respectively. Intensities are normalized with respect to the intensities of the incoming wave.
Refractive indices are n1 = 1.33 (water) and n2 = 1.518 (glass), implying a critical angle of θc = 61.2◦.
Iinc: intensity of incident wave; I0: intensity of the evanescent field at the interface (z = 0); θ: incidence
angle in degrees; θc: critical angle.

early FCS experiments [26, 27], in fact it was the natural way to get a small observation volume
before the adaption of the confocal principle. Evanescent wave excitation is further the base of a
whole domain in microscopic imaging, known as total internal reflection fluorescence microscopy

(TIRF microscopy, or TIRFM)

5.2 Total internal reflection fluorescence microscopy (TIRFM)

TIRF microscopy is a powerful method to image cell membranes. With this approach the re-
gion of contact between living cells and the substrate on which they grow can be selectively
imaged. The cell surface is central to a huge number of chemical and physical processes and
phenomena including triggering of cellular activities upon binding of hormones, neurotransmit-
ters and antigens; electron transport to the mitochondrial region; diffusion and aggregation of
membrane-bound receptors; phase separation and generation of rafts.

An interesting application of TIR in this context is the direct observation of exocytosis
in living cells. Exocytosis, as part of the cellular metabolism, is the transport mechanism
of substances from the inside to the outside of the cell. The substances to be expelled are
transported by means of vesicles towards the cell membrane. After contact the vesicles merge
with the membrane and release their cargo to the cells environment. By using sensitive CCD
cameras with high time resolution, the movement of the vesicles containing fluorescently labeled
cargo as well as the process of merging can be monitored [82]. Because of the fast decay of
the excitation intensity, the brightness of the vesicles vary with their distance to the surface.
Monitoring the brightness allows for very accurate measurements of their z positions. In this
way, the distance to the surface can be measured with about 2 nm precision, which is far beyond
the resolution limit of a light microscope [25].

Applications are not restricted to the imaging of cell surfaces. Processes at solid/liquid
interfaces are central to several industrial and medical applications, e.g. detection of genes or
serum antibodies by means of microarrays.

Moreover, the excellent signal to noise ratio that can be obtained in TIRF microscopy al-
lowed for the first direct observation of the catalytic activity of a single enzyme molecule. In
[40] T. Funatsu et al. showed the feasibility of monitoring single adenine tri-phosphate (ATP)
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turnovers of the enzyme myosin. Myosin is a member of the P-loop NTPases superfamily. Pro-
teins of this family are capable of converting chemical energy in the form of ATP into mechanical
work. Such proteins bear for this reason the name molecular motors and are responsible for
muscle contraction, cargo transport inside the cell and cellular movement. Myosin e.g. moves
along filaments of the protein actin and thereby causes muscle contraction.

In the cited experiment, biotinylated myosin was attached to a streptavidin coated quartz
slide. ATP, labeled with the dye Cy3 was freely diffusing above the slide. When ATP bound
to a myosin molecule, this became visible as a bright spot on an image obtained by means of a
CCD camera. Using a single photon avalanche diode, Funatsu et al. were further able to record
time-traces of single enzyme turn-overs.
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Figure 5.4: Illustration of excitation and light
collection for prism-type TIRF microscopy. The
glass cube is optically connected to the upper
cover slide by means of immersion oil. A water-
immersion objective is used to collect fluores-
cence.
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Figure 5.5: Excitation and light collection for
objective-type TIRF microscopy. A high NA oil-
immersion objective is used to excite fluorescence
and to collect emitted light

There exist two main configurations of TIRF microscopy, called prism-type TIRFM and
objective-type TIRFM. Two representative setups are shown in Figs. 5.4 and 5.5. In the case of
prism-type TIRF microscopy (Fig. 5.4) a glass-slide is optically connected to the lower side of a
prism by means of immersion oil. The studied molecular system is attached to the lower surface
of the glass-slide. The sample, which consists of an aqueous solution and the molecular system
is sandwiched between two glass slides. A water-film separates the lower glass slide from a water
immersion objective. A laser beam traveling inside the prism is used to generate an evanescent
wave at the interface between the upper glass-slide and the sample, exciting the emission of
fluorescence. The objective images the glass/sample interface onto a CCD camera.

Objective type TIRFM uses an oil-immersion objective with a NA ≥ 1.4 to excite fluorescence
and to collect the emitted light. Here, a laser beam is focused onto the back focal plane of
the objective, which causes the beam to emerge collimated from the objective. The beam is
focused off-axis onto the back focal plane, therefore it emerges under a certain angle θ > 0
from the objective. If this angle is large enough the beam is totally reflected at the cover
slide/water interface and an evanescent field builds up at the surface. Light is collected by the
same objective. The emitted light traverses a dichroic mirror, used to separate the excitation-
path from the detection-path, and an emission filter, which rejects scattered excitation light and
auto-fluorescence excited in the objective, cover slide and buffer. The interface is finally imaged
onto a CCD camera.
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These are the most common configurations, both were successfully applied to image single
fluorescent molecules. Several variations of the shown setups exist, including configurations that
allow to use a conventional light source instead of a laser, or a waveguide instead of a prism to
generate an evanescent field.

Both setups have their advantages and disadvantages. The most important characteristics
which have to be considered when choosing a particular configuration are discussed below.

5.2.1 Background

In prism-type TIRFM, the excitation path and the detection path are decoupled. This can in
principle lead to a reduced background since a laser beam that traverses objective, immersion
oil and cover slide excites autofluorescence in those components. As another consequence, no
reflected laser light travels in the direction of the CCD camera. Moreover, the incidence angle,
θ, of the laser beam can take any value in between θc and π/2. A higher angle will , according
to Eq. 5.4, result in a smaller field depth, which will result in a smaller background.

In objective-type TIRFM, the angle is limited by the NA of the used objective. Most common
are objectives with an NA of 1.45, which limits θ to θmax ≡ arcsin NA/n2. The maximum angle
when using a glass cover slide is approximately θmax ≈ 75◦.

In objective-type TIRFM, the back-reflected laser beam travels in direction of the CCD
camera. Because the laser beam is focused onto the back focal plane of the objective, there
exists an efficient way to reject the reflected light by applying a spatial filter. The reflected
beam is again focused onto the back focal plane. One can introduce an optical obstacle, e.g.
an opaque disk with a diameter comparable to the diameter of the laser focus in the back focal
plane or an equivalent plane to block the reflected light. The amount of blocked fluorescence is
negligible, since the surface of the disk can be small compared to the intersection of the back
focal plane with a beam emerging from a point source at the glass/water surface. However,
tests in our laboratory showed that the contribution of reflected light to the background is quite
small, provided that an optimal set of fluorescence filters is employed. The gain in the signal to
background ratio was approximately 15%.

5.2.2 Collection efficiency

One major disadvantage of the prism-type excitation is a lower collection efficiency. In objective-
type TIRFM a high NA objective is used that collects, by its nature light efficiently. This is
further amplified by the fact that the emission of a (randomly oriented) fluorophore becomes
highly anisotropic when it comes close to a dielectric interface. Emission into the medium with
higher refractive index, glass in our case, is favored and in addition most of the energy emitted
into the glass propagates at an angle close to θc. It was shown [29] that the fraction of collected
power can exceed 60% in this configuration (see also chapter 6).

It is disadvantageous to use a high NA oil immersion objective for prism-type TIRFM. The
working distance is very short (0.11 mm for a cover slide thickness of 0.17 mm for the Zeiss
α-Plan Fluar, used in our experiments), which, if a prism-type configuration is used, limits
the sample thickness to very low values. Furthermore, these objectives are designed to work
with high refractive index media. Focusing into an aqueous solution introduces aberrations that
impair the collection efficiency of high NA oil-immersion objectives [19]. However, the special
geometry in prism-type TIRFM requires focusing into an aqueous solution.
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5.2.3 Handling

In objective-type TIRFM the sample access is not hindered by the presence of a prism, in
contrast to prism-type TIRFM. This facilitates sample handling in general and allows for easy
solution change and eclectrophysiology studies.
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Chapter 6

Objective-type TIR-FCS

6.1 Motivation

As already pointed out before, FCS experienced a substantial increase in popularity with the
adaption of the confocal principal. This development resulted in a reduced observation volume,
an increased signal to background ratio and in the possibility to observe single molecule events.
Before the advent of confocal FCS, the natural way to confine the observation volume was
by using an evanescent field for fluorescence excitation. This method was first introduced by
Thompson et al. [26, 27, 83]. In 1981, the authors proposed the adaption of a prism-type
TIRFM setup for FCS measurements, which could be used to study adsorption of rhodamine
labeled immunoglobulin on quartz [27]. In [26] they presented the theoretical framework for total

internal reflection FCS (TIR-FCS) and also FRAP applied to measure adsorption, and binding
of fluorescently labeled ligands to receptors immobilized at a glass surface. Shortly later, the
possibility to obtain surface binding rates of non-fluorescent molecules by means of TIR-FCS was
theoretically shown. Although the theoretical framework for TIR-FCS was already established
in the beginning of the 1980’s, the technique was rarely applied in the following years. Other
publications that showed experimentally the applicability of the method to different fields in life
science followed only in the late 1990’s. 1998 Hansen et al. [84] investigated reversible adsorption
kinetics of the cationic dye Rh6G to modified silica surfaces. In [85] the same group showed that
the surface concentration of bound fluorophores can be determined by means of TIR-FCS. TIR-
FCS was further used to determine local diffusion coefficients of the antibody immunoglobulin
G (IgG) adjacent to phospholipid bilayers [86] or to study the association of IgG to receptors
[87]. In the latter experiment the authors were able to determine average surface densities of
bound IgG, local concentrations of IgG in solution, as well as the diffusion and dissociation rate
of the protein. TIR-FCS was also used to investigate molecular transport in thin sol-gel (porous
silicon oxide) films [88].

The number of successful applications was though limited. Besides inherent complexity of
biochemistry on surfaces this may be due to the fact that the signal to noise ratio in FCS is
inevitably lower for measurements on a solid/liquid interface than in solution. Unfortunately,
to the authors knowledge, there exists no publication that investigates the question of signal-
strength and signal to background ratio in TIR-FCS. In experiments performed in our laboratory
the signal to background ratio in TIR-FCS measurements on diffusing molecules using a prism-
type setup was too low to obtain reliable estimates. Especially count rates per molecule were
far beyond what is standard in confocal FCS.

Comparable count rates would make TIR-FCS the method of choice for many applications at
solid/liquid interfaces [89]. In chapter 5 the advantages of the TIR- with respect to the confocal
excitation scheme were briefly discussed. Confining the excitation field to the studied region can

33
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reduce background and unwanted signals from freely diffusing ligands.

In order to increase the performance of TIR-FCS in terms of signal strength per molecule,
we developed a setup based on objective-type TIRF. The following chapter is intended to give
a detailed technical description of the objective-type TIR-FCS setup used for our experiments.

6.2 Description of the setup

A brief description of the setup is given in paper II and paper III. Figure 6.1 shows a detailed
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Figure 6.1: Detailed scheme of objective-type TIR-FCS. For discussion of the setup, see text. EXF:
excitation filter; M: mirror; WP: λ/4 waveplate; ND: neutral density filter; L1-L4: lenses; GC: tiltable
glass cube; BFP: back focal plane of objective; OL: objective lens; EMF: emission filter; TL: tube lens;
IP1: first image plane; DP: diaphragm; IP2: second image plane.

scheme of the optical configuration. To excite fluorescence, we used an argon ion laser (model
2214-25ML, Cyonics, Sunnyvale, CA), which has two main emission lines at 488 nm and 515 nm,
providing a maximum power 18mW and 25mW, respectively. Interference filters placed imme-
diately after the laser were used to select either of the two lines. Interference effects due to the
filter observed at the glass/water interface (cover slide surface) could be minimized by slightly
inclining the filter with respect to the optical axis. A λ/4 waveplate was used to transform the
originally linear polarization of the laser beam to circular polarization. This optical element
was introduced to omit a selective excitation of fluorophores that was undesirable for most of
our experiments. The beam was enlarged by means of a Kepler telescope formed by lenses L1
(with focal length f1 = 19mm) and L2 (f2 = 150mm). The diameter of the collimated beam
was roughly 1 cm. Aligning of the laser to the optical axis of the inverted microscope (IX70,
Olympus, Tokyo, Japan) was conveniently done using a periscope with movable mirrors (M1 and
M2). To focus the laser beam onto the back focal plane of our objective, we used an achromat
(L3) with focal length f3 = 300mm. Before entering the microscope body, the beam traversed a
glass cube (thickness d = 10mm) mounted on a rotation table. Tilting the glass cube allowed for
a precise lateral shift of the laser beam and therefore of the incidence angle on the glass/water
interface. The laser beam was reflected at a dichroic mirror into the objective (α-Plan-Fluar,
1.45 NA, 100×, Carl Zeiss Jena GmbH, Jena, Germany). By adjusting the tilt of the glass cube,
we were able to achieve total internal reflection at the interface of the sample and a standard
glass cover slide (thickness 150µm), optically connected to the objective by means of immersion
oil.
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Emitted light was collected by the same objective. Elastic and inelastic scattered excitation
light as well as light reflected at the glass/sample interface was efficiently rejected by a dichroic
mirror and an interference filter. Fluorescence was imaged onto a fiber-end situated at the image
plane in front of the microscopes side-port (IP1, configuration not shown in the figure). We used
in general a multimode fiber with a core diameter of 50µm. The fiber-end, which ensured a
lateral confinement of the observation volume was mounted onto a motorized xy-scanning stage.
This allowed for automatized lateral scanning of the fluorescence image and rapid detection of
surface binding sites (see chapter 8). The fiber-end was coupled to a SPAD (SPCM-AQR-13-FC,
PerkinElmer, Wellesley, MA), which detects single photons in the wavelength region of interest
(500 nm < λ < 600 nm) with single photon detection efficiencies of 50% - 68%. The output
signal was split and further processed by a hardware correlator and a single photon counting
module (SPCM, SPC-630, Becker & Hickl GmbH, Berlin, Germany) used as a multichannel
scaler. Data was stored on two personal computers and further analyzed by in-house build
software.

In some of our experiments we introduced a lens (L4) of focal length f4 = 70mm positioned at
a distance of 2f4 after the image plane to produce a second image of the same size. Fluorescence
was again detected using a fiber-coupled SPAD with the free fiber-end situated in the second
image plane (IP2). This configuration offers the interesting possibility of spatial filtering of the
laser beam reflected at the glass/water interface.

A cooled CCD camera (DV434-BV, Andor Technology, Belfast, Northern Ireland) was mounted
at a second camera port of the Olympus microscope. By switching between camera ports, the
setup could be quickly transformed into a standard TIRF microscope and back. The CCD
camera was e.g. used to find and image single bio-molecules or binding sites on the surface (see
chapter 8 and 9).

6.2.1 Fluorescence excitation

A very precise alignment of the excitation path was crucial in order to produce a neat evanescent
field. In particular slight soiling in form of dust particles or condense water on the lower surface
of the cover slide was sufficient to impair the generation of an evanescent field. The field quality
could be easily judged by observing the diffusion of fluorescent latex beads (with a diameter
of 170µm) above the surface. When the objective was focused onto the cover slide surface the
beads appeared as short, point-shaped flashes. Almost no lateral movement and no blurred
beads were observed, which was quite different from the case of bright-field illumination.

Objective

Coverslip

Immersion

oil

Laser

beam

Glass cube

θ
x

z

Figure 6.2: Scheme of a configuration for measuring the incidence angle, θ, by outcoupling of the laser
beam using a prism.

The evanescent field depth was determined in two different ways, by FCS measurements on
dye molecules above the surface and by measuring the angle at which the laser beam is incident
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on the cover slide surface. This was done by bringing a glass cube into optical contact with the
cover slide by means of immersion oil. In this way, the beam was outcoupled (see Fig. 6.2) and
the angle could be determined. To be precise, the emerging beam is slightly divergent (∼ 5◦);
so we measured a distribution of angles rather then a precise value. The mean value of this
distribution, which we will simply call the incidence angle in the following, was typically 71◦.
Using Eq. 5.4 the evanescent field depth was calculated to equal 72 nm and 84nm for the blue
line (488 nm) and the green line (515 nm), respectively. This was in excellent agreement with
sizes inferred from FCS measurements (see chapter 7).

To determine the intensity at the glass/water interface, the fluorescence of rhodamine 6G
(Rh6G) dye molecules diffusing above the cover slide surface, was imaged onto a CCD camera.
The intensity distribution is Gaussian on the surface and has almost rotational symmetry. From
the camera image, the radius of this distribution, rE , (half of the FWHM) was estimated to be
in the order of 7.5µm. Given rE , the intensity in the center of the distribution and therefore
inside the observation volume (optimal positioning of the fiber-end presumed) can be obtained
by using the relationship between total power, P , and intensity, I(r):

P =

∫ 2π

0
dφ

∫ ∞

0
I(r)r dr, (6.1)

where P is the incident power and I(r) the incident intensity at the interface in the lower
half-space. Assuming that the intensity distribution on the surface is given by

I(r) = I0 exp

(−r2

2σ2

)
, (6.2)

and using σ = rE/
√

2 ln 2, we get

I0 = α
P ln 2

r2
Eπ

. (6.3)

The factor α is defined as α ≡ I0/I(0). For an incidence angle of θ ≈ 70◦ it follows that the
incident intensity is ’amplified’ by a factor of α ≈ 2. We measured a loss in the whole excitation
path i.e. a ratio between the intensity after the laser and the intensity after the objective for
an incidence angle set to 0, of about 50%. Given these values, we estimate I0 ≈ 8µW µm−2

per mW applied laser power (measured right after the laser). This is low compared to what
is normally used in confocal FCS experiments. One could increase this value by narrowing the
distribution. This can be done by changing the magnification of the telescope or the focal length
of lens L3.

Theoretically it is possible to change the evanescent field depth by tilting the glass cube.
Given a NA of 1.45, the possible incidence angles for total internal reflection are approximately
62◦ < θ < 73◦. We experienced that the range of accessible angles is almost zero, presumably
due to the finite size of the laser beam inside the objective.

6.2.2 Fluorescence detection

The main advantage of the objective-type configuration with respect to the prism-type config-
uration is a higher collection efficiency. This is due to an altering of the emission properties of
fluorophores, when they come close to the cover slide surface [90, 91, 92, 93]. Characteristics
of fluorescence emission close to an interface between dielectric media can be derived by mod-
eling the fluorophore by a classical dipole. For a randomly oriented dipole near an interface
separating two dielectric half-spaces the radiated power is canalized along the critical angle and
emission into the medium with higher refractive index is favored. This is illustrated in Fig. 6.3,
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which shows polar-coordinate plots for the power S(Ω, z) radiated by a dipole into a differential
angle dΩ about Ω.1 Plots are drawn for two (in this case oriented) dipoles at different distances
from the surface. Most of the power is emitted into the lower halfspace. A substantial portion
is emitted in directions corresponding to angles higher than the critical angle if the dipole is
situated at the surface.

x

z

θc

x

z

θ
c

Figure 6.3: Normalized radiated power for dipoles close to a dielectric interfaces represented a polar-
coordinate plots. Left: the dipole is situated at the interface (z = 0). Refractive indices for the half-space
above and below the interface are n2 = 1.33 (water) and n1 = 1.52 (glass), respectively. The dipole axis
is located in the xz-plane and inclined 45◦ with respect to the vertical. Right: As above but for a dipole
at a distance z = 100 nm from the surface. θc: critical angle.

The emission profiles were calculated using a formalism proposed by J. Mertz [90]. This
simple ’input-output’ formalism is based on the Lorentz reciprocity theorem [94]. According to
classical electrodynamics, the polarization P of the dipole is related to a driving electromagnetic
field Ed by

P = ǫ0AEd, (6.4)

where ǫ0 is the free-space permittivity and A the generalized polarizability of the dipole, de-
pending on its distance and orientation relative to the interface. The driving field is a linear
transformation of the incoming field Ein:

Ed = K(θ)Ein, (6.5)

where the transfer matrix K(θ) for the angle of incidence θ is a function of the Fresnel coefficients
(definitions of angles are as in Fig. 5.1). The field emitted by the dipole, Eout, into a differential
solid angle dΩ about Ω depends on the dipoles polarization in a similar way as the driving field
depends on the incoming field:

Eout ∝ K
′(Ω)P , (6.6)

In order to derive Eout one has to calculate the linear transfer matrix K′(Ω), which according
to the Lorentz reciprocity theorem is related to K(θ) by a simple linear transformation. In
particular K′(Ω) = KT(θ), where the subscript T denotes matrix transpose, if Ω is in the plane
of incidence. Given Eout, we can calculate the fraction of power, P (z), radiated by a dipole at
a distance z from the interface and collected by the microscope objective. The function P (z)
describes the net effect of the dielectric interface on the collection efficiencie. If light is collected
from beyond (for a situation as in Fig. 5.1), we have for a randomly oriented dipole

P (z) = 2π

∫ θm

0
S(θ, z) sin θ dθ, (6.7)

1The polar-coordinate plots are to be interpreted as follows: For each point on the drawn curve, the length
of the corresponding position vector is proportional to the differential power emitted into the direction of the
position vector.
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where θm = arcsin(NA/n1) and S(θ, z) = 1
2ǫ0cn1r

2|Eout|2 is the radiative power carried in the
differential solid angle dΩ about Ω. Here, we averaged over all possible dipole positions. The
symbol r denotes the far-field distance from the origin and c is the velocity of light. If light is
collected from above, integration is carried out in the limits [θm, π] and n2 replaces n1.
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Figure 6.4: Fraction of power emitted by a randomly oriented dipole in water above a glass slide
into a solid angle “seen” by the microscope objective. Solid angle given by θ < θmax, where θmax =
arcsin(NA/n1) for collection from beyond the slide and θ > π− θmax, for detection from above the slide.
Numerical results are shown for three different configurations. Solid line: collection with a 1.45 NA oil-
immersion objective from beyond (objective-type TIRF); dashed line: collection with a 1.15 NA water-
immersion objective from beyond (confocal); dotted line: collection with a 1.15 NA water-immersion
objective from above (prism-type TIRF).

The function P (z) is represented in Fig. 6.4. Three basic configurations, prism-type, confocal
and objective-type are shown. The numerical apertures of the microscope objectives were as-
sumed to equal 1.45 for objective-type and 1.15 (water-immersion) for the other configurations.
The collection efficiency for the objective-type configuration close to the interface exceeds 60%,
which is about two times higher than for the other configurations. This theoretical result shows
clearly one main advantage of the objective-type TIR configuration.

6.2.3 Background suppression

Although modern dichroic mirrors and interference filter suppress background very efficiently,
a small fraction of excitation light will still reach the detector. In objective-type TIR-FCS as
well as in confocal FCS, when applied to measure on a glass surface, the incident beam is back-
reflected towards the detector. To completely suppress the back-reflected light we introduced a
lens L4 at a distance 2f after the microscopes image plane (see Fig. 6.1). As before, light emitted
from a point-source in the object plane is efficiently focused onto the second image plane, IP2,
and collected. Because the reflected beam is not collimated after traversing the objective, the
focus of the reflected light is situated at some distance in front of the plane IP2. By introducing
an optical obstacle at this focus position, the portion of reflected light that traverses the emission
filter and dichroic mirror can be efficiently suppressed. The size of the optical obstruction can
be in the order of the focus diameter. Because the beam diameter of fluorescence light is wide
in the plane were the obstruction is situated, the collection efficiency remains almost unaltered.

We used a cover slide with a localized circular metal-coating of about 0.5mm diameter
as a spatial filter. The filter was mounted on a xy-translation table with 10µm precision for
superimposing the obstruction with the coating. To estimate the influence on the collection
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efficiency, FCS measurements on a 50 nM solution of Rh6G in water were performed and the
count rates per molecule (CPM) calculated using CPM = 〈R〉/〈N〉, where 〈R〉 is the mean total
count rate and 〈N〉 the mean number of molecules in the observation volume. Measurements
were performed for the same sample in the two different configurations (fiber-end in plane IP1
and in plane IP2). No influence of the additional optical elements on the CPM could be observed.
To estimate the effect on the background we performed measurements on pure (double-distilled)
water in the two configurations. We determined a gain in the signal-to-background ratio in
the order of 15%. We concluded that the main contribution to the background was due to
Raman scattered light and probably most important, autofluorescence of optical components.
Therefore, in most of our experiments, we did not make use of spatial background filtering.

6.2.4 Molecule detection efficiency

In paper III, the results from numerical calculations of the molecular detection efficiency for
confocal FCS and objective-type TIR-FCS are presented. The influence of the dielectric interface
was approximately taken into account by multiplying the collection efficiency function, CEF(r),
with a function P (z). This function is the fraction of power emitted by a randomly oriented
dipole into the solid angle seen by the objective, discussed above. The modified CEF therefore
reads (compare with Eq. 4.6):

CEF(r) =
P (z)

∆

∫

S
circ(r′/ρ) PSF(r − r′, z) dxdy, (6.8)

Definitions of the symbols are provided in the discussion of Eq. 4.6. The PSF was calculated
according to the approach of B. Richards and E. Wolf [95], where we averaged over all possible
dipole orientations. The CEF was used to calculate the MDE according to Eq. 4.5 with I(z)
given by Eq. 5.3, where we assumed a penetration depth of d = 72nm (see above). The MDE
for TIR-FCS obtained for a pinhole diameter of 50µm is shown in Fig. 6.5.
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Figure 6.5: The MDEs for objective-type TIR-FCS (left) and confocal FCS (right). The observation
volume for objective-type TIR-FCS is confined to the surface, whereas it reaches far into the solution for
the confocal configuration. For details on the calculations see text.

We compared this function to the MDE obtained for confocal FCS, where we assumed the
use of a 40× water immersion objective with 1.15NA (Fig. 6.5, right side). In this case the
intensity distribution was approximated by the PSF of the optical detection system for the
excitation wavelength (here, 488 nm).

In the limit of a point shaped pinhole (a → 0) we have MDE ∝ PSF2 for confocal FCS
whereas in the case of TIR-FCS, at least at the surface, MDE|z=0 ∝ PSF|z=0. For this reason
it is no surprise that the lateral confinement is higher for the confocal configuration than for
the TIR-FCS configuration. In TIR-FCS, the larger lateral extend of the MDE is more than
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compensated by the smaller axial extend and the size of the observation volume is about a factor
of 1.5 smaller as is shown below.

We calculated the size of the observation volume in terms of the W1 and the effective volume
by numerically integrating the MDEs. We obtained

W C
1 = 26al V C

eff = 134 al

W T
1 = 17al V T

eff = 57al

The subscripts C and T denote the confocal case and the TIRF case respectively. The difference
in the size of the observation volumes is not large and does on its own not constitute a big benefit
when using the objective-type TIR approach. The advantage of TIR-FCS is rather related to
the difference in the shapes of the MDEs. As is evident from Fig. 6.5, TIR-FCS favors the
detection of signals originating at the surface, which is an incontestable advantage if the studied
biomolecular system is confined to the surface.

For the purpose of deriving analytical autocorrelation functions we approximate the MDE
by

MDE(r) = MDE(0) exp

(
−2ρ2

ω2
xy

)
exp

(
− z

h

)
, (6.9)

where ρ =
√

x2 + y2. The real ρ-dependence is given by an airy function and the above ap-
proximation may appear quite rough. However, the autocorrelation functions that were derived
using the above approximation were successfully used to analyze real data sets, which justifies
this choice (see 7).

In FCS there is some arbitrariness in defining the number of molecules in the observation
volume, since this volume (or the MDE) is actually not limited in space but extends to infinity.
Here and in the following we define 〈N〉 as the number of molecules in the W1 volume. As was
shown in chapter 4, the zero time correlation is related to the mean concentration, 〈C〉 by

G(0) − 1 =
γ

〈N〉 , (6.10)

where 〈N〉 is the mean number of molecules in the observation volume. This definition differs
from the common definition, where the observation volume is defined to equal the effective
volume, Veff . A particular choice obviously does not influence the estimates of most of the
physically relevant parameters, e.g. concentration, diffusion time or triplet time. The proposed
definition, however, leads to an estimate of the maximum count rate per molecule, CPM, which
can be easily seen by considering that the CPM for a molecule at position r is

CPM(r) = a
σΦF MDE(r)

h̄ν
. (6.11)

Here, σ denotes the excitation cross section, ΦF the fluorescence quantum yield of the fluo-
rophore, ν the frequency of the emitted light and a is a constant. The mean total fluorescence
count rate 〈R〉 is given by

〈R〉 = a〈C〉σΦF

h̄ν

∫

V
MDE(r) d3r (6.12)

If 〈N〉 is defined as the mean number of molecules in the W1 volume, 〈N〉 ≡ W1〈C〉, than

〈R〉
〈N〉 =

aσΦF MDE(0)

h̄ν
= CPM(0). (6.13)

This is the maximum CPM, reached by fluorophores residing at the surface, in the center of the
observation volume. The maximal CPM has in the present context more significance than an
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average value. That’s because for investigations of single molecule kinetics of binding molecules,
proper alignment of the fiber-end presumed, the signal providing fluorophores are supposed to
be situated where the MDE has its maximum, hence the observed CPM is anyway maximal.

For this definition of 〈N〉, the correction factor equals γ = W2/W1, which follows from Eqs.
6.10, 4.4 for τ = 0 and 4.10. By substituting 6.9 into equation 4.10 we get γ = 1/4 for this
particular setup. In the case of confocal FCS, γ equals 1/23/2 in theory.
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Chapter 7

Diffusion studies

As a first application we used objective-type TIR-FCS to measure diffusion of dye molecules.
The intention of these measurements was not to investigate the process of diffusion but rather to
use it as a tool to investigate the characteristics of the TIR-FCS system. In particular we could
estimate the evanescent field-depth and the count rates per molecule in this way (see section 7.2).
In order to analyze the autocorrelation data quantitatively, we derived the theoretical form of the
autocorrelation function G(τ) for objective-type TIR-FCS, assuming single-component diffusion
combined with triplet-kinetics. The concise derivation will be presented in the following.

7.1 Derivation of the autocorrelation function for diffusion

We assume that the diffusing particles do not bind to the surface, or in other words, that the
flux normal to the interface equals zero at the interface. This derivation of the autocorrelation
function differs from a derivation in [96] as here we take triplet kinetics into account, the molec-
ular detection efficiency (MDE) function is modeled as a Gauss function in the xy-plane, but
binding to the surface is not considered. It appeared to be necessary to include the first two
considerations when deriving G(τ) in order to meet our experimental conditions.

From Eq. 4.4 we get

G(τ) = 1 +

∫
Ω

∫
Ω MDE(r)MDE(r′)φ(r, r′, τ) d3r d3r′

(
〈C〉

∫
Ω MDE(r) d3r

)2 , (7.1)

with φ(r, r′, τ) ≡ 〈δC(r, τ) δC(r′, 0)〉 as before and δC(r, τ) ≡ 〈C〉 − C(r, τ), where C(r, τ) is
the concentration of fluorophores that are not in the triplet state.

The symbol Ω stands for the positive half-space z ≥ 0. As in chapter 4 we assume that the
mean concentration, 〈C〉, is independent from r.

To simplify the following calculations, we will first consider ’pure’ diffusion, that is to say
we assume that no molecules are in the triplet state. The Einstein diffusion equation written
for the concentration fluctuations reads

∂

∂τ
φ(r, r′, τ) = D∇2

rφ(r, r′τ) (7.2)

with the initial condition
φ(r, r′, 0) = 〈C〉δ(r − r′). (7.3)

For finite r′ and τ the boundary conditions are

D

[
∂

∂z
φ(r, r′, τ)

]

z=0

= 0 and
[
φ(r, r′, τ)

]
|r|→∞

= 0. (7.4)
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The above set of equations describes diffusion in the positive half-space, for z, z′ ≥ 0. The first
boundary condition states that the component of the particle flux, j(r, τ) = D∇C(r, τ), normal
to the interface is zero at z = 0. This is equivalent to state that molecules do not bind to the
surface or in other words that no sinks or sources are found at the surface.

The solution is given by a convolution of the Green’s function (Eq. 4.18) with the initial
conditions, as is explained in chapter 4. In the present case, initial conditions are only defined
in the positive half-space. This gives us the liberty to introduce a further constraint for τ = 0
in the negative half-space in order to match the boundary condition at z = 0. The condition
that does the trick equals Eq. 7.3 with z substituted by −z. Convolving the φG(r, r′, τ) with
the initial conditions yields

φ(r, r′, τ) =
〈C〉

(4πDτ)3/2
exp

(
−|ρ − ρ′|2

4Dτ

)

×
[
exp

(
−(z − z′)2

4Dτ

)
+ exp

(
−(z + z′)2

4Dτ

)]
.

(7.5)

Vectors in a plane z = const. are denoted by ρ.
Substituting the analytical expression for the MDE given by Eq. 6.9 and the solution 7.5

into equation 7.1 and integrating yields

G(τ) = 1 +
γ

〈N〉

(
1 +

ω2τ

τz

)−1 [(
1 − τ

2τz

)
w

(
i

√
τ

4τz

)
+

√
τ

πτz

]
. (7.6)

The function w is the complex generalization of the error function, which is defined as

w ≡ exp
(
x2
)
erfc(−ix), (7.7)

where erfc is the complementary error function. The axial diffusion time τz is related to the
diffusion coefficient D by τz = h2/(4D). The parameter h describes the axial extent of the MDE
(Eq. 6.9). ω denotes the structure parameter, defined as ω ≡ h/ωxy. If in the above equation
ω → ∞, we recover the limiting result for pure diffusion presented by Starr et al. in [96].

In order to derive an autocorrelation function that takes intersystem crossing (triplet kinetics)
into account, we proceed in the same way as outlined in chapter 4. We find

GT (τ) = 1 +
γ

〈N〉

[
1 +

p

1 − p
exp

(
− τ

τT

)]

×
(

1 +
ω2τ

τz

)−1 [(
1 − τ

2τz

)
w

(
i

√
τ

4τz

)
+

√
τ

πτz

]
.

(7.8)

7.2 Measurements and data analysis

In order to test the applicability of our setup and our model for G(τ) we performed measurements
for dye molecules diffusing above a microscope cover slide. The measurements described in the
following are summarized in papers II and III. Preliminary measurements using a rhodamine dye
(rhodamine green) produced unsatisfactory results because rhodamine dyes are prone to stick
to the cover slide surface. This problem was solved by using the dye fluorescein. However, the
count-rate per molecule that could be obtained with this fluorophore was relatively low, which
resulted in a low signal to background ratio. For this reason, the used concentration had to be
higher than 5nM. An upper limit for the usable concentration of about 1µM existed for our
setup. This was due to a sinusoidal variation of the laser output intensity of about 50Hz with
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Figure 7.1: Left: FCS curve for freely diffusing fluorophores. Estimated parameters: N = 1.67, τz =
4.89 µs, p = 28.7 %, τT = 1.08 µs, ω = 0.197. Right: corresponding time trace.

a modulation depth of 5%. For high fluorophore concentration the correlation of the sinusoidal
intensity variation becomes the dominant contribution in the FCS curve.

Figure 7.1 shows a typical autocorrelation curve and time trace obtained for the dye carboxy
fluorescein (10 nM in buffer, pH8), and a measurement time of 5min. Fluorescence was excited
using the blue line (at 488 nm) of the argon laser. We estimated the intensity in water, at the
interface to equal 60µW . The fit was performed with a MATLAB routine based on a global
search algorithm, using the model presented in Eq. 7.8. An analysis of the residuals shows that
the autocorrelation decreases below 1 for large correlation times. This is due to an increase of the
overall fluorescence intensity with measurement time. Most probably the increase in intensity is
caused by evaporation of the buffer solution during the 5min measurement time resulting in a
rise of the fluorophore concentration. In the interval

[
10−2s, 5 × 10−2s

]
a sinusoidal oscillation

is discernable, which is caused by the modulation of the laser intensity. A further deviation of
the model can be observed for smaller times. We assume that the deviations are due to some
adsorption of the dyes to the surface, an effect that is not accounted for by our model.

In general, reasonable parameter estimates could be obtained for concentration, N , diffusion
time, τz, structure parameter, ω, triplet fraction, p, and triplet time, τT without the need of
fixing any of those parameters. In a series of 10 measurements (10 s measurement time each),
we obtained the following estimates with corresponding standard deviation, s,

ω̄ = 0.19 sω = 0.04

τ̄z = 5.39µs sτz = 0.98µs

τ̄T = 0.84µs sτT
= 0.17µs

D = (1.90 ± 0.12) × 10−6 cm2s−1

The estimation of the structure parameter is in good agreement with the value obtained by
alternative means1. The diffusion coefficient D derived from the mean diffusion time τ̄z using

1For comparison we derived ω from the numerically calculated MDE and obtained a structure parameter of
ω = 0.17. In the calculations we used an estimated evanescent field depth, obtained by measuring the incidence
angle. In this way we obtained a field depth d = 72 nm. The MDE was then calculated using the derived d.
By measuring the positions at which the MDE drops to e−2 and e−1 for ω and z, respectively, the structure
parameter was obtained. The incertitude in ω stems mainly from an incertitude in the measurement of the angle;
the maximal error ∆ω/ω was estimated to equal approximately 10 %.
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D = h2/(4τz), where h is the distance at which the MDE drops to e−1, is in good agreement with
previously published values [97]. The error in D is a lower bound, derived from the variance in
τz and the estimated error in deriving h. The incertitude in deriving h was estimated from the
error in measuring the angle of incidence at the cover slide. However, other sources that may
increase the incertitude in h, as e.g. light scattering at the interface, have not been considered.

To show the performance of the present system in terms of count rate per molecule and
signal-to-background ratio we realized diffusion measurements for the dye Rh6G. Results are
discussed in detail for a typical measurement in paper III. These measurements were performed
at the maximal available laser power of our system (20 to 22mW) at a still tolerable fraction
of molecules in the triplet state (p < 17%). A very high count rate of 1.8MHz and a signal to
background ratio of 39 could be inferred from the data.

The experiments presented above were performed with a fiber core diameter of 50µm. Several
measurement series were performed for different fiber core diameters (see paper III), for two
reasons. Firstly, to determine the optimal configuration in terms of signal-to-background ratio.
Secondly, to check if our approximation of the MDE used for the derivation of G(τ) considerably
affects the estimation of parameters. For increasing pinhole diameters the intersection of the
MDE with the xy-plane tends towards a rectangular shape and the approximation by a Gauss
function becomes less valid (see Fig. 7.2). In conclusion, parameter estimates were in a reasonable
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Figure 7.2: The MDEs for three different pinhole diameters. Left: 37.5 µm; middle: 50 µm; right:
100 µm.

range using fiber core diameters of 37.5µm, 50µm and 100µm. Only when using a pinhole
diameter of 100µm in which case the approximation for the MDE becomes apparently bad (see
Fig. 7.2), the estimate for τz changed by ∼ 20% (see paper III). In principle τz should of course
not change because the pinhole diameter has no influence on h.

diam. [µm] γ W1 [al] N C [nM] CPM [kHz] b [kHz] SBR

37.5 0.2551 11.9 4.06 ± 0.21 599 ± 31 39.1 ± 1.3 2.0 19.55 ± 0.65
50 0.2942 16.9 6.51 ± 0.23 640 ± 23 48.1 ± 1.1 3.3 14.44 ± 0.32
100 0.3917 57.3 30.2 ± 6.3 932 ± 195 47.4 ± 5.3 12.2 3.87 ± 0.43

Table 7.1: Parameter estimates for measurements with different pinhole diameters (first column). The
values for γ and W1 were obtained by numerical integration of the MDE. (MDE calculated in the range
0 ≤ r ≤ 1 µm, 0 ≤ z ≤ 2 µm on a grid of 257×257 points.) The estimate of the concentration, C, is given
by C = N/W1. Mean values were obtained from three measurements, each recorded for a measurement
time of thirty seconds. Errors are standard deviations of the mean.

Using a smaller pinhole diameter resulted in a higher signal to background ratio, where
signal is understood as count rate per molecule and background as the mean count-rate when
pure buffer was used instead of a fluorophore solution. The signal to background ratio could
be increased by approximately 30% when using a 37.5µm instead of a 50µm fiber core. Mea-
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surement results are summarized in table 7.1. Here, the concentrations were calculated using
the listed γ-factors. With increasing pinhole diameter, this parameter comes close to the value
calculated from the analytical approximation of the MDE (see Eq. 6.9), which equals 1/4. Other
aspects of the same series of measurements are discussed in paper III.
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Chapter 8

Binding studies

The signaling processes of cells are mediated by the interaction of ligands (e.g. neurotransmit-
ters or hormones) with receptors on the cell membrane or within the cytoplasm or the nucleus
[98]. The sensitivity and specificity of the initiation of signaling cascades depends primarily
on the equilibrium strength of the associated ligand-receptor interaction. It has been hypoth-
esized that for a lot of cellular signaling processes the average lifetime of the receptor-ligand
compound or the compounds dissociation rate may moreover play a role [99, 100]. In order to
better understand and dissect the different factors influencing the efficiency of cellular signal-
ing it is important to be able to accurately measure the association and dissociation rates for
receptor-ligand interaction. A. Lieto et al. [87] showed that TIR-FCS is an excellent tool to
measure dissociation rates. Other groups were successful in measuring kinetic rates for adsorp-
tion and desorption [84, 101] using TIR-FCS. These promising results and the idea to improve
the sensitivity of the existing technology became strong motivations to develop objective-type
TIR-FCS. During the development process, the question arose if our technique is sensitive
enough to investigate molecular kinetics and dynamics on a real single molecule level. That is
to say, can we obtain the autocorrelation for successive events (e.g. binding and release) stem-
ming from one and the same immobilized (receptor) molecule? Preliminary measurements on
diffusing molecules showed indirectly that the obtainable signal to background ratio should be
high enough (see chapter 7). In this chapter experimental results will be presented that evidence
directly the applicability of objective-type TIR-FCS for investigating binding kinetics on a single
molecule level. To quantitatively analyze the data obtained in such a kind of experiments the
autocorrelation function, G(τ), for combined diffusion and binding to a single, localized receptor
was derived. The derivation of G(τ) was carried out for the case of TIR-FCS and its special
observation volume, but the result can be easily generalized to hold for different observation
volumes and in particular for confocal FCS.

8.1 Derivation of the autocorrelation function for binding ki-

netics

T.E. Starr et al. [96] derived the exact form of the autocorrelation function for TIR-FCS in the
case of combined diffusion and reversible binding. However, in their work they considered a
homogeneous surface such that ligands can bind everywhere with association and dissociation
constants that are independent of position. Hence, their model covers rather situations of
unspecific adsorption to the surface and desorption.

The autocorrelation function presented in the following corresponds to a situation where
a single, small receptor is located at position r0. To simplify matters we assume that r0 is

49
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reflected beam

water

glass
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Figure 8.1: Scheme explaining the physical model that constitutes the base for the derivation of G(τ).
Fluorescently labeled ligands diffuse through the observation volume, which is large compared to a re-
ceptor immobilized on the surface in the center of the MDE (on the optical axis). Binding may occur at
the receptor but not elsewhere (reflective boundary conditions at the surface, at r 6= 0).

situated at the center of the observation volume, that is to say r0 = 0 = (0, 0, 0), (see Fig. 8.1).
The model can be easily generalized for several receptors at different locations. To get a simple
analytical form of G(τ) we considered only the case where the association and dissociation rates
are small compared to the inverse diffusion time. This condition is satisfied for many interesting
receptor-ligand systems. In contrast to the work of Starr et al., triplet kinetics and the finite
lateral extend of the observation volume is taken into account in the present derivation.

The differential equations describing this situation are

∂

∂t
C(r, t) = D∇2C(r, t) − δ(r)

d

dt
n(t), (8.1)

d

dt
n(t) = k+C(0, t) [1 − n(t)] − k−n(t). (8.2)

We disregard triplet kinetics at present. The rate constants for association and dissociation are
k+ and k−, respectively. The probability that the receptor is occupied at time t or in other words
the fractional occupancy is denoted by n(t); C(r, t) is the local concentration of free ligands.
The presence of the receptor results in a source term localized at r = 0. Instead of explicitly
stating reflective boundary conditions at the surface for r 6= 0, we extend the domain of the
differential equations to the lower half-space z < 0 and modify the MDE (from Eq. 6.9), to read

MDE(r) = MDE0 exp

(
−2

x2 − y2

ω2
xy

)
exp

(
−|z|

h

)
. (8.3)

The reflective boundary conditions discussed in chapter 7 (Eq. 7.4) assure that every particle
arriving at z = 0 is immediately reflected back into the upper half-space. In the above approach
the observation volume is reflected at z = 0 instead, which is mathematically equivalent.

By taking the average of Eq. 8.2 we derive the equilibrium condition

k+〈C〉 (1 − 〈n〉) = k−〈n〉. (8.4)

Here, we used that 〈n〉 and 〈C〉 are independent of time. It was further used that the concen-
trations for bound and free molecules are uncorrelated at the same time. After rewriting the
differential equations for the deviations from the mean values, δC(r, t) and δn(t) = n(t) − 〈n〉,
making use of the equilibrium condition and neglecting terms that are second order in δn or δC,
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we obtain the following set of equations [63]

∂

∂t
δC(r, t) = D∇2δC(r, t) − δ(r)

d

dt
δn(t), (8.5)

d

dt
δn(t) = −R δn(t) + k+(1 − 〈n〉) δC(0, t). (8.6)

The factor R is called the reaction rate and is defined as: R ≡ 〈C〉k+ + k−. Instead of trying to
solve this system of differential equations in real space, we will Fourier transform the equations
with respect to spatial coordinates and Laplace transform with respect to time. The transformed
equations are

δñ(s) =
1

s + R

[
δn(0) + k+(1 − 〈n〉) δC̃(r = 0, s)

]
, (8.7)

δC̃(q, s) =
1

s + q2D

[
δC̃(q, t = 0) +

δn(0)

(2π)3/2
− s δñ(s)

(2π)3/2

]
. (8.8)

The tilde indicates a Laplace and/or Fourier transformed function. The position vector in
Fourier space is denoted by q and the variable in Laplace space is s. The Laplace transform
leads directly to the general solution in terms of the initial values δn(0) and δC̃(q, t = 0).
At present, however, we still need to express the function δC̃(r = 0, s) in terms of the initial
values. This is realized by taking the inverse Fourier transform of Eq. 8.8 and setting r = 0. By
proceeding as stated we get

δC̃(r = 0, s) = Θ(s) − [s δñ(s) − δn(0)] Σ(s), (8.9)

with

Θ(s) ≡ 1

(2π)3/2

∫

eΩ

δC̃(q, t = 0)

s + q2D
d3q, (8.10)

Σ(s) ≡ 1

(2π)3/2

∫

eΩ

d3q

s + q2D
. (8.11)

The function Σ(s) is infinite for all s < ∞. This is due to the interpretation of the receptor
as a point source, or in other words, the delta function in Eq. 8.1. A physical receptor has
some non-zero size, say a diameter a > 0. In a simplified picture, every ligand that approaches
the receptor to a distance |r| ≤ a binds to the receptor. This can be taken into account by
integrating in Eqs. 8.10 and 8.11 not over the whole space Ω̃ but to some large, but finite radius
Λ ∼ 1/a [63]. As here we are not interested in dynamic or kinetic processes taking place on
time-scales much smaller than the diffusion time through the observation volume, τz, we do not
need to consider frequencies s ≫ 1/τz. In fact, the contribution of large s to G(τ) for τ > τz

is negligible; in other words, when calculating δn(t) and δC(r, t) from Eqs. 8.7 and 8.8 we can
cut the inverse Laplace transform at some maximum smax ∼ 1/τz. Because τz = h2/(4D) and
a ≪ h frequencies in the range of interest satisfy s < smax ≪ 4D/a2. As a consequence we may
approximate Σ(s) by Σ(0). This can be seen by explicitly calculating the integral in Eq. 8.11 in
the limit |q| ≤ 1/a. We can rewrite Eq. 8.7 to get

δñ(s) =
1

s + R′
[δn(0) + α Θ(s)] , (8.12)

where we introduced a new reaction rate, R′, and a constant α defined as

R′ ≡ R

[1 + k+(1 − 〈n〉)Σ(0)]
and (8.13)

α ≡ k+(1 − 〈n〉)
1 + k+(1 − 〈n〉)Σ(0)

(8.14)
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Like already stated in chapter 4, the autocorrelation function is a sum of auto- and cross-
correlation terms of different species. In the present case these are bound and freely diffusing
molecules. Rewriting Eq. 4.4, using that the concentration of bound molecules is just δ(r)n(t)
and assuming that the molecular brightness does not change upon binding yields

G(τ) = 1 +

1∑

k=0

1∑

l=0

G′
kl(τ)

(〈C〉W1 + 〈n〉)2
. (8.15)

The G′
kl(τ) written in terms of the transformed functions δñ and δC̃ read

G′
00(τ) = L

-1
{
〈δñ(s) δn(0)〉

}
(τ), (8.16)

G′
01(τ) =

∫

Ω′

MDE(r′)L
-1
{
〈δñ(s) δC(r′, 0)〉

}
(τ) d3r′, (8.17)

G′
10(τ) =

∫

Ω
MDE(r)F

-1
{
L

-1
{
〈δC̃(q, s) δn(0)〉

}
(τ)
}

(r) d3r, (8.18)

G′
11(τ) =

∫

Ω

∫

Ω′

MDE(r)MDE(r′)F
-1
{
L

-1
{
〈δC̃(q, s) δC(r′, 0)〉

}
(τ)
}

(r) d3r d3r′. (8.19)

The above equations are easily obtained by using Eq. 4.4, taking into account that the bound
ligands are localized at r = 0. We used further that the inverse Laplace- or Fourier transforma-
tion (denoted by L -1 and F -1, respectively) can be interchanged with the operation of taking
the average. It appears that we take the average of the product of two functions, which, at a
first glance, may look like a pointlessness. However, one should keep in mind that the δñ(s) and
δC̃(q, s) are the general solutions of the differential equations Eqs. 8.8 and 8.12. Actually, the
initial values δC(r, 0) and δn(0) are not fixed but interpreted as random variables. Therefore,
the operation 〈·〉 in Eqs. 8.16 to 8.19 does not act on analytical functions with fixed parameters,
which indeed would be pointless, but on the random initial values.

At present, we still lack the auto- and cross-correlations of the concentration fluctuations at
time τ = 0 in order to obtain G(τ) in a closed, analytical form. Auto- and cross-correlations
for diffusing molecules are easily obtained by assuming ideality of the solution, following the
argumentation in chapter 4. The autocorrelation of n(0) at τ = 0 is the variance of a random
variable that take values 1 and 0 with probabilities 〈n〉 and (1 − 〈n〉), respectively. Using basic
statistical mathematics we obtain

〈δn(0) δn(0)〉 = 〈n〉(1 − 〈n〉), (8.20)

〈δn(0) δC(r, 0)〉 = 〈δC(r, 0) δn(0)〉 = 0, (8.21)

〈δC(r, 0) δC(r′, 0)〉 = 〈C〉 δ(r − r′). (8.22)

Hereafter we will refer to this set of equations as the initial conditions.
We will now investigate the different functions G′

kl one by one beginning by G′
00. Substituting

δñ(s) from Eq. 8.12 into Eq. 8.16 and making use of the initial conditions we obtain after inverse
Laplace transformation

G′
00 = 〈n〉(1 − 〈n〉)e−R′τ . (8.23)

Interestingly, the deviation from equilibrium does not relax with the reaction rate but with
R′. The modification in the relaxation rate is a direct consequence of the discreteness of the
binding site and stems mathematically from the localization of the source term in Eq. 8.1. This
constitutes the main difference to the case of unspecific adsorption as e.g. treated in [96, 26].
In this simplified description we are not able to derive the exact relationship between R and
R′ but we are able to give a first approximation. Carrying out the integration in Eq. 8.10 up
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to the radius Λ, we obtain Σ(0) = 4π/(aD). This is of course a crude approximation for Σ(0),
which depends on the exact geometry of the binding site. It can further be shown that for an
absorbing disk of radius a the association rate is related to the diffusion coefficient by k+ = 4Da
[102, 103]. Using this relation and inserting the approximation for Σ(0) into the definition of
R′ (Eq. 8.13) we get a R′ that is smaller than R but in the same order. However, the difference
may not be negligible.

We proceed in the derivation of G(τ) and calculate the cross-correlation terms G′
01(τ) and

G′
10(τ). Using the initial conditions we get

〈
δC̃(q, t = 0) δC(r′, 0)

〉
= F{δ(r − r′)}(q′)

=
e−iq·r′

(2π)3/2
.

(8.24)

By inserting δñ(s) from Eq. 8.12 into Eq. 8.15 and using Eq. 8.24 we derive

G′
01(τ) = 〈C〉 α

(2π)3/2
L

-1

{
1

s + R′

∫

eΩ

M̃DE(q)

s + q2D
d3q

}
(τ). (8.25)

The integration is again carried out over the whole space Ω̃. We do not need to cut the integral
(which stems from the term Θ(s) in Eq. 8.12) at the radius Λ because the integral has anyway

almost no contribution for large |q| due to the very localized M̃DE(q). By making use of the
convolution theorem for Laplace transformation

L
-1
{
f̃(s) g̃(s)

}
(t) =

∫ τ

0
f(t − t′) g(t′) dt′ (8.26)

and after carrying out the inverse Laplace transform in Eq. 8.25 we can rewrite G′
01(τ) as

G′
01(τ) =

α〈C〉
(2π)3/2

∫ τ

0
e−R′(τ−t)

∫

eΩ
M̃DE(q) exp

(
−q2Dt

)
d3q dt. (8.27)

By proceeding in a similar way for G′
10(τ) it is possible to show that

G′
10(τ) ≡ G′

01(τ). (8.28)

Given our initial assumption, R ≪ D/ω2
xy, the integral over Ω̃ vanishes very fast with time,

t, compared to the variation of exp(R′t). Hence, we approximate

G′
01(τ) ≈ α〈C〉

(2π)3/2
e−R′τ

∫

eΩ
M̃DE(q)

∫ τ

0
exp

(
−q2Dt

)
dt d3q. (8.29)

We will now estimate the maximum of G′
01(τ). By carrying out the integral over t in 8.29

we derive

G′
01(τ) <

α〈C〉
(2π)3/2

e−R′τ

∫

eΩ

M̃DE(q)

q2D
d3q. (8.30)

Fourier transforming Eq. 8.3 yields

M̃DE(q) =
πω2

xy

h (1/h2 + q2
z)

exp

[
−1

8
ω2

xy(q
2
x + q2

y)

]

< πω2
xyh exp

[
−1

8
ω2

xy(q
2
x + q2

y)

]
.

(8.31)
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Inserting the right-hand side of this inequality into 8.29 and integrating yields

G′
01(τ) < α〈C〉π2 ωxyh

D
e−R′τ . (8.32)

This upper limit can be compared with the term G′
00, which has the same temporal behavior.

With Eq. 8.23 we get easily

G′
01(τ) < π2R′ωxyh

D
G′

00(τ). (8.33)

In the present setup we have approximately τxy ≡ ω2
xy/(4D) ≈ ωxyh/D. Provided that our

assumption holds, that is to say R′ ≪ 1/τxy, we can neglect the cross-correlation term.

To calculate the last term, G′
11(τ), we insert δC̃(q, s) from Eq. 8.8 in Eq. 8.19. After some

rewriting, using Eqs. 8.20 to 8.22 we get

G′
11(τ) = L

-1

{∫

eΩ

M̃DE
2
(q)

s + q2D
d3q

}
(τ) − G′′

11(τ) with (8.34)

G′′
11(τ) = (2π)−3/2

L
-1

{∫

Ω′

∫

eΩ
M̃DE(q)MDE(r′)

s

s + q2D
〈δñ(s) δC(r′, 0)〉d3q d3r′

}
(τ).

(8.35)

With the convolution theorem and Eq. 8.17 we derive

G′′
11(τ) = (2π)−3/2

∫ τ

0
G′

01(τ − t′)

∫

eΩ
M̃DE(q)L

-1

{
s

s + q2D

}
(t′) d3q dt′.

= (2π)−3/2

[
G′

01(τ) −
∫ τ

0
G′

01(τ − t′)

∫

eΩ
M̃DE(q) exp

(
−q2Dt′

)
d3q dt′

]
.

(8.36)

With the same arguments we used for estimating an upper bound for G′
01(τ) we can derive an

upper bound for G′′
11(τ). Using that G′

01(τ) ∝ exp(−R′τ) changes slowly with time compared

to the integral over Ω̃ we can show that

G′′
11(τ) = (2π)−3/2G′

01(τ)

∫

eΩ
M̃DE(q) exp

(
−q2Dτ

)
d3q

< G′
01(τ).

(8.37)

Hence, if G′
01(τ) is negligible, the same holds for G′′

11(τ). Neglecting G′′
11(τ) we get from Eq.

8.34

G′
11(τ) =

∫

eΩ
M̃DE

2
(q) exp

(
−q2Dτ

)
d3q. (8.38)

This can be easily integrated to give a function that is found to be proportional to the autocor-
relation function in chapter 7, derived for free diffusion. Carrying out the integration yields

G′
11(τ) =

(
1 +

ω2τ

τz

)−1 [(
1 − τ

2τz

)
w

(
i

√
τ

4τz

)
+

√
τ

πτz

]
. (8.39)

So far we got analytical solutions for all terms that constitute G(τ). With Eq. 8.15 we get
as the final result

G(τ) = 1 +
〈n〉(1 − 〈n〉)
(N + 〈n〉)2 e−R′τ

+
γN

(N + 〈n〉)2
(

1 +
ω2τ

τz

)−1 [(
1 − τ

2τz

)
w

(
i

√
τ

4τz

)
+

2√
π

√
τ

τz

]
.

(8.40)
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The form of the derived autocorrelation is fairly simple. Note however that N and 〈n〉 are not
independent; both depend on the concentration 〈C〉. It is easy to see that this function reduces
to the autocorrelation for free diffusion (Eq. 7.6) for k+ → 0.

In [96] Starr et al. showed that the very general G(τ) they derived for adsorption can be
approximated by quite simple analytical expressions if the diffusion through the observation
volume is fast compared to the reaction rate. In order to classify their approximations the
authors introduced different rates, namely the diffusion rate, Rd ≡ D/h2, the reaction rate, R,
and the transportation rate Rt ≡ D[C/(βCo)]

2. Here, Co denotes the surface concentration of
occupied binding sites. The parameter β ≡ (S − Co)/S is the fraction of unoccupied binding
sites, where S is the total surface concentration of binding sites. For ω → 0 and if Rr ≪ Rt and
in addition Rr ≪ Rd, their result becomes similar to G(τ) given by Eq. 8.40. Differences exist
in the weights assigned to the two terms G′

00(τ) and G′
11(τ) in Eq. 8.40 and in the decay rate of

G′
00(τ), which is R in the cited case and R′ in our case. Note, that R′ becomes R in the limit

a → ∞ (but holding k+ constant) or in other words if we drop the idea of a localized binding
site.

So far, the influence of triplet kinetics on the autocorrelation function has been neglected.
To take account of triplet kinetics we proceed similar as in chapter 4. We write the differential
equations for combined intersystem crossing, diffusion and binding:

∂

∂t
Ci(r, t) = D∇2Ci(r, t) − δ(r)

d

dt
ni(t) +

1∑

j=0

Kij Cj(r, t), (8.41)

d

dt
ni(t) = k+[1 − n(t)]Ci(0, t) − k−ni(t) +

1∑

j=0

Kij nj(r, t). (8.42)

The subscripts take values 0 and 1 for the dark state and the bright state, respectively. Here
and below we refer to the model described in chapter 4. The Kij are given by Eq. 4.25. We
introduce the concentration correlations

φCC
ij (r, r′, t) = 〈δCi(r, t) δCj(r

′, 0)〉, (8.43)

φnn
ij (r, r′, t) = δ(r) δ(r′)〈δni(t) δnj(0)〉, (8.44)

φCn
ij (r, r′, t) = δ(r′)〈δCi(r, t) δnj(0)〉, (8.45)

φnC
ij (r, r′, t) = δ(r)〈δni(t) δCj(r

′, 0)〉. (8.46)

By making use of the equilibrium conditions that is to say k+(1 − 〈n〉)〈Ci〉 = k−〈ni〉 and∑1
j=0 Kij〈nj〉 =

∑1
j=0 Kij〈Cj〉 = 0 and after linearizing we get

∂

∂t
φCC

ij (r, r′, t) = D∇2φCC
ij (r, r′, t) − d

dt
φnC

ij (r, r′, t) +
1∑

k=0

Kik φCC
kj (r, r′, t), (8.47)

∂

∂t
φnn

ij (r, r′, t) = −R φnn
ij (r, r′, t) − k+(1 − 〈n〉)φCn

ij (r, r′, t) +
1∑

k=0

Kik φnn
kj (r, r′, t), (8.48)

∂

∂t
φCn

ij (r, r′, t) = D∇2φCn
ij (r, r′, t) − d

dt
φnn

ij (r, r′, t) +

1∑

k=0

Kik φCn
kj (r, r′, t), (8.49)

∂

∂t
φnC

ij (r, r′, t) = −R φnC
ij (r, r′, t) − k+(1 − 〈n〉)φCC

ij (r, r′, t) +

1∑

k=0

Kik φnC
kj (r, r′, t). (8.50)
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The initial conditions are

φCC
ij (r, r′, 0) = δij〈Cj〉 δ(r − r′), (8.51)

φnn
ij (r, r′, 0) = δij δ(r) δ(r′)〈nj〉(1 − 〈nj〉), (8.52)

φCn
ij (r, r′, 0) = φnC

ij (r, r′, 0) = 0. (8.53)

We make the ansatz φξζ
ij (r, r′, t) = gij(t)φξζ(r, r′, t) with ξ, ζ ∈ {C, n}. The functions gij(t) are

given in chapter 4 and the φξζ(r, r′, t) are the solutions for the case were no intersystem crossing
is present. That is to say, Kij = 0 and all molecules are in the bright state. It is easy to verify
that this ansatz satisfies the above equations. We derive again Gt(τ) = 1 + g11(τ) [G(τ) − 1].
With Eqs. 4.31 and 8.40 we get as the final result

GT (τ) = 1 +

[
1 +

p

1 − p
exp

(
− τ

τt

)]{ 〈n〉(1 − 〈n〉)
(N + 〈n〉)2 e−R′τ

+
γN

(N + 〈n〉)2
(

1 +
ω2τ

τz

)−1 [(
1 − τ

2τz

)
w

(
i

√
τ

4τz

)
+

2√
π

√
τ

τz

]}
.

(8.54)

The way how G(τ) depends on its different parameters suggests that it should in principle
be possible to obtain estimates for all of them by fitting one data set, provided that γ and Σ(0)
are known. Practically, apart from the difficulty to know Σ(0) a priori, it is almost impossible
to exactly situate the binding site at the center of the observation volume. It is easy to see that
the position of the receptor will change the magnitudes of the summands in 8.40. Therefore,
if the exact position of the receptor is not known, no information about 〈n〉 and 〈N〉 can be
deduced from G(τ). A workaround would be to do a global fit on measurement sets for different
ligand concentrations.

8.2 Measurements and data analysis

Several measurements for combined diffusion and binding were performed by means of objective-
type TIR-FCS. The intention of these measurements was twofold. Firstly, we aimed to demon-
strate the applicability of the present method to single molecule binding kinetics. Secondly, we
purposed to get a direct measure of the obtainable count rate per molecule and the signal to
background ratio by investigating high resolution time traces for single adsorbing fluorophores.

8.2.1 Adsorption and desorption

Free rhodamine 6G (Rh6G) molecules in aqueous solution are prone to undergo adsorption on
glass surfaces. Adsorption of the dye to the microscope cover slide in our TIR-FCS setup becomes
apparent as an increase of the correlation time when compared to pure diffusion. Furthermore,
photon bursts become visible in the intensity time trace in the case that the concentration is low
enough. A typical time trace obtained for a 1 nM solution of Rh6G in buffer at a laser power
of about 20 to 22mW is shown in Fig. 8.2 (data recorded by means of a TCSPC card). Similar
data as well as the experimental conditions for this study are discussed in detail in paper III.
We will though present a summary of the results below.

The observed bursts have different heights, depending on the position inside the observation
volume where the fluorophore binds to the surface. Several bursts which may be due to binding
as well as single molecules diffusing through the observation volume last shorter then the binning
time. In this case the burst height depends not only on the fluorophores position but also on
its length of stay inside the observation volume. The burst width is a random variable with
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Figure 8.2: Left: high resolution time trace for Rh6G molecules subject to adsorption and desorption
on a microscope cover slide. Right: a detail of the time trace shown left.

a mean value depending on the dissociation rates. Since the excitation intensity applied in
this experiment was very high the width is further influenced by photobleaching. The burst
statistics and the on/off character of several very wide and large bursts as e.g. shown in Fig. 8.2
leads us to interpret them as single molecule events. The arguments are discussed in detail in
paper III. Single molecule events with count rates per molecule as high as 700 kHz and a signal
to background ratio of 35 could be observed in different time traces. This should be regarded
as a lower bound for the maximal obtainable count rate under the present conditions. The
maximum would be obtained for a fluorophore binding exactly in the center of the observation
volume.

As described in chapter 7 and in paper III a count rate per molecule of ∼ 1.8MHz could
be inferred from measurements on diffusing Rh6G molecules. This discrepancy with respect to
the result discussed above could not be completely explained. However, several reasons can be
imagined that lead to a smaller estimate in the present case: The intensity on the surface of the
cover slide depends critically on the alignment of the optical excitation path. In particular, a
change in the incidence angle leads to a different intensity on the glass surface, which influences
the count rate per molecule. The position of the pinhole in the image plane determines further
what excitation intensity is actually seen. The measurements were not performed at the same
day and at least the angle and the pinhole position were readjusted before each measurement
series. Therefore, a difference in the excitation intensity can be expected. This explanation is
further supported by the fact that the background for the diffusion measurement was higher,
too, such that the measured signal-to-background ratio was 39, which is close to the value
inferred from the measurements discussed above. Furthermore, the count rate per molecule
depends critically on the objective’s focus position relative to the glass surface. The optimal
position was in general found by changing the axial position of the objective until the amplitude
of the correlation curve was maximal. This is easily done for high fluorophore concentrations
but difficult when the concentration is low and the fluorophores are reversibly adsorbing to the
surface. In this case, the amplitude of the correlation curve fluctuates strongly during the first
seconds of data acquisition, allowing only for an approximate alignment. At last, the count rate
inferred from the experiments on binding molecules are lower bounds as explained above.

As a matter of fact, the signal strength and the signal to background-ratio for adsorbing
Rh6G in the objective-type setup is high enough to conveniently observe single molecules by
the eye through the microscopes ocular. We observed single molecules appearing in the field
of few and sticking to the surface for several seconds before disappearing again, presumably
because of photo-bleaching. Others appeared as short-lived flashes when they diffused through
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the evanescent field or adsorbed to the surface before they desorbed again after a very short
time. Even rare events of molecules ’rolling’ over the surface could be observed that way.

8.2.2 Binding to a single binding site

We had no biological receptor ligand system at our disposition. As an alternative we observed
binding of dye molecules to single binding sites on specially prepared microscope cover slides.
The experimental conditions were as follows: The glass slides (thickness 150µm) were carefully
rinsed using double-distilled water. Afterwards, they were cleaned in a solution of 2% Helmanex
for 15min in an ultrasonic bath at room temperature. After rinsing with double-distilled water,
they were dried under nitrogen. Finally they were treated with oxygen plasma for 10min and
stored in double-distilled water until use.

The sample consisted of 10 nM Rh6G in potassium phosphate buffer (pH7). This solution
was applied to the cleaned microscope cover slide. Fluorescence excitation was realized with the
green line of the argon-ion laser, at an output power of 22mW, which implies an intensity at
the surface of about 180µW µm−1.

When the glass slides are prepared according to the protocol described above, adsorption is
efficiently reduced. For Rh6G applied in solution on the glass-slide, the measured correlation
time was reduced and the autocorrelation data could be fitted by a single-component diffusion
model in a satisfactory manner. However, by laterally scanning the pinhole through the image
plane, individual locations were found where the correlation time was orders of magnitude larger.
At such particular positions, the intensity time traces showed sequences of photon bursts as
observed for adsorption on a cover slide not specially prepared. Few spots that were continuously
blinking at ’very high’ frequencies could be observed through the microscopes ocular. The effect
was interpreted as being due to single molecules binding and releasing from a single binding site.

As a matter of fact, in this kind of experiment we do not have a real control over the
nature of the investigated binding sites. It should be understood as a hypothesis that we deal
with molecular binding sites, which bind only one molecule at a time. From TIRF pictures
obtained with a CCD camera we can at least infer that the binding sites are not bigger than
the observation volume. Fluorophores binding locally give rise to bright spots with a FWHM
that equals approximately the theoretical diffraction limit times the magnification of the optical
system (see Fig. 8.3).
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Figure 8.3: The left picture shows the cover slide surface in contact with a 10 nM Rh6G solution imaged
with a CCD camera. The pixel size corresponds to 61 nm×72 nm in the sample space. The red rectangle
indicates the borders of the detail shown in the right picture. Integration time was 10 s for an applied
laser power of 10 − 15 mW.
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Figure 8.4: An autocorrelation curve for Rh6G reversibly binding to a single binding site (left) and the
corresponding time trace (right) is shown. Fitting G(τ) from Eq. 8.54 to the data yielded the following
parameter estimates: R′ = 206.2 s−1; τz = 12.8 µs; p = 20.7%; τT = 4.5 µs; ω = 0.18 (fixed parameter).

Figure 8.4 shows a typical autocorrelation curve and the corresponding time-trace for Rh6G
binding to such a localized site. The data was obtained in the following way: The CCD camera
was used to position the cover slide with respect to the illuminated region in such a way that
only one bright spot was visible in the field of view. (Figure 8.3 shows the corresponding camera
image). After positioning the cover slide, the fiber-end was moved to the conjugated position of
the binding site. To accurately superimpose the image of the spot and the fiber-end, the image
plane was scanned in 50µm steps. The step motors were commanded by a Lab-View program
and the output signal of the SPAD was acquired by the TCSPC card. The automatized scanning
stopped when the photon count rate exceeded a certain threshold. In the given example this
happened only at one position, which constitutes an indirect proof that this position was really
conjugate to the bright spot observed in Fig. 8.3.

The detected signal was hardware correlated and the model given by Eq. 8.54 was used to fit
the data by means of a global search routine. Parameter estimates are given in the figure caption.
The estimates are reasonable, especially the diffusion time corresponds to values obtained from
other measurements.

The obtained experimental results lead to the conclusion that it is in principal possible
to measure binding rates of receptor-ligand systems on a single molecule basis by means of
objective-type TIR-FCS. The investigation of intensity time traces for single molecules under-
going adsorption and desorption on a glass slide showed that objective-type TIR-FCS features
a signal to background ratio high enough to allow for single molecule measurements. The last
measurements showed that measuring the parameter R′ is possible for a system that shares
several characteristics with a biomolecular receptor, namely reversible binding and (at least a
certain degree) of localization.
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Chapter 9

Studying the enzymatic activity of
horseradish peroxidase

Within the context of this doctoral thesis we performed preliminary investigations of enzymatic
reactions on a single molecule level by means of objective-type TIR-FCS. Results obtained in the
course of experiments described hereafter were in accordance with previously published results
[32]. In the following chapter preliminary results are presented and experimental difficulties are
discussed.

9.1 Motivation

It seems that Aristotle’s’ famous statement: “The whole is more than the sum of its parts” holds
even on the molecular level. In particular proteins are not only a set or sequence of amino-acids
but their function depends on their molecular structure in a sensitive manner. After translation
and before a protein becomes functional it folds into a particular structure or conformation. As
was shown by theory, simulations and experiments, this process is rather complex and involves
many intermediate steps, which leads to many slightly different conformations [98, 32]. Static
structures of proteins and in particular enzymes are nowadays routinely determined by X-ray
diffraction on crystallized proteins and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) measurements. Con-
formational changes in already folded proteins are less investigated although theory, simulations
and several experiments indicate that thermodynamical fluctuations leading to conformational
changes play an important role in protein function [30, 31]. Dynamic structural changes at equi-
librium can be directly monitored by single molecule techniques but are not visible in ensemble
measurements. Another question that can not be answered by ensemble averaged measurements
is about homogeneity or heterogeneity in enzyme populations. If measurement on an ensemble
shows that a particular characteristic of an enzyme has a certain distribution it is a priori not
clear if all enzymes are equal in average and the distribution is due to the change within time of
individual molecules (the homogeneous case) or if the species are different (the heterogeneous
case). Single molecule techniques offer the possibility to address this question.

The first successful detection of a single molecule under biologically relevant conditions was
reported in the 70s by T. Hirschfeld. He showed the detection of a single antibody labeled
with 80 to 100 fluorophores. In 1990, E.B. Shera et al. [10] reported the detection of a single
fluorophore under physiological conditions. Few years later, single immobilized fluorophores
could be observed using a CCD camera in a wide-field TIRFM and epi-illumination configura-
tion. By this technique, the group of T. Yanagida could observe single enzymatic turnovers of
ATP molecules by myosin (T. Funatsu et al. [40]). In the late 1990s several studies have been

61
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carried out in the group of R. Rigler to address the question of heterogeneity in a population
of DNA molecules (with equal sequence). In these experiments the dye tetramethylrhodamine
was attached through a 6-carbon-atom linker to the DNA molecule. Two states were observed,
one where the dye was close to a guanine molecule and one where it was far. The two states
can be distinguished because guanine efficiently quenches the fluorescence of tetramethylrho-
damine. FCS measurements on diffusing DNA strands were successfully fitted by a stretched
exponential function ∼ exp

[
−(kt)β

]
, which indicates that the transition was not governed by

one reaction rate but by a distribution of rates. Further measurements on immobilized, single
DNA strands indicated the existence of subpopulations that undergo conformational transitions
according to a single exponential law (β = 1), each with a different reaction rate. After Funatsu
et al., several groups were successful in monitoring enzyme catalysis on a single molecule level
[104, 105, 32, 106, 107].

Our motivation to perform FCS measurements on single immobilized horseradish peroxidase
molecules stems from experiments performed by L. Edman et al. [32]. Horseradish peroxidase
in the presence of hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) catalyzes the oxidation of the non-fluorescent
substrate dihydrorhodamine 6G to the highly fluorescent dye rhodamine 6G. After termina-
tion of the catalytic step the complex enzyme - rhodamine 6G persists for a moment and can
be observed by means of fluorescence spectroscopy. In the reported experiments, horseradish
peroxidase molecules were immobilized on a microscope cover slide and confocal FCS was per-
formed on single enzymes in the presence of the substrate and H2O2. The recorded single
molecule intensity time traces showed photon bursts of varying width, which are attributed to
the enzyme-product complex and dark periods. Because the rhodamine dye is released quickly
after product formation and continually replaced, the measurement time is not limited by photo-
bleaching but only by the lifetime of the enzyme. The measurement time was virtually unlimited
and although the signal-to-background ratio was very low (SBR ≈ 1) valuable FCS data could
be obtained by these measurements. The FCS data showed a stretched exponential behavior,
which was attributed to a distribution of reaction rates. According to the authors, the enzyme
undergoes conformational changes while it catalyzes the oxidation of dihydrorhodamine 6G. The
distribution of rates arises if one assumes that the rate constants for substrate binding, product
formation and reduction of hydrogen peroxide differ from one conformational state to the other.

From measurements on diffusing and binding dyes in our lab, we expected a signal-to-
background ratio that should be about a factor 35 higher when using objective-type TIR-FCS
to study the described molecular system. The questions we asked ourselves in this context
were, firstly, if we would observe the same autocorrelation functions and, secondly, if we would
be able to resolve individual conformations by reducing the integration time for recording an
autocorrelation function.

9.2 Horseradish peroxidase

Peroxidases are heme1 proteins that catalyze a large variety of different substrates by reduction
of H2O2. Models for the catalytic reaction cycle of horseradish peroxidase are shown in Fig. 9.1.
The enzyme in its pentavalent state (of the heme group) turns over a substrate molecule into a
product and is reduced to the tetravalent state. After a second turnover, where the enzyme is
reduced to the trivalent state it is oxidized by H2O2 and returns to the pentavalent state, ready
to start a new cycle.

1A heme is an iron-containing cofactor made up of a large organic ring, the porphyrin and an iron atom in its
center. The heme is a constituent of e.g. hemoglobin or myoglobin where it is responsible for the retention of O2.
In general, the main role of the heme is to catalyze the oxidation of a substrate by changing its own oxidation
state.
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In the case of horseradish peroxidase catalyzing the oxidation of dihydrorhodamine 6G, we
are able to directly observe two states by means of fluorescence measurements: a bright sate,
or the enzyme-product complex and a dark state. The for FCS measurements relevant kinetic
model is therefore simply

E
{kj}−−−⇀↽−−−
k−1

EP (9.1)

which describes the transition between the dark state or all states where no product is bound
(E) and the bright state or the enzyme-product complex (EP).

We adapt the model proposed by L. Edman et al., which states that many different path-
ways with different associated rate constants, kj with j = 2, 3, 4 . . ., lead to the formation
of the enzyme-product complex. In other words, product formation is a process with a whole
distribution of rates {kj}. According to [32] there is only one rate constant for dissociation,
k−1, in contrast to product formation. From this model, the authors derived the following
autocorrelation function

G(τ) = 1 + A1 exp (−k−1τ) + A2 exp
[
− (k1τ)β

]
+ A3 GD(τ), (9.2)

where A1 to A3 are constants, GD(τ) is the autocorrelation function for diffusion (without
triplet-kinetics), k1 is a mean product formation rate and β is the stretched parameter. The
stretched parameter is a measure for the width of the distribution of {kj}. The smaller β, (with
0 ≤ β ≤ 1) the wider is the distribution of the rates.

9.3 Materials and Methods

9.3.1 Optical setup

All the objective-type TIR-FCS measurements were carried out with the setup explained in
chapter 6 using the 515 nm line of the argon-ion laser and adequate interference filters. The
applied laser power was typically ∼ 3mW in order to minimize the probability of photobleaching
of the enzyme-bound product.

Several control measurements were performed on a commercial confocal FCS setups (Con-
focor 1, Carl Zeiss GmbH, Jena, Germany), using the 515 nm line of an argon-ion laser.
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9.3.2 Chemicals

Biotinylated horseradish peroxidase was dissolved in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) buffer
(10mM phosphate, 100mM NaCl, pH 7.4) before incubation. Dihydrorhodamine 6G and hy-
drogen peroxide were dissolved in di-potassium hydrogen phosphate buffer (100mM K2HPO4,
pH 7.0). Samples used for measurements with immobilized enzymes were kept on ice before
application.

9.3.3 Surface preparation

Biotinylated horseradish peroxidase was immobilized on microscope cover slides (typically 150µm
thick, 22mm in diameter) using the following protocol: Coverslides were rinsed 10 times under
double distilled water, before and after washing them in an ultrasonic bath. Washing in the
ultrasonic bath was carried out at room-temperature, for 15 minutes in a solution of 2% Hel-
manex in double distilled water. After drying with nitrogen, the slides were treated for 10min
with oxygen plasma and stored in PBS buffer. These steps were all carried out in a 250ml teflon
vessel, carrying about 30 slides.

In first experiments we used slides incubated with a solution of biotinylated bovine-serum-
albumin (BSA) in order to immobilize the enzyme. FCS measurements with rhodamine 6G dye
on the BSA coated slides showed a considerable increase of the correlation time, which indicated
an increase in surface binding of the dye. In order to get rid of as far as possible all kinetic pro-
cesses contributing to the autocorrelation other than the enzyme kinetic we changed the protocol
and used biotinylated polylysine-polyethylenglycol linker (PLL-g-PEGbiotin). Coverslides were
coated with PLL-g-PEGbiotin and incubated with streptavidin. After removing excess strepta-
vidin, 150µl of 5 nM or 10 nM horseradish peroxidase was applied on each slide and incubated
for 1 h at 4◦C.

After incubation, the slides were rinsed with buffer and mounted on a slide holder. A teflon
ring, pressed from above onto the prepared cover slide defined a recipient for the sample and
prevented it from spreading over the hydrophilic surface. During all steps, much care was taken
to prevent the surface with the immobilized enzyme from drying up.

9.3.4 Data acquisition and analysis

Autocorrelation data acquired by means of the objective-type setup was analyzed using the
model represented in Eq. 9.2. For fitting of the data we fixed the structure parameter, ω = 0.17.

Measurements obtained with the Confocor 1 were analyzed by means of the in-build data
analysis software.

9.4 Results

9.4.1 Activity of horseradish peroxidase in solution

In order to check that the biotinylated enzyme is active, we monitored the fluorescence emission
of solutions containing 50 nM substrate, 5 nM enzyme and 1mM cosubstrate as a function of
time. Far from the interface, during a measurement time of 5min an increase of fluorescence
intensity from typically 300 kHz to 1MHz was observed. The sample was measured immediately
after preparation. For comparison, for a solution of 50 nM dihydrorhodamine 6G in buffer a
count rate of ∼ 20 kHz was typically observed.
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9.4.2 Measurements on the substrate in the absence of the enzyme

Neither the enzyme without H2O2 nor the cosubstrate without the enzyme could cause an
oxidation of dihydrorhodamine 6G. FCS measurements using the Confocor 1 were performed
for solutions of 50 nM substrate, and 5nM enzyme or 1mM cosubstrate. No visible rise of the
intensity during measurement times of typically 30 s could be observed. From FCS measurements
on Rh6G and dihydrorhodamine 6G solutions of equal concentrations we could infer that the
relative portion of oxidized dye in our samples was always less than 5%. These measurements
were performed far from the interface.

9.4.3 Measurements on the immobilized enzyme

For the measurements described hereafter, we incubated the slides with 10 nM enzymes in solu-
tion. We applied samples containing different concentrations of H2O2 and substrate in buffer.
To find single, immobilized enzymes we scanned the fiber-end through the image plane of the
microscope. The scanning was performed semi-automatically. That is to say the fiber-end moved
in 50µm steps, over the image of the illuminated area, the time-trace was continually monitored
and the scanning interrupted or the pinhole position stored if the time-trace showed a sequence
of intensity bursts. The position of the pinhole was fine-adjusted to maximize burst heights and
the amplitude of the autocorrelation curve before performing measurements at the particular
spot. Control measurement were taken at distances ≥ 100µm of the fiber-end beside the image
of the presumable enzyme.

Figure 9.2 shows an example for a measurement for a substrate concentration of ∼ 100µM.
Fitting the data with the model given by Eq. 9.2 yielded satisfactory results, which are similar
to values obtained in [32] with exception of k1 (about a factor of ten smaller in the present
case). The stretched parameter was in all measurements < 0.5, which indicates a widespread
distribution of rate constants.

Figure 9.3 shows a autocorrelation curve and time-trace recorded at a fiber-end position
100µm below the previous position. A similar short correlation time and small count rates were
observed everywhere while scanning to find spots with characteristic long correlation times and
time-traces that should indicate the presence of an active enzyme. Sites with characteristic time-
traces and correlation curves where rare and their surface concentration did not exceed 1/5µm−2.
The observed correlation time is longer as should be observed for pure diffusion of Rh6G, which
was explained by an interaction of the fluorophore with the surface. For comparison, the data
was fitted with the model for enzyme kinetics. The rate constant k1 for the data in 9.3 is
substantially increased and the amplitude A1 is almost zero, indicating the absence of slow
kinetic processes.

A widespread distribution of rates is also obvious from high resolution time-traces recorded
at the same pinhole position as for the measurement on the presumable enzyme. A typical time-
trace and a detailed view are shown in Fig. 9.4. We observe the existence of periods with very
few ’activity’ (low average count rate and short bursts) and with high ’activity’ (high average
count rate) as for instance interval [29 s, 31 s] and [31 s, 31.5 s], respectively. In periods like in
interval [31 s, 31.5 s] fluctuations are to high to be simply explained by shot noise. Furthermore,
the calculation of the correlation curves for such intervals showed that the fluctuations are
correlated. Thus, kinetics on at least two different time-scales can be observed. One, that
results in an alternation of ’active’ and less ’active’ states and another that results in fast
fluctuations that are manifest during ’active’ states as e.g. in interval [31 s, 31.5 s]. Starting
from the assumption that the observed fluctuation are the manifestation of the catalytic process
of a single horseradish peroxidase molecule, it seems if the enzyme would change the intensity
of its catalytic activity in a periodic manner. This supports the hypothesis stated in [32] that
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Figure 9.2: Autocorrelation curve and time-
trace. Parameter estimates: A1 = 1.27; A2 =
1.85; k−1 = 3.9 s−1; k1 = 144 s−1; β = 0.34;
A3 = 0.75; τz = 1.3 µs. The structure parame-
ter was fixed to ω = 0.17.
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Figure 9.3: Autocorrelation curve and time-
trace after moving the fiber-end 100 µm with re-
spect to the measurement position in Fig. 9.2.
Parameter estimates: A1 = 0.08; A2 = 0.63;
k−1 = 7.4 s−1; k1 = 547 s−1; β = 0.55; A3 = 0.16;
τz = 1.9 µs; ω = 0.17 (fixed)
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Figure 9.4: Time-trace for a measurement time of 40 s with 1 ms binning time (left). A detail of this
time-trace is shown on the right.
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horseradish peroxidase changes its conformation leading to a fluctuation in the enzymes activity.
However, we were not able to rule out the possibility that the observed intensity fluctuations
were due to binding of Rh6G, that inevitably contaminates the sample. The question of the
presence of artifacts will be discussed in the following section.

9.4.4 Control Measurements

Negative control measurements were realized on cover slides prepared as explained in section 9.3
but without performing the last step, the incubation with biotinylated enzyme. Sample solutions
of dihydrorhodamine 6G and H2O2 in buffer were applied to the prepared cover slides. The fiber-
end was then scanned in the microscopes image-plane as was done in the presence of enzyme.
These measurements were performed on different slides for different substrate and cosubstrate
concentrations. As for the measurements described above, on several discrete spots sequences
of bursts could be observed in the intensity time-traces. On these spots autocorrelations and
high-resolution time-traces were recorded.
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Figure 9.5: Autocorrelation curve and detail of a
time-trace for a control measurement. Parameter
estimates: A1 = 0.20; A2 = 0.68; k−1 = 39.3 s−1;
k1 = 60.0 s−1; β = 0.40; A3 = 0.43; τz = 6.2 µs.
The structure parameter was fixed to ω = 0.17.
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Figure 9.6: Autocorrelation curve and detail
of a time-trace obtained for a different fiber-
end position. Other parameters as for the mea-
surement represented in Fig. 9.5 Parameter esti-
mates: A1 = 0.09; A2 = 0.00; k−1 = 29.83 s−1;
β = 0.001; A3 = 2.3; τz = 9.7 µs.

Figures 9.5 and 9.6 show examples for autocorrelation functions obtained for a substrate
concentration of 50 nM and a cosubstrate concentration of 1mM. The measurement time was
180 s in both cases. Although a difference was always observable between correlation curves
obtained on surfaces incubated with and without horseradish peroxidase, the differences were
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not significant. In particular, the correlation time was shorter for measurements in absence of the
enzyme but the difference was often small given that substrate and cosubstrate concentrations
were the same. Likewise, no conclusion about the origin from the intensity fluctuations can be
drawn from the inspection of high resolution time-traces (see Fig. 9.7).
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Figure 9.7: Time-trace for a negative control (left). Binning time is 1 ms . A detail of this time-trace is
shown on the right.

We interpret the broad shape of the correlation curves visible for some control measurements
as being due to binding of Rh6G molecules to the surface. From the presented measurements
one can draw the conclusions, that either binding and enzyme catalysis are not (or not easily)
distinguishable by means of the intensity fluctuation autocorrelation and / or the data obtained
on slides incubated with the enzyme shows simply binding of Rh6G to the surface. The limiting
problem is obviously the interaction between rhodamine 6G and the glass surface. This interac-
tion is not homogeneous but as is also evident from measurements described in chapter 8 more
pronounced on discrete spots. Even if the preparation of the slides was done very carefully the
surface density of these spots is not a reproducible parameter, which jeopardizes the attempt to
distinguish enzymatic reactions and binding by statistical means.

The obtained results suggest several solutions. Alternative surface preparation protocols
have to be considered in order to further reduce the interaction of the dye Rh6G with the
surface. However, since the origin of the interactions is unknown, finding a more appropriate
protocol is not straight forward. Labeling of the enzyme can be considered which would allow to
find the enzyme on the surface before initiating the catalysis by adding the substrate and / or
cosubstrate. This task could be simplified if we were able to align the fiber-end with the image
of a particular position in the sample using the TIRFM camera image. This necessitates that
the mapping between positions in the camera image and positions in the plane of the fiber-end
is known. Alignment can be achieved in principle by using a mask situated in an intermediate
image-plane between the objective and the beam-splitter dividing the detection path into two
paths leading to the SPAD and the camera, respectively.



Chapter 10

Conclusions and outlook

A novel method to perform FCS measurements on surfaces, called objective-type TIR-FCS, has
been developed. Here, total internal reflection achieved by means of an objective-type TIRFM
setup is used in order to excite fluorescence inside an evanescent field close to the surface of a
microscope coverslip.

A thorough characterization of this method has been performed on a theoretical as well
as an experimental level. The proposed setup features an observation volume that is confined
to the proximity of the surface. Numerical calculations showed that the axial extent of the
observation volume is typically smaller than 100µm, a value that is in good agreement with
results obtained from diffusion measurements. The confinement of the observation volume to
the surface constitutes a real advantage if the studied molecular system is bound to the surface.
This advantage consists mainly in smaller background (relative to the signal) from freely diffusing
fluorescent molecules and from scattered light.

Excellent performance in terms of signal strength and signal-to-background ratio has been
demonstrated by diffusion measurements and measurements on molecules binding to the surface
of a microscope cover slide. Very high photon count rates per molecule could be obtained in
experiments on diffusing and binding fluorophores. The high count rates are mainly due to the
well known modification of the fluorescence radiation pattern occurring for fluorophores close
to an interface between dielectric media. This fact is harnessed by the use of a high NA oil-
immersion objective in an objective-type configuration, resulting in a collection efficiency that
is about two times higher when compared to common FCS methods.

The autocorrelation function of fluorophores diffusing and binding to a single, localized
binding site has been derived. This function at hand, binding rates can be obtained by means of
FCS measurements for ligands binding to a single receptor. Experiments on diffusing and binding
molecules showed the applicability of the derived mathematical models. Results for diffusion
measurements, in particular diffusion times and the structure parameter were in accordance with
theory. Experiments on binding molecules showed the applicability of our method to investigate
binding kinetics on a single molecule level.

Several measurements have been performed in order to investigate enzymatic turnover on
a single molecule level. Important steps were undertaken towards this goal. Limitations were
identified and solutions proposed.

Furthermore, a novel method to perform fluorescence lifetime imaging based on multiplexed
imaging combined with TCSPC was proposed. A theoretical investigation, which shows advan-
tages and limitations of the proposed method was performed.

We showed that objective-type TIR-FCS is a powerful alternative to the well-established
confocal FCS if the studied molecular system is bound to a surface. The application of this
method to measure binding rates on a single molecule level of biologically relevant receptor-
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ligand systems will constitute the next step in our research. We believe that the exact knowledge
of the average lifetime of receptor-ligand complexes as well as of the binding rates will allow to
better understand and dissect the different factors influencing the efficiency of cellular signaling.

Furthermore we want to improve our approach of measuring the catalytic turnover of single
enzymes. In order to avoid artifacts due to dye molecules binding to the surface we have to
improve the protocol for the immobilization of the enzymes. We hope that by changing the
protocol we will be able to reduce unspecific binding of dye molecules to the surface. To get
a better knowledge of the surface density and the localization of immobilized enzymes we will
label the enzymes with fluorophores. A TIRF image taken prior to adding the substrate will
provide information about density and localization of enzymes and will enable us to exclude
that more than one enzyme is present inside the observation volume. A synchronization between
the position of the fiber-end within the image plane and coordinates on the TIRF images will
be realized. This will allow to position the fiber-end with respect to the TIRF image and
simplify the alignment of the fiber-end with the image of a single enzyme. At last, changing
concentrations of the substrate as well as the cosubstrate will be simplified by using a flow cell.
These improvements will enable us to perform measurements on single enzymes under perfectly
controlled conditions.

Some more research work will be done in order to improve fluorescence excitation and light
collection. For several applications we consider to replace the focusing of the laser beam onto
the back focal plane by a ring illumination of the back focal plane. The ring has to be large
enough so that at the interface all rays are incident at angles larger than the critical angle.
If the beam is further collimated when passing the back focal plane, the lateral extent of the
observation volume may be decreased. This will in any case reduce the lateral extent of the
illuminated area, which is an advantage when using this method to measure surface diffusion,
e.g. inside an immobilized membrane. A reduced size of the illuminated area will lead to a
reduction of photobleaching and hence increase the time for which surface-bound fluorophores
are observable.

Finally, objective-type TIR-FCS simplifies the realization of two-color fluorescence cross-
correlation spectroscopy (FCCS), where two excitation wavelengths and two emission wave-
lengths are used. Compared to confocal FCS, the alignment of the setup becomes easier. In
objective-type TIR-FCS the exciting light fields are automatically aligned since both are sit-
uated at the surface. Therefore, only the two detectors or fiber-ends have to be aligned with
respect to each other. Preliminary experiments in our laboratory showed that objective-type
TIR-FCS can be used to perform FCCS.
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Time-resolved Hadamard fluorescence imaging

Kai Hassler, Tiemo Anhut, and Theo Lasser

We present a new concept for fluorescence lifetime imaging (FLIM) based on time-resolved Hadamard
imaging (HI). HI allows image acquisition by use of one single-point detector without requiring a moving
scanning stage. Moreover, it reduces the influence of detector noise compared with raster scanning. By
use of Monte Carlo simulations it could be confirmed that Hadamard transformation may decrease the
error in lifetime estimation and in general in fluorescence parameter estimation when the signal-to-noise
ratio is low and detector dark noise is high. This concept may find applications whenever the performance
of FLIM or similar methods is limited by high dark-count rates and when the use of a single-point detector
is preferable. © 2005 Optical Society of America

OCIS codes: 110.6980, 170.2520.

1. Introduction

In many applications of fluorescence spectroscopy, es-
pecially in medicine and biology, there is a need to
localize specific fluorescent molecules in a given sam-
ple, which is achieved by the imaging of the emerging
fluorescence emission. Moreover, if more than one flu-
orescent specimen is present, it is often necessary to
distinguish between their fluorescence signals. The in-
vestigation of fluorescence spectra is sometimes insuf-
ficient for this purpose. Because fluorescence emission
spectra are in general large, there may be spectral
overlaps for different fluorophores. Furthermore, dis-
tinguishing between fluorescence signals by means of
their spectra requires at least two different detection
channels, which results in signal losses. Fluorescence
lifetime imaging1 (FLIM) that obtains localization and
the individual fluorescence-decay times of the fluores-
cent specimen at the same time overcomes these prob-
lems. The measurement of the lifetime allows us to
identify a fluorescent molecule, to identify a spurious
background, and even to probe the microenvironment
of a fluorescent molecule,2,3 as the lifetime may be
influenced by pH,4,5 oxygen concentration,6 cation con-
centration,7 etc.

Since the first experiments that showed the tech-
nical feasibility of FLIM in the early 1990s,8–10 this
technology has been applied to many different fields
in the domain of medicine and biology. Applications
include, among others, the monitoring of cell metab-
olism2; several fields in diagnostics, for instance,
tumor detection11,12; and detection of specific pathol-
ogies in ophthalmology.13 Recently FLIM has been
used in biochip applications, for which additional in-
formation about the time behavior of fluorescence
emission is used to discriminate against background
fluorescence or to distinguish between different flu-
orophores. Several groups reported a remarkable in-
crease in the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) when using
time-resolved imaging rather than conventional im-
aging in biochip reading.14,15

FLIM is usually performed by time-resolved scan-
ning16 of a sample or by parallel acquisition with an
intensified CCD camera with high time resolu-
tion.10,17 We report a new approach, wherein a
multiplexing technique based on Hadamard trans-
formation is used to acquire a time-resolved fluo-
rescence image. The resulting method, which we
call Hadamard lifetime imaging (HLI), has in cer-
tain cases several advantages compared with the
methods mentioned before. First, as for scanning,
for HLI, only a single-point detector is needed. Sec-
ond, HLI compared with single-point scanning in-
creases the SNR in the different time channels of
the decay histograms if the SNR is low and the
detector dark noise is high. This translates to a
significant reduction of uncertainty in fluorescence-
lifetime estimation and in general in fluorescence
parameter estimation. In this paper we show theo-
retically by using Monte Carlo simulations that
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HLI outperforms the scanning method given the
above-mentioned circumstances (low SNR, high de-
tector dark noise). This makes it an interesting al-
ternative to established FLIM techniques.

2. Theory

A. Hadamard Imaging

To perform imaging, detector arrays may be used in
the visible or the near-infrared spectral region. Alter-
natively, if detector arrays are not available for the
spectral region of interest, one can perform a raster
scan of the sample by using a single-point detector.
Hadamard imaging18,19 (HI) is a combination of these
two techniques with the advantage that only a single-
point detector is needed. Moreover, it may provide a
multiplexing advantage compared with scanning,
known as the Fellgett advantage,20 which consists of
a decrease of noise induced by the detector.

By raster scanning, small spatial regions of the sam-
ple are observed successively, each one corresponding
to one pixel on the image finally obtained. In the case
of HI a special weighing design is employed, whereby
the signal from a spatial subset of pixels on the sample
is measured. (To denote the preimage of a pixel, which
is located on the sample, we use here and in the
following discussion the same term: pixel.) The differ-
ence between signals from the subset and its comple-
ment are recorded equally well. This is realized by use
of a mask or rather subsets of a mask, which are con-
secutively applied to block the light emitted from one
subset of pixels and transmit the light from the com-
plementary subset. Figure 1 shows a simple scheme for
such an imaging system in which the mask is placed in
the observation path.

Alternatively, a mask may be used to modulate the
light in the illumination path, creating an illumina-
tion pattern on the sample. Measuring the difference
of signals may be realized by use of two detectors and
a mask that directs the signal emerging from one
pixel to either the first or the second detector. Direct-
ing of light from one pixel to different detectors can be
achieved by use of micromirror devices21 or similar
spatial light modulators. As an alternative, one may
use only one detector and measure the positive and
negative signals at different times, in which case a

mask that is either blocking or transmitting light has
to be used. This can be realized by use of moving
mechanical masks, micromirror devices, or liquid-
crystal arrays. No moving of the sample by means of
a scanning stage or similar technology is needed in
the latter cases. The subset to be taken for the jth
measurement is defined by the rows of a Hadamard
matrix H or an S matrix.19 In what follows we restrict
ourselves to the discussion of Hadamard matrices. A
Hadamard matrix of the order of n is fully character-
ized by the following four properties18:

Hji � �1, (1)

�
i�1

n

Hji � 0, ∀ j � 1, (2)

H � HT, (3)

H�1 �
1
n H, (4)

where the Hji are the components of H and T denotes
the transpose. A sufficient condition for H to exist is
that its order is 1, 2, or a multiple of 4. For two
matrices Hn and Hm (where the subscripts refer to the
order of the matrices) we can construct Hn�m by re-
placing in Hm positive entries with Hn and negative
entries with �Hn. In this way all matrices of the
order of n � 2k, k � 1, 2, 3, . . . , can be constructed
from

H2 � �1 1
1 � 1�. (5)

One row of H (subscripts indicating the order will
again be suppressed in the following) corresponds to
one measurement and therefore to one subset of the
mask, whereas each column corresponds to one pixel
and the entry at this position tells us whether we
have to subtract or add the signal emitted from this
pixel for the current measurement. The jth measure-
ment outcome yj is thus a linear transformation of all
signals xij, where

xij � �Xi� � qij. (6)

Here i is the pixel number, � � indicates the expected
value, �Xi� is the expected value for the signal emerg-
ing from the ith pixel, and the qij are the correspond-
ing statistical fluctuations, satisfying �qij� � 0. In
matrix notation, y may be written as

y � diag�Hx�, (7)

where diag( ) means the diagonal of the matrix. Be-
cause H is invertible, another linear transformation
allows us to recover estimates zi for the original sig-
nals:

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of a HI device.
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z � H�1y � H�1 diag�Hx�. (8)

Note that the simple raster scanning can be described
in a similar way with the difference that the applied
weighing design is defined by the identity matrix:

y � diag�Ix�. (9)

HI may be advantageous compared with scanning
if noise induced by the detector is present. Let us
consider an idealized situation with no other noise
sources except the statistical nature of fluorescence
emission and the detector. Both contribute noise that
we suppose to be independent of signal strength and
time. Let ej denote the noise induced by the detector
for the jth measurement satisfying �ej� � 0. The es-
timates z are then given by

z � �X� � H�1 diag�Hq� � H�1e. (10)

The variance in the case of Hadamard transforma-
tion reads

�h � �h � �	H�1 diag�Hq� � H�1e

� 	H�1 diag�Hq� � H�1e
�, (11)

where � denotes elementwise multiplication. Assum-
ing that the distributions for qij and ej are the same
for all measurements j, we write �e2� � �ej

2�. It turns
out that the standard deviation is the same for all
pixels i and we may write �h � ��h�i. Using properties
(1)–(4) and assuming further that all random vari-
ables qij and ej are independent, we finally derive

�h �
1

�n
��diag�q� · diag�q�� � �e2�. (12)

A scanning of the sample yields the estimates

z � �X� � diag�q� � e. (13)

In this case z is known with the standard deviation

�sc � �diag��q � q�� � �e � e�. (14)

We recover the well-known result that the Had-
amard transformation decreases the noise induced by
the detector by a factor of �1�n�1�2 when compared
with raster scanning. Note, however, that in the case
of HI the photon noise (q) is averaged over the whole
image. This is actually a drawback if the dynamic
range of the image is high, as the photon-noise con-
tribution will be increased for dark regions.

B. Hadamard Lifetime Imaging

FLIM by time-correlated single-photon counting22

(TCSPC) consists of recording a fluorescence-decay
histogram for each pixel. The heart of a TCSPC sys-

tem is a pulsed light source, typically a laser emitting
pulses with a duration in the picosecond range, a fast
detector, and a time-to-amplitude converter. Each de-
tected photon starts a linear voltage ramp, and the
next excitation pulse stops the ramp. The voltage
that corresponds to a certain delay between the de-
tection of a photon emitted by a fluorophore and the
succeeding excitation pulse is converted into an ad-
dress of a register and the corresponding entry is
incremented by one. In this way a histogram is gen-
erated that represents the number of counts as a
function of time after excitation.

Several different methods exist for calculating the
lifetimes from the recorded histograms.22 Among
them, the most commonly used are linear least-
squares fitting, the method of moments, the least-
squares method with iterative reconvolution, the
Laplace transform method, the Fourier transform
method, the phase-plane method, the modulating-
functions method, the exponential-series method,
and the maximum-likelihood method. It is known
that the maximum-likelihood method is the best
choice if the number of counted photons is low, since
the estimates it yields are unbiased and their vari-
ances are minimal.23–25 The uncertainty in the esti-
mation of the lifetime, regardless of the method used,
results from statistical fluctuations of counts in the
time channels of the histogram. These fluctuations
are partly due to the random character of fluores-
cence emission and obey in general Poisson statistics.
Depending on the signal strength, detector dark
counts can make a considerable contribution to the
overall number of counts. As they also arise from a
random process, they contribute to statistical fluctu-
ations, especially in time channels where the fluores-
cence signal is weak (that means for times longer
than the fluorescence-decay time). For small overall
signal count rates it is therefore important to mini-
mize the detector noise, which we may achieve, for
instance, by cooling the detector or, as we propose, by
applying the Hadamard transformation. The method
we propose is essentially HI with the difference that
for each mask subset a full histogram is recorded by
TCSPC.

When a Hadamard transformation is applied to
fluorescence-decay histograms, the probability distri-
bution for counts is modified. Hence statistical estima-
tors for the decay time have to be modified too. We
have chosen a maximum-likelihood estimator for the
above-mentioned advantages. Given a data set and a
model for the data, the maximum-likelihood estimator
maximizes the likelihood function, which is the prob-
ability of finding the particular data set as a result of
our measurement. In the following discussion we de-
rive the exact form of the likelihood function.

The likelihood L��i� as a function of the
fluorescence-decay time �i for a particular pixel i has
in our case the form

L��i� � �
l�1

m

PZil�zil	�i; �D�, �zjl� j � i��. (15)
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Here �D� is the expected number of dark counts per
pixel, detector, and time channel. The likelihood is a
product over the conditional probability distributions
PZil

for the different time channels l because the
counts Zil in different channels are independent
random variables. Please note that the PZil

depend on
the signals emerging from all pixels. The maximum-
likelihood estimate is the value �̂i for which the like-
lihood function is maximal:

�̂i � argmax
�i

	L(�i)
�. (16)

Below we derive the exact form for the probability
mass function of measurands after they undergo a
Hadamard transformation and backtransformation.
Let the random variables Yj contain the Hadamard
encoded measurement data and let Xij be the original
Poisson-distributed signals (for one specific time
channel). To begin, we restrict our discussion to the
case of no detector noise. The measurement gener-
ates a transformation of the variables X:

Y � diag�HX�. (17)

The data processing corresponds to the inverse
transformation

Z � H�1Y (18)

�
1
n H diag�HX�. (19)

This may be written as a difference between two
sums over the random variables X:

Zi �
1
n 	Tr�Ai

�X� � Tr�Ai
�X�
, (20)

where Tr( ) means that the trace of the argument is
taken. The sum over n independent Poisson random
variables has again a Poisson distribution, and trans-
formation (19) turns out to be a difference between
the two Poisson random variables Tr�Ai

�X� and
Tr�Ai

�X�. The matrices Ai
� with components Aijk

�

� �Ai
��jk are defined by (no summation over indices)

Aijk
� :� 
�Hij Hjk�, (21)

Aijk
� :� 
��Hij Hjk�, (22)

where 
 is the Heaviside step function defined by


�x� :��
0, x � 0
1
2, x � 0

1, x � 0

. (23)

Note that Ai
� has only ones in the ith column but n�2

ones and the rest zeros in each column j � i. This is
due to Eqs. (1) and (3):

Aiji
� � 
�Hij Hji� � �Hij�2 � 1, ∀ j. (24)

In consequence of Eqs. (1), (4), and (21) it is also clear
that

�
j�1

n

Hij Hjk � 0, ∀ i � k, (25)

) �
j�1

n

Aijk
� �

n
2, ∀ i � k. (26)

In the same manner we find that Ai
� has only zeros in

the ith column and n�2 ones and n�2 zeros in each
column j � i. For the probability mass function of Z
we may write

PZi�zi� � P1
n	Tr�Ai

�X��Tr�Ai
�X�
�zi� � PTr�Ai

�X��Tr�Ai
�X��nzi�

(27)

for all zi, where nzi is an integer. It is well known that
the probability mass function of the sum of several
random variables is a convolution of the original
mass functions:

PR�S�T�· · ·(w) � PR � PS � PT � · · · 	w, (28)

whereas the probability mass function of the differ-
ence of two random variables is given by the correla-
tion of the two original mass functions:

PR�S(u) � PR�PS	u. (29)

We assume that the original signals are Poisson ran-
dom variables. Using the explicit form of a Poisson
probability distribution for a variable R,

PR�r� �
�R�r

r! exp���R��, (30)

we calculate the correlation for the two random vari-
ables R and S:

PU�u� � �
k�0



PR�u � k�PS�k�

� exp	���R� � �S��
�R�u�
k�0

 ��R��S��k

k ! �u � k�
. (31)

We recall the modified Bessel functions:

In�z� � �z
2�n

�
k�0


�z2

4 �
k

k ! �k � n�!, (32)

where n is an integer. Writing z � 2��R��S� and sub-
stituting Eq. (32) into Eq. (31) leads to26
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PU�u� � exp	���R� � �S��
��R�
�S��

u�2

Iu�2��R��S��.

(33)

This distribution has the mean value �U� � �R�
� �S� and a variance given by the sum of the variances
�R and �S. An approximation by a Gaussian distribu-
tion is valid if �R� �� 1 or if � S� �� 1. This behavior is
apparent in Fig. 2, which shows a comparison between
the distribution of Eq. (33) and approximations by a
Gaussian for different parameters �R� and �S�.

Keeping in mind the properties of Ai
� mentioned

above, we easily find that

�Tr�Ai
�X�� �

n
2 �Xi� �

n
2 �

j�1

n

�Xj�, (34)

�Tr�Ai
�X�� � �

n
2 �Xi� �

n
2 �

j�1

n

�Xj�. (35)

Here �Xi� � �Xij� is independent of j, i.e., the actual
measurement. PTr�Ai

�X��x� is a Poisson distribution
with mean �Tr�Ai

�X��, and PTr�Ai
�X��x� is a Poisson dis-

tribution with mean �Tr�Ai
�X��. With Eqs. (33) and

(27) we derive

PZi�zi� � exp	���Vi� � �Wi��


� � �Vi�
�Wi��

nzi�2

Inzi�2��Vi��Wi��, (36)

where

�Vi� :� �Tr�Ai
�X��, (37)

�Wi� :� �Tr�Ai
�X��. (38)

If (Poisson-distributed) dark counts are present
(each of the two detectors contributes on average �D�
dark counts), we derive in a similar way

�Vi� :� �Tr�Ai
�X�� � n�D�, (39)

�Wi� :� �Tr�Ai
�X�� � n�D�. (40)

When n�j �Xj� �� 1 the above probability distribution
may be approximated by a Gaussian distribution.
When applied to lifetime imaging, Eq. (36) is the
probability distribution for counts in one time chan-
nel and n�j �Xj� may be small for channels corre-
sponding to late times. If there is a considerable
amount of dark counts contaminating the data, an
approximation by a Gaussian distribution may even
hold for late time channels. However, as simulations
showed, the CPU time needed to calculate lifetimes
for Hadamard data is nearly the same for an algo-
rithm incorporating the exact probability distribution
or the Gaussian approximation.

3. Results

To estimate the benefit of HLI with respect to conven-
tional lifetime imaging by linear scanning, we gener-
ated large sets of simulated fluorescence-decay data for
varying portions of contaminating dark counts and dif-
ferent parameters such as decay time, spatial or time
resolution, etc. The simulations we performed describe
an idealized situation in the sense that the instrument
response function of the measurement apparatus was
approximated by a � distribution, and no afterpulsing
and no photobleaching were taken into account. The
disregard of afterpulsing is justified by the fact that the
fluorescence signal count rate is of the order of the
detector dark-count rate in the investigated data sets;
hence afterpulsing is in fact negligible with respect to
the dark-count rate.

Photobleaching of the fluorophores may distort the
data obtained by HI,27,28 as in this case the light falling
on the submasks becomes a function of time. Never-
theless we can correct for this distortion by modifying
the matrix describing the backtransformation. An-
other possibility consists of performing several mea-
surement cycles and summing up the data sets for
successive measurements to decrease the integration
time per mask subset. At the end the number of counts
per pixel is the same, but the effect of photobleaching
on the time scale of one measurement cycle is negligi-
ble if the time for one cycle is small compared with the
characteristic bleaching time. Photobleaching will still
reduce the overall number of collected photons but no
longer distort the data. However, if the photobleaching
is very high, the SNR for HI can decrease beyond the
value obtained for scanning. This is because the aver-
age count rate per pixel in the presence of bleaching
will be smaller for HI than for scanning. Probably this
disadvantage can be eliminated in the future if nano-
particles are used instead of classical fluorophores. Re-
cent research showed that these particles may become
valuable surrogates for fluorophores, exhibiting in par-
ticular the advantage that they are not subject to pho-
tobleaching.29

To simulate the Hadamard measurement, a Monte
Carlo approach was used to generate one histogram

Fig. 2. Probability distributions for the difference of two Poisson
random variables. Open squares, exact distribution; open inverted
triangles, Gaussian approximation.
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per pixel and subset of the mask (submask). The data
were subsequently transformed according to Eq. (7). At
this stage, uniformly distributed dark counts were
added to the data, which were backtransformed after-
wards. In the case of conventional lifetime imaging,
one histogram per pixel was generated and subse-
quently contaminated by dark counts.

Figures 3 and 4 show results for lifetime imaging
and HLI simulations. The parameters were the same
in both cases: fluorescence-decay time, either 3 or
2 ns; 90% dark counts; 256 pixels; 512 channel time
resolution corresponding to a measurement window
of 25 ns. Because in reality two detectors have to be
used for HLI, whereas one is sufficient for scanning,
we assumed the double virtual measurement time in
the case of the scanning measurement to compare the
two methods on a fair basis. The average count num-
ber for one pixel was 3000 (HLI) and 6000 (scanning)
per submask. The solid lines in both graphs indicate
the actual lifetime distributions, which have been
superposed for comparison. In both cases a
maximum-likelihood approach was used to analyze

the data sets. A net decrease of the estimator vari-
ance is visible in the case of HLI with respect to the
standard approach. This decrease in the variance is
mainly due to a suppression of dark-count noise in
later time channels, as is visible in Figs. 5 and 6,
which show the histograms for one pixel in the case of
scanning and HLI, respectively.

The benefit of HLI depends on the portion of noise
that is due to dark counts in the overall noise level
[see Eqs. (12) and (14)]. To further investigate this
dependence, we performed simulations for varying
background ratios and compared the standard devi-
ations �h (for HLI) and �sc (for the scanning method)
of the estimator �̂ (see Fig. 7). We have chosen the
parameters as above, but � is now 2.5 ns and we have
restricted the number of pixels to 32. The expected
number of dark counts per channel �D� varies be-
tween 0 and 5.22 �0% and 90%) in steps of 0.29.
Again, the signal strength is the same for all pixels
and the variance of � was calculated for a sample
consisting of the set of all pixels (respectively histo-
grams) generated for a certain background value and
method. Twenty full images were generated per
method and background value.

For small dark-count rates the variance of � is ap-
proximately a factor of 2 smaller for the conventional

Fig. 3. Result of a simulation for lifetime imaging by scanning.
Solid line, real lifetime distribution; triangles, estimates.

Fig. 4. Simulation with the same parameters as for Fig. 3, based
on HLI.

Fig. 5. Scanning approach: histogram obtained for one pixel.

Fig. 6. HLI: histogram obtained for one pixel.
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method, which is because we allowed the signal to be
two times higher. When the dark count rate in-
creases, the standard deviation increases for the con-
ventional method but increases much slower for HLI,
which is not surprising since it suppresses the noise
that is due to detector dark counts. The suppression
of this noise becomes even more pronounced when the
number of pixels increases and the standard devia-
tion as a function of dark counts approaches a con-
stant.

In medical diagnostics it is frequently the case that
a fluorescence signal with a known lifetime is used for
detecting pathological tissue. The measured signal
consists of the fluorescence emitted by a certain tis-
sue component or an exogenous marker, which has to
be distinguished from fluorescence emitted by any
tissue.1,30,31 In biochip applications, a similar prob-
lem is faced when dyes with different known lifetimes
are used to label distinct targets.14,15 Therefore we
investigated the question for the benefit of Hadamard
transformation if the unknown variable is not the
lifetime but the ratio between two fluorescence sig-
nals with different, but known, lifetimes. The ap-
proach to analyzing the data set remains the same,
but the likelihood function L now becomes

L�r� � �
l�1

m

PZil�zil	r; �1, �2, �D�, �zjl� j � i��, (41)

where r � �S��1����S��2��; S��i� is the number of col-
lected photons emitted by the fluorophore with decay
time �i.

Figures 8 and 9 show the estimated ratios for a
data set generated with the following parameters: �1
and �2 have the values 4 and 1 ns, respectively. The
overall number of pixels is 256, each pixel corre-
sponding to a histogram of 512 channels within a
measurement window of 25 ns. The data are contam-
inated by 90% background. The number of counts per
pixel is 3000 (HLI) and 6000 (scanning). Again a net
decrease in the fluctuation of the estimate is visible
when HLI is applied. This is most visible for the

regions where r � 0.5. The standard deviation for r
was estimated from a sample containing 1024 pixels;
r was 0.5 and the other parameters were as for pre-
vious simulations. We obtained �h � 0.058 for HLI,
whereas for the conventional method we obtained
�sc � 0.173, which is approximately three times
larger.

In several applications (see, e.g., Ref. 32) there is no
need to estimate fluorescence lifetimes, but rather
one must distinguish among a number of fluoro-
phores with already-known lifetimes. This may be
done with the likelihood criterion, which is known to
give the best results in terms of accuracy.32,33 It con-
sists of comparing the likelihoods L��i� for all possible
arguments �i and one given data set and choosing the
�i that maximizes the likelihood function.

Figure 10 shows two data sets generated for a back-
ground of �90% and lifetimes �1 � 2 ns and �2
� 4 ns. Hadamard transformation reduces consider-
ably the percentage of wrongly identified fluoro-
phores (pixels), from �19% to �4% in this example.

To investigate the benefit of the Hadamard method
we generated 11,400 data sets containing 64 pixels

Fig. 7. Standard deviations of the estimator �̂. Filled squares,
HLI; filled inverted triangles, lifetime imaging, scanning approach.

Fig. 8. Estimates for the ratio r of fluorescence signals with decay
times of 4 and 1. Solid line, real values of r. Scanning was simu-
lated.

Fig. 9. HLI simulation, estimates for r. Simulation parameters
are identical to those of Fig. 8.
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each, in which each pixel emits fluorescence light,
showing a decay time of either �1 and �2 in equal por-
tions. The background was varied between zero and
approximately 90% in 18 steps. We investigated
pairs: ��1, �2�� � �1, 4�, �1.5, 3.5�, �2, 3�, �2.2, 2.8�,
�2.3, 2.7�, �2.4, 2.6�} (in nanoseconds). The expected
number of the overall detected fluorescence photons
was in all cases 40 per pixel and detector (80 when
scanning was used).

Figure 11 shows the average fluorophore misiden-
tification rate for fluorophores with lifetimes of 1 and
4 ns. The average was taken over 50 � 64 pixels.
Even for a low number of pixels the Hadamard trans-
formation suppresses noise induced by dark counts so
that the dark-count rate nearly does not influence the
misidentification rate in a region �D� � 	0, 0.9
.
Whereas the misidentification rate reaches 8% for
the conventional approach in this case, this rate al-
ways stays below 0.5% when HLI is applied. Figure
12 shows an example in which ��1, �2� � �2 ns, 3 ns�;
all other parameters are the same as above. When the

difference between the two decay times decreases,
but the average number of signal counts stays the
same, the difference between the two methods is less
pronounced but increases again with the number of
signal counts. We expect this behavior because for a
decreasing difference of the lifetimes and a constant
number of counts, the misidentification rate should
approach 50% (if the difference vanishes, we cannot
do better than guessing).

4. Conclusion

We have reported a new method for performing FLIM
measurements by using only one or two single-point
detectors. The method is based on HI and reduces
detector-induced noise, which may reduce the stan-
dard deviation in parameter estimation. Standard de-
viations are reduced, given that the signal count rate
per pixel is low and of the order of the dark-count rate
of the detector and that photobleaching is small during
the overall measurement time. We calculated the
exact likelihood function for Hadamard-transformed
fluorescence-decay histograms. Monte Carlo simula-
tions were used to estimate the benefits and limits of
the introduced method in several different forms of
lifetime imaging, including estimation of lifetimes and
signal ratios. Furthermore, we discussed several fac-
tors that can reduce the performance of this technique.
The factors affecting the performance of the method
are high photobleaching and a high dynamic range of
the image. Moreover the SNR in HLI will only be
higher as compared with that in scanning if a consid-
erable amount of dark noise is present. We have also
shown that HLI may produce a superior performance
in applications in which fluorophores are identified by
means of their prior known lifetimes, as is the case in
some biochip applications. In such cases low misiden-
tification rates are possible even for only several tenths
of photon counts and low SNRs.

We thank our colleagues from the Laboratory of
Biomedical Optics for many helpful discussions. We
are especially grateful to Patrice Francois and
Jacques Schrenzel (Division of Infectious Diseases,

Fig. 10. Fluorophore identification for known lifetimes of 2 and
4 ns. The actual distribution of the lifetimes is 4 ns in the upper
half and 2 ns in the lower half. (a) shows estimates based on raster
scanning, whereas (b) was obtained by HLI. The dark counts con-
stitute 90% of the overall signal.

Fig. 11. Errors in fluorophore identification. The graphs show the
average number of misidentified pixels per picture as a function of
dark counts; (�1, �2) � (1 ns, 4 ns). Filled squares, estimates ob-
tained with Hadamard transformation; filled inverted triangles,
estimates obtained with scanning.

Fig. 12. Same as Fig. 11 but with (�1, �2) � (2 ns, 3 ns).
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Fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) (1) requires

a particularly high photon countrate per molecule (cpm) and

low background when employed to investigate single

molecule dynamics. To fulfill this requirement, it is crucial

to restrain the observation volume to the close proximity of

the system under study. In this respect, the standard confocal

detection scheme suffers from drawbacks when used to

investigate dynamical processes of biomolecules attached to

a surface (for example, ligand-receptor kinetics on cell

surfaces or model membranes (2) and conformational

changes of biomolecules (3; 4)) since the axial confinement

of the confocal volume element is in general large compared

to the axial extent of the attached biomolecule. Additionally,

excitation light reflected at the surface contributes sub-

stantially to the background.

These drawbacks are circumvented in total internal

reflection fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (TIR-FCS)

(5), where the sample is excited by an evanescent field,

generated by total internal reflection of a laser beam. TIR is

typically obtained on the interface between a prism serving as

a substrate for the system under study and an aqueous

solution. The field intensity decays exponentially within the

solution with increasing distance from the interface and drops

to 1/e of its value after typically, 200 nm. This axial extend

of the detection volume is substantially smaller than in the

case of confocal FCS, where it is generally on the order of

1.5 mm. Fluorescence is detected from above the prism by

means of a microscope and a single photon avalanche diode

(SPAD). An aperture or pinhole in the intermediate image

plane of the microscope assures lateral confinement of the

detection volume element.

TIR-FCS has been applied successfully to investigate

a number of different phenomena as, for example, ligand-

receptor binding on membranes (6) and surface binding of

biomolecules to silica surfaces (7), but little work has been

done to further improve sensitivity of TIR-FCS (8). Nonethe-

less, a high sensitivity, especially high cpm, are crucial for

single molecule applications, and increasing them to values

obtained in confocal FCS would considerably augment the

number of possible applications (9).

We have developed a TIR-FCS system and obtained cpm

values comparable to those achievedwith a common confocal

FCS system. In contrast to the above described prism-based

TIR-FCS setup, we adapted an objective-based total internal

reflection fluorescence (TIRF) system (10), which makes use

of an epi-illumination configuration to excite and detect

fluorescence (see Fig. 1). Here, the beam of an argon ion laser

(model 2214-25ML, Cyonics, Sunnyvale, CA) is focused

onto the back focal plane (bfp) of an oil-immersion objective

(a-Plan-Fluar, 1.45 NA, 1003, Carl Zeiss Jena GmbH, Jena,

Germany) residing in an inverted microscope (IX70,

Olympus, Tokyo, Japan). The location of the focal spot

within the bfp determines the inclination angle under which

the collimated beam impinges on the upper surface of

a microscope slide. By tilting the glass plate, the location of

the spot is adjusted to satisfy the condition for total internal

reflection. The fluorescence emission is collected by the same

objective, focused to a multi-mode fiber with a 50 mm dia-

meter core, serving as a pinhole and finally detected by a

SPAD (SPCM-AQR-13-FC, PerkinElmer, Wellesley, MA).

With respect to the classical prism-based TIR-FCS scheme,

this approach has several advantages. Most important, as the

sample of interest is situated directly on the microscope slide,

all light that is emitted in the lower half space and not reflected

is collected by the high NA objective. Therefore, we expect

a significant higher value of counts per molecule compared to

a prism-based setup. Further, once the setup is properly

aligned, it is very stable and samples can be exchanged easily.

Compared to confocal FCS, a smaller portion of the reflected

laser light reaches the detector. This is because the back-

reflected laser beam is collimated and therefore not focused

onto the pinhole.
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To show the described advantages, diffusion of carboxy

fluorescein in aqueous solution was measured within the

evanescent field. To fit the autocorrelation data, a mathemat-

ical model based on the theoretical description by Starr and

Thompson (11) was adapted (Eq. 1). An approximation

disregarding binding to the surface could be used since

fluorescein is negatively charged and therefore almost not

subject to unspecific binding to the glass surface. Whereas in

Starr and Thompson the influence of transversal diffusion has

been neglected, it is necessary to take this into account in our

case, since the observation volume was laterally restricted by

introducing a pinhole.We used a Gauss function to model the

lateral intensity distribution and an exponential decay in axial

direction. Furthermore, our model contains a term accounting

for triplet state kinetics to meet the experimental conditions

and to fit the data more accurately. With these modifications,

the correlation function reads

GðtÞ ¼ 11
1

2N
11

p

1� p
e
� t

tt

� �
11

t

txy

� ��1

3 1� t

2tz

� �
w i

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
t

4tz

r� �
1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
t

ptz

r� �
: (1)

N is the number of molecules in an effective volume

defined by Veff [ pvxy
2 d, where vxy is the lateral extend of

the Gaussian intensity distribution and d is the distance from
the surface where the intensity decreases by a factor 1/e. The

diffusion times are tz [ d2/(4D) and txy [ vxy
2 /(4D) for the

axial diffusion and diffusion parallel to the surface, re-

spectively. D denotes the diffusion constant. The triplet state

decay time is given by tt, and p is the average fraction of

molecules in the effective volume that are in the triplet state.

w is the complex generalization of the error function, w(x)[
exp(�x2)erfc(�ix). As in confocal FCS without regarding

triplet state kinetics, the amplitude of the correlation function

(after the subtraction of 1) is inversely proportional to the

number of molecules in the detection volume element Veff:

GðtÞ � 1 ¼ 1

2N
:

Measurements were performed on droplets containing

carboxy fluorescein in TRIS buffer (pH 8) deposited on

microscope coverslides. cpm values as high as 34 kHz could

be achieved. Fig. 2 shows a typical example for an auto-

correlation curve obtained with our setup. The overall back-

ground was;6.1 kHz for TIR-FCS. The axial diffusion time

was on the order of 15 ms, for an evanescent field depth of

;200 nm. This implies a diffusion constant ofD¼ 73 10�6

cm2 s�1 for fluorescein, which is in agreement with values

measured in previous work (12).

Similar values could be obtained with our TIR-FCS setup

when working in confocal FCS mode. This is possible by

FIGURE 1 Schematic of setup for objective type TIR-FCS. The

laser beam is enlarged and collimated through the telescope

formed by lenses L1 and L2. Lens L3 focuses the beam at the

bfp of the objective. GP, glass plate; F1, F2, filter; D, dichroic

mirror; Obj, microscope objective; L1–L4, lenses.

FIGURE 2 Time trace and correlation curve obtained with

the proposed setup, curve fit according to Eq. 1. cpm ¼ 33 kHz,

N ¼ 4.4, tz ¼ 12.9 ms, p ¼ 29%, tt ¼ 1.1 ms, and d /vxy ¼ 0.4

(fixed parameter).
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removing the glass plate, the focusing lens L3, and using an

appropriate water-immersion objective. In this configuration,

we obtained for measurements on the surface comparable

cpm values (maximum 38 kHz). The background, however,

was .2 times higher (14 kHz) than obtained for TIR-FCS.

In conclusion, we presented an effective, stable, and

practically simple TIR-FCS system, which allows measure-

ments to be performed with surprisingly high cpm values.

This work, thereby, opens the way for TIR-FCS to be used in

applications where a high signal/noise ratio is crucial.
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Abstract: We designed a fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) sys-
tem for measurements on surfaces. The system consists of an objective-type
total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy setup, adapted to
measure FCS. Here, the fluorescence exciting evanescent wave is generated
by epi-illumination through the periphery of a high NA oil-immersion
objective. The main advantages with respect to conventional FCS systems
are an improvement in terms of counts per molecule (cpm) and a high signal
to background ratio. This is demonstrated by investigating diffusion as well
as binding and release of single molecules on a glass surface. Furthermore,
the size and shape of the molecule detection efficiency (MDE) function was
calculated, using a wave-vectorial approach and taking into account the in-
fluence of the dielectric interface on the emission properties of fluorophores.
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1. Introduction

An increasing number of research fields in biology and medicine requires spectroscopic tech-
niques with single molecule sensitivity in order to understand biochemical or microbiological
processes. One of the technological milestones for spectroscopy was therefore the development
of the confocal principle, which subsequently resulted in a very high signal to noise ratio in
many applications. The implementation of the confocal principle, known from microscopy, in
fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) [1, 2, 3] in the early 90’s, was a technical inno-
vation that dramatically enhanced the sensitivity of FCS [4]. From this moment on, FCS was
used in an ever increasing number of applications to investigate dynamic and kinetic properties
of molecular systems including measurements of diffusion inside cells [5], investigations of
receptor - ligand binding kinetics [6, 7] and enzyme binding and reaction kinetics [8, 9]. The
latter applications generally require the molecular system under investigation to be attached to
a surface. In this case, the use of total internal reflection FCS (TIR-FCS) [10] can be advan-
tageous over confocal FCS. In contrast to confocal FCS where fluorophores are excited inside
the waist of a laser beam, TIR-FCS uses an evanescent wave to excite molecules. This leads
to a reduced axial extent of the observation volume and hence to a decreased background from
Raman scattered light and from unwanted fluorescence of molecules in solution. However, both
techniques, when used for measurements on surfaces, have disadvantages. For instance, con-
focal FCS suffers from a large axial extent of the excitation- and hence observation volume,
while for classical TIR-FCS, the light collection efficiency is comparably low. To circumvent
these inadequacies we propose a new technique that combines several aspects of TIR-FCS and
confocal FCS [11]. Based on an objective-type TIRF setup [12, 13, 14], the proposed system
uses epi-illumination through the periphery of a high NA oil-immersion objective to generate
an evanescent wave on the surface of a microscope slide. The fluorescence signal is collected
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by the same objective, which leads to an excellent light collection efficiency while retaining
the advantage of a reduced detection volume. In the present paper, we demonstrate the high
performance of ’objective-type TIR-FCS’ by investigating diffusion and binding of free dye
molecules on surfaces, respectively. Our results show that the proposed technique has superior
performance compared to classical FCS methods with respect to the signal to background ratio
and counts per molecule (cpm). The parameter cpm is a frequently used figure of merit in FCS,
which denotes the detection rate of photons, emitted by a single fluorophore inside the obser-
vation volume. Furthermore, the molecule detection efficiency (MDE) function and the size
of the observation volume was calculated using high-angle vectorial diffraction integrals. The
calculations incorporate the influence of the dielectric interface on the emission properties of
fluorophores. Parameters derived from experimental data, in particular the structure parameter
and diffusion times, agree with the calculated MDEs.

2. Instrumentation

F1 L1 L2 L3

L4

D

Correlator SPAD

Laser

F2

Fiber

Obj

GP bfp

MS

Qc

Intensity

z

d

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the ’objective-type TIR-FCS’ setup (left). L1 - L4:
lenses; F1, F2: fluorescence filters; GP: glass plate; D: dichroic mirror; Obj: microscope
objective; bfp: back focal plane of the objective; MS: motorized scanning stage. An en-
largement of the ray-path inside the microscope objective (right). d: evanescent wave depth;
Θc: critical angle.

The setup (Fig. 1) is essentially an objective-type (’prismless’) total internal reflection fluo-
rescence (TIRF) setup adapted to measure FCS. Here, the beam of an argon ion laser (model
2214-25ML, Cyonics, Sunnyvale, CA) is enlarged by means of a telescope formed by lenses
L1 and L2. Lens L3 focuses the beam onto the back focal plane (BFP) of an oil-immersion
objective (α-Plan-Fluar, 1.45 NA, 100×, Carl Zeiss Jena GmbH, Jena, Germany) in order to
get a collimated beam emerging from the objective. A pivotable glass-plate GP enables lateral
shifting of the laser beam with respect to the optical axis. By shifting the beam, the angle of
incidence at the glass-sample interface can be adjusted to exceed the critical angle Θ c, thereby
introducing total internal reflection. In this way, an evanescent wave with an intensity distribu-
tion that is Gaussian in the xy plane (parallel to the interface) and exponential in the z direction
(along the optical axis) is generated at the glass-sample interface. The intersection of the beam
with the interface is elliptical, with a lateral dimension (full width at half maximum of the in-
tensity distribution in the plane of incidence) of roughly 15μm. Fluorescence light is collected
by the same objective and focused onto the end of a fiber, which is connected to a single pho-
ton avalanche diode (SPAD) (SPCM-AQR-13-FDC, PerkinElmer, Wellesley, MA). The core
of the fiber acts as a pinhole assuring the lateral confinement of the observation volume. In
our measurements we used a fiber with a core diameter of 50 μm, unless otherwise stated,
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which was a convenient choice for the experimental investigations. The signal of the SPAD
is processed by a hardware correlator or a single photon counting module (SPCM, SPC-630,
Becker & Hickl GmbH, Berlin, Germany) to record the intensity versus time trace with high
time resolution.

The illuminated region at the glass-water interface is several times larger than the observa-
tion volume, whose lateral extent is delimited by a pinhole in the microscope’s image plane.
The actual size of the illuminated region is adjustable by changing the magnification of the tele-
scope used to enlarge the beam. Because of the large illuminated region, TIRF imaging using a
camera and spectroscopic measurements can be performed at the same time. For spectroscopic
measurements, locating a position of interest in the sample, e.g. a single receptor attached to the
glass surface, may be achieved by scanning the fiber end in the image plane. There is no need
to move the sample in this case, which makes the system very stable under experimental condi-
tions. However, for some applications, where the residence time of fluorophores on the surface
is large, illuminating a whole area may be disadvantageous due to the risk of photo-bleaching.

The advantages of the objective-type configuration with respect to prism-based configura-
tions are, in particular, a higher light collection efficiency and easier handling of the system.
In conventional (prism-based) TIR-FCS [10, 15], the evanescent wave is generated by means
of a prism, placed on top of an objective that resides, in general, in an inverted microscope.
A microscope slide is interfaced to the lower surface of the prism using immersion oil. The
biological system (e.g. a membrane containing receptors) is attached to the lower surface of
this glass slide, where fluorescence is excited by the evanescent wave. The sample, containing
the biological system and some type of aqueous solution is sandwiched between the glass slide
and another microscope-, or coverslide. An objective (typically a water immersion objective),
placed below the coverslide is used to collect fluorescence light. The objective therefore focuses
into an aqueous solution.

For objective-type TIR-FCS, the coverslide carrying the biological system is situated directly
upon the objective and focusing into an aqueous solution is avoided. Only in such a case does
the use of high NA oil immersion objectives become senseful because these objectives are
designed to collect light in a high refractive index environment. They perform poorly, due to
aberrations, if the focal plane is not right at the surface of the coverglass [3]. Using an oil im-
mersion objective with NA 1.45 in the proposed configuration guarantees that almost all of the
light from fluorescent particles at the focus position, emitted into the lower half-space falls into
the cone of light accepted by the objective. The portion of light that is accepted even exceeds
50% because the light emission for dipoles near a dielectric interface is anisotropic, favoring
emission into the medium with the higher refractive index [16, 17]. A further advantage of the
present system is easier sample access. In particular, there is no hindrance by a prism as is the
case in prism-based TIRF or TIR-FCS instruments [14].

3. Observation volume

In order to determine the shape and estimate the size of the detection volume, we calculated
the normalized molecule detection efficiency (MDE) function [18], based on a wave-vectorial
approach [19]. The MDE expresses the relative intensity seen by the detector as a function
of the position of a point-emitter in the sample space; it is therefore the correct mathematical
representation of the detection volume.

Figure 2 shows the normalized MDEs for a confocal FCS system (left) and for our TIR-FCS
system (right). The MDE is calculated by multiplying the intensity distribution, I(r), by the
collection efficiency function (CEF), the CEF being proportional to the probability for a photon
to be detected as a function of the position of the emitter:

MDE(r) = cCEF(r)I(r). (1)
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Fig. 2. The normalized MDEs for confocal FCS (left) and TIR-FCS (right). The confocal
FCS case was calculated for a 1.15 NA, 40 × water-immersion objective. For the TIR-FCS
case a 1.45 NA, 100 × oil-immersion objective was considered. A diameter of the pinhole
(core of the fiber) of 50 μm was assumed in both cases. The excitation wavelength was
488 nm and the fluorescence emission wavelength was 542 nm.

The constant c is a normalization coefficient introduced to make MDE(0) = 1. The fiber core
diameter in both cases was 50 μm and the excitation wavelength was 488 nm, corresponding
to the blue line of the argon laser. The fluorophore under consideration was fluorescein. We
assumed an emission wavelength of 542 nm, which is the average of the emission spectrum of
fluorescein multiplied by the transmission function of the emission filter. In the confocal FCS
case, we calculated the MDE for a 1.15 NA, 40× water immersion objective, which is standard.
For confocal FCS, the intensity distribution was approximated by the point-spread function
(PSF) of the system. The intensity distribution for TIR-FCS was assumed to be constant in the
xy plane on the length scale of the typical diameter of the observation volume. It was further
assumed to decay exponentially in the z direction with a penetration depth, d, of the intensity
distribution given by:

d =
λ

4π

(
n2

2 sin2(θ )−n2
1

)−1/2
. (2)

This was calculated for a maximal lateral displacement of the excitation beam, implying a
minimal angle of incidence θ = 71◦. Here, n1 and n2 are the refractive indices of water and
of the glass slide, respectively. The angle of incidence at the glass-water interface, θ , was
measured by out-coupling the beam with the aid of a prism.

In the proximity of a dielectric interface the emission of a dipole with random orientation
becomes highly anisotropic. This results in an apparent increase of the fluorophores brightness
with decreasing distance to the interface [16, 17]. To take this effect into account we introduce
the function P(z), the fraction of power emitted by a single dipole at a distance z from the inter-
face into the cone of light accepted by the objective. This is calculated for a dipole with random
orientation situated at the optical axis according to [20]. The CEF may then be approximated
by

CEF(r) = P(z)
∫

S
circ(q′/a)PSF(q−q′,z)dq′. (3)

This is a convolution of the systems point spread function, PSF(r), calculated according to
[19], with the transmission function of the pinhole represented by a disk function, circ(q/a),
and multiplied by P(z). The convolution is carried out in the focal plane in object space (z = 0).
The symbol q denotes a vector in the focal plane and a is the pinhole size divided by the
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magnification of the microscope. Results in Fig. 2 are consistent with experimental results,
which we discuss later in section 5.

Given the MDE, we numerically calculated the W1 volume and the effective volume, Ve f f ≡
W 2

1 /W2, using [18]

Wn ≡
∫

V
MDEn(r)dr, (4)

where V is the half-space containing the sample. The quantity W1 is the size of the geometrical
volume that would produce the given count-rate if the detection efficiency were equal to the
maximum of the MDE and constant inside the volume. The numerical calculations give W 1 =
17al (17 attoliter), Ve f f = 57al for TIR-FCS and W1 = 26al, Ve f f = 134al for confocal FCS.

The numerically calculated MDE for TIR-FCS is close to the analytical approximation given
by

MDEa(x,y,z) = exp

(
−2

(
x2 + y2

)

ω2
xy

)
exp

(
− z

h

)
. (5)

The calculations of the autocorrelation function in section 5 are based on this approximation.
Here, h is the axial displacement at which the normalized MDE decreases to 1/e. This is smaller
than the evanescent field depth, since the MDE, being the product of two in z monotonically
decreasing functions (I and CEF), decreases faster with z than the intensity I.

4. Single molecule binding

Several groups were able to show the single fluorophore detection capabilities of objective-type
TIRF (see [21] and references therein). We would expect that the proposed TIR-FCS setup fea-
tures similar sensitivity since it differs from an objective-type TIRF setup essentially in the way
the detected signal is processed and in the fact that for FCS only a single-point detector is used.
Using our TIR-FCS setup, we performed measurements on single rhodamine 6G molecules
undergoing adsorption and desorption on glass coverslides. Thereby we were able to exam-
ine the performance of our system; in particular, from high resolution intensity time traces we
could estimate a lower bound for the maximal cpm that can be achieved in objective-type TIR-
FCS experiments on binding kinetics. Dye molecules, present at a low concentration, diffused
through the sample and eventually adsorbed at some location at the surface. For dyes entering
the observation volume, and especially for binding events inside the observation volume, in-
tensity peaks or bursts were observed. In general, the height of a burst depends on the lateral
location of the bound dye within the observation volume or, for a diffusing dye, on its trajectory.
It further depends on the dyes residence time inside the observation volume in the case that this
is shorter than the binning time. Therefore, the cpm inferred from single molecule bursts are
in general lower than the maximal cpm. For example, the maximal cpm would be obtained in
experiments investigating binding kinetics of a single receptor, perfect alignment presumed; in
other words, if the receptor is situated at the position where the MDE is maximal.

For these measurements, we have chosen experimental conditions described in the following.
We used standard microscope coverslides previously cleaned by sonication in 2% Helmanex.
The applied laser power incident on the microscope slide was approximately 10 - 15 mW. We
used a dye solution containing 1 nM rhodamine 6G in buffer (potassium phosphate, pH 7.0),
a concentration, low enough to assure that only single molecule events are observed. Due to
adsorption, this concentration of free dye drops to smaller values immediately after applying the
solution to the coverslide. Using a conventional confocal FCS system (Confocor I, Zeiss Jena
GmbH), we checked the sample to exclude further that bursts are due to aggregated molecules.
No aggregation could be inferred from the FCS data.
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Fig. 3. Typical time trace for single rhodamine 6G molecules binding to a microscope slide
(left). The right picture shows an enlargement of the two highest bursts. The binning time
is 100 μs.

Figure 3 shows a typical time trace (left) and an enlargement of the highest photon bursts
(right). The threshold for identifying a burst was set to 10 counts per 100 μs (given a back-
ground of 2 counts per 100μs), in order to keep the probability for false positives (bursts due to
variations of the background) low. Given this threshold, one can expect about one false positive
in a time window of ten seconds. Intensity peaks, lasting on average for about 400μs, occurred
with a frequency of about 7 per second. The average number of overlaps of two or more bursts
in a time interval of 10 s was calculated to be approximately one, for about 70 bursts in total.
The probability to observe two molecules residing at the same time in the observation volume
was therefore small. For broader bursts the binning time (100 μs) was small compared to the
lasting of the bursts (sometimes several milliseconds). Bursts due to two (or more) molecules
could in this case be easily distinguished from single molecule events by the necessary ex-
istence of steps or spikes. This is because a timely overlap of two binding events will never
be exact; two molecules will not adsorb to, and desorb from the surface at exactly the same
time, presumed that there is no aggregation (see above). In the example shown, inspection of
the enlargement confirms the assumption that the observed event was caused either by a sin-
gle molecule, or two, but successively binding molecules. In particular no spikes or steps are
observed during the photon bursts lasting for about 10 ms. In general, burst heights frequently
exceeded 70 counts, which implies cpm of more than 700 kHz. The background was approxi-
mately 20 kHz, which implies a signal to background ratio of 35 for the highest burst shown in
Fig. 3. These values are further supported by FCS measurements of diffusing dyes as is shown
in the following section.

5. FCS on diffusing molecules

We performed TIR-FCS measurements on rhodamine 6G molecules freely diffusing near a cov-
erglass surface. To prevent unspecific binding, the microscope slides were treated with oxygen
plasma before use. This renders the surface of the slides highly hydrophilic and lowers the
probability to observe binding events. As a result, the correlation time becomes orders of mag-
nitude smaller compared to measurements on slides not specially prepared. Furthermore, after
cleaning with oxygen plasma no bursts are observed in the time traces, given a binning time of
100 ms and a fluorophore concentration, C, of 1 nM.

Figure 4 shows an autocorrelation curve and the corresponding time trace obtained for a
solution of 100 nM rhodamine 6G in water. To fit the data, we used the model presented in [11]
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Fig. 4. Autocorrelation for diffusing rhodamine 6G molecules (upper left) and time trace
(right). The overall measurement time was 30 s. Fitting the data with the model represented
by equation 6 yields the following parameters: N = 1.2, τz = 21.1 μs, ω = 0.38, p = 15.4%,
τt = 1.6 μs and cpm = 1.77 MHz. The red curve represents the fit to the autocorrelation data.

and further discussed in [22]:
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The diffusion times are τz = h2/(4D) and τxy = ω2
xy/(4D) = ω2τz for the axial diffusion and

diffusion parallel to the surface, D is the diffusion coefficient, and ω = ω xy/h. The parameters
h and ωxy describe the geometry of the observation volume (equation 5). The parameter p
denotes the percentage of molecules in the triplet state and τ t denotes the triplet state decay time.
The function w is defined by w ≡ exp(−x2)erfc(−ix), and γ is a correction factor defined as
γ ≡W2/W1 [18]. This factor describes the deviation of the effective volume, Ve f f ∝ 1/(CG(0)),
from W1. From equations 4 and 5 it follows that γ equals 1/4. However, in the subsequent
calculations we used the value γ = 1/3.4, which was obtained from the numerical calculations.

To estimate the cpm from diffusion measurements, we used cpm = r/N where r stands for the
total average count-rate. N is the number of molecules in the volume W1, which implies the cpm
is the maximal value for a molecule that stays at the position where the MDE is maximal. This
deviates from the definition in [11], where cpm describes an averaged value. The value for cpm
in the example shown in Fig. 4 reaches almost 1.8 MHz. This is higher than the value obtained
from the more direct investigation of the time traces (Fig. 3). The discrepancy may be due to a
different alignment, especially of the focus position with respect to the sample and/or a different
incident angle of the laser beam. Indeed, the background in these diffusion measurements was
higher too; we estimated it to be approximately 45 kHz for FCS measurements in distilled water.
This implies a signal to background ratio of about 39, which is close to the value obtained from
direct measurements, which is 35.

From inspection of the residuals (Fig. 5, lower left), we conclude that the model still deviates
from reality. This may be due to the fact, that there is some interaction of the dye with the
surface even after treating the slides with oxygen plasma. In the present model, interaction of
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dyes with the surface is not taken into account. Nevertheless, fitting of the data with the model
represented by equation 6 gives reasonable parameter estimates.

In order to experimentally verify the model given by equation 6, TIR-FCS measurements for
three different core diameters (37.5 μm, 50 μm and 100 μm) were performed on diffusing fluo-
rescein. A solution of 50 nM fluorescein in buffer (TRIS, pH 8) was used for these experiments.
The results for three typical measurements over 100 s measurement time are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Parameter estimates for measurements with different pinhole diameters. pd:
diameter of the pinhole. D: diffusion coefficient. ωt : theoretically obtained structure
parameter. For other symbols refer to the discussion of equation 6. The parameter τt was
fixed to 1 μs.

pd [μm] N τz [μs] τxy [μs] ωt ω p [%] τt [μs] D [10−6cm2s−1]
37.5 5.3 3.7 75.5 0.20 0.22 38 1 2.8
50 5.4 3.4 97.7 0.17 0.19 27 1 3.0
100 17.3 4.3 255.2 0.10 0.12 33 1 2.4

The diffusion coefficients in Table 1 were calculated from the estimated value of τ z, using
the relation D = h2/4τz. The value of h was estimated from the numerical calculations of the
MDE to be 64 nm. Values for the structure parameter, ω , that were derived from the data, are in
excellent agreement with values ωt , that were obtained from the numerically calculated MDEs.
Also values for D coincide to a satisfactory degree with values previously published [23]. For a
pinhole diameter of 100μm, the MDE function is not well approximated by equation 5, which
explains the deviations of the values τz and D in this case. However, these values are all in
the same range, which is to be expected, because changing the pinhole diameter should only
marginally change the axial extent of the MDE.

6. Conclusion

By adapting an objective-type TIRF setup for FCS measurements, a very sensitive system is ob-
tained. High counts per molecule (cpm) are achieved due to the good light collection efficiency
inherent to this system. A small observation volume decreases background and measurement ar-
tifacts. The signal to background ratio is excellent, as can be inferred from intensity time traces
of single molecules adsorbing to a glass slide, or more indirectly from TIR-FCS measurements.
Numerical calculations of the observation volume are in good agreement with experimental
TIR-FCS data, obtained for freely diffusing fluorophores. In particular, the diffusion coefficient
and structure parameters derived from experimental data are in good agreement with reported
and theoretical values. The system allows for simultaneous parallel TIRF imaging by simply
connecting a camera to a second port of the microscope. All these features, in addition easy
handling and excellent stability, make the proposed set-up perfectly suitable for surface FCS
measurements on a single molecule level.
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